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University Calendar 
College Year of 1935-1936 
1935 
First Summer Term 
June 17, Monday. Registration. 
June 18, Tuesday. Classes begin. 
July 4, Thursday. Independence Day: a holiday. 
July 19, 20, Ft·iday, Satw·day. Final Examinations. 
Second Summer Term 
July 22, Monday. Registration. 
July 23, Tuesday. Classes begin. 
August 23, 24, Friday, Saturday. Final Examinations. 
First Semester 
Septembet· 13, Friday, 4:00 P. M. Meeting of the Faculty. 
September 16-18, Monday-Wednesday. Freshman Days. 
September 18, Wednesday. Registration of Upperclassmen. 
September 19, Thursday, 8:00 A. M. Instruction begins. 
September 28, Saturday, 12:00 Noon. Registration for the first semester closes. 
Octobe1· 9, Wednesday. Honor Convocation. 
October 19, Saturday. Homecoming. 
November 21, Thursday, 5 :00P.M. Mid-semester reports due. 
November 27, Wednesday, 5:00P.M. Thanksgiving recess begins. 
Decembe1· 2, Monday, 8 :00A.M. Instruction resumed. 
Decembe1· 20, F1·iday, 5:00 P. 11!. Christmas recess begins. 
1936 
January 6, M01ulay, 8:00 A. M. Instruction resumed. 
January 25, Saturday, 8:00A.M. First semester final examinations begin. 
February 1, Satttrday, 5:00 P. lJ!. First seme ter final examinations end. 
Second Semester 
February 3, Monday, 8:00 A. M. Registration for all students. 
February 4, Tuesday, 8 :00 A. M. In truction begins. 
February 15, Saturday, 12:00 Noon. Registration for the second semester 
closes. 
April 4, Saturday, 12:00 Noon. Mid-semester reports due. 
April 8, Wednesday, 12:00 Noon. Easter rece s begins. 
April15, Wednesday, 8:00 A. M. Instruction resumed. 
May 28, Saturday. Annual Field Day. 
May 30, Saturday. Memorial Day: a holiday. 
June 6, Saturday, 8:00A.M. econd semest r final examinations begin. 
June 13, Saturday, 12:00 Noon. econd sem t r final examinations end. 
June 14, Sunday, 10:80 A. M. Baccalaureate Service. 
June 14, Sunday, 3:00 P. Jf. Sixty- econd nnual ommencement. 
Recognition by Accrediting Agencies 
Valparaiso University hold member hip in the following accrediting 
associations: 
The North Central Association of . Colleges and Secondary 
Schools. 
The Association of American Law Schools. 
The American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. 
Valparaiso University is approved by: 
The Indiana State Board of Education as a class uA" college and 
university for teacher training. 
The American Bar Association. 
The Board of Regents of the University of the State of New 
York (The College of Liberal Arts). 
The Committee on Admissions from Higher Institutions of the 
University of Illinois as class HA" in all departments of the 
College of Liberal Arts. 
The Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of the Amer-
ican Medical Association for Pre-Medical Education. 
PART I 
ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATION, 
INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF 
Board of Directors::· 
WILLIAM C. DICKMEYER, President 
WILLIAM F. BoEGER, Vice-President 
PAuL F. MILLER, Secretary 
GEORGE H. LiTz, Treasurer 
Term to Expire 193 5 
WILLIAM F. BoEGER----------------------------------------Chicago, Illinois 
H>\RRY A. EBERLINE------------------------·---------------Detroit, Michigan 
HENRY L. ULBRICH---------------------------------------Detroit, Michigan 
GEORGE H. LETz ______________________________________ Crown Point, Indiana 
Loms J. SIECK--------------------------.---------------St. Louis, Missouri 
WILLIAM H. KROEGER------------------------------ ------------Akron, Ohio 
Term to Expire 1936 
G. CHRISTIAN BARTH---------------------------------------Cincinnati, Ohio 
WILLIAM C. DICKMEYER--------------------------------Fort Wayne, Indiana 
ERNEST J. GALLMEYER----------------------------------Fort Wayne, Indiana 
PAUL F. MILLER----------------------------------------Fort Wayne, Indiana 
HENRY F. MoELLERING------------------------ - --------Fort Wayne, Indiana 
EDwARD W. JAEGER-----------------------------------------Chicago, Illinois 
Term to Expire 1937 
HENRY A. DAHLEN-------------------------------South Orange, New Jersey 
0. A. GEISEMAN------------------------------------------ Oak Park, Illinois 
WALTER A. MAIER----------------------------------------St. Louis, Missouri 
Loms NUEcHTERLEIN ----------------------------------St. Joseph, Michigan 
FRED WEHRENBERG------------------------------------Fort Wayne, Indiana 
JOHN A. SAUERl\IAN----------------------------------------Chicago, Illinois 
*1934-1935. 
Standing Committees of the Board::·::· 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
WILLIAl\I C. DICKMEYER (President), Chairman 
PAUL F. MILLER 
FRED WEHRENBERG 
E. J. GALLMEYER 
G. H. LETZ 
COMMITTEE ON INSTRUCTION 
WILLIAM F. BoERGER, Chairman 
G. c. BARTH 
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND INVESTMENT 
JoHN A. SAUERMAN, Chairman 
GEORGE H. LETz 
COMMITTEE ON BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 
GEORGE H. LETZ, Chairman 
FRED WEHRENBERG 
COMMITTEE ON AUDIT 
EDwARD JAEGER, Chairman 
\VILLIAM F. BoEGER 
COMMITTEE ON BUDGET 
WILLIAM C. DICKMEYER, hairman 
JOHN A. SA UERMAN 
GEORGE H. LETZ 
\V ILLIAM F. BoEGER 
EDwARD JAEGER 
**The Pre ident of the Board i a member of all tanding committees. The President 
of the Univer ity i a member ex-officio of all tanding committees. 
Officers of Administration 
THE REv. OscAR C. KREINHEDER, D.D. ___ ___________________________ President 
THE REv. WILLIAM H. T. DAu, D.D. ______________________ President Emeritus 
FREDERICK w. KROENCKE, Ph.D. _______________________________________ _ 
----------------Dean of the Unive1·sity and of the College of Liberal Arts 
FREDERICK V. LoFGREN, Ph.D. ________________ Dean of the College of Pha1-macy 
HowARD WILSON MooDY, Ph.D. ____________ Dean of the College of Engineering 
JoHN W. MoRLAND, A.M., J.D. ____________________ Dean of the School of Law 
HENRY H. KuMNICK, A.B., LL.B . _________________________ Dean of Students 
ALBERT F. ScRIBNER, A.B. ____________ University Registra1·-Business Manager 
KATHERINE ER·rz BowDEN, B.S. _______ _________________ University Libra1·ian 
GERALD H. STONER, B.S., M .D. __________________________ University Physician 
CATHARINE CoRBOY---------------------------------------Alwmni S ecretary 
Lutheran University Association 
JoHN C. BAUR 
E xecutive S ecreta1·y 
THEODORE F. ANDRES KARL H. HENRICHS, M . A. 
Members hip Secretary Endowment Secretary 
Administrative and Faculty Committees::-
< 19 3 4-19 3 5) 
Admissions and Degrees: 
Associate Professor Miller, Chairman; Deans Lofgren, Moody, and Mor-
land; Professor Elliott; Registrar Scribner, Secretary. 
Athletics: 
Professor Schwiebert, Chairman; A ociate Profe or Harwood; 
Professor Skinner; and Dean Moody, Secretary. 
Library: 
si tant 
A sociate Professor Bauer, Chairman; Profes or Hartung; s i tant Pro-
fessor Lindberg; the Univer ity Librarian, Katherine Bowden. 
Scholarship: 
Associate Professor Thrun Chairman; A ociate Profe or Meyer and 
Thomas; Assistant Profe sor Lauritzen; Regi trar Scribner Seer tary. 
Student Aid: 
Pre ident 0. C. Kreinh der, hairman; Exe utive S cr tary Baur; D an of 
Students Kumni~k · 'lr. Henrich · R gi trar crihner, ecretary. 
*The Pr ident and Dean of the niver ity are x-officio member of dmlnil trative 
and Faculty Committe . 
The Teaching Staff 
( 1934-193 5) 
Professors 
Virgil Edwin Berry, LL.B., Professor of Law. 
Indiana University 1902, 1906-1909, LL.B., 1909; Winona College (Indiana), Summer 
(six weeks), 1916; Valparaiso University, Summer (six weeks), 1918; Assistant Pro-
fessor of Law, Valparaiso University, 1919-1931; Professor of Law, 1931-
TI.dmund Walter Chaffee, Mus.D., Professor of Music. 
Stern's Conservatory (Berlin), student, 1887-1890; ibid., Assistant in Music, 1889-
1890; piano under Mathews, Liebling and Sherwood; voice under Root, Burrit and 
Gottschalk; organ under Gleason and Middleschulte; composition under Koelling; 
harmony and counterpoint under Gleason; Valparaiso University, Mus.D., bon., 
1920; Professor of Music, Valparaiso University, 1894-
Paul Allerton Cushman, Sc.D., Professor of Me.chanical Engineering. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1907-1911, S.B., 1911; Trinity College, part 
time, 1911-1913; Columbia University, part-time, 1915-1916; Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, 1925-1927, S.M., 1927; University of Michigan, 1931-1932, Summer 
(seven weeks), 1932, Sc.D., 1932; Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Valparaiso 
University, 1933-
Frank Roy Elliott, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology. 
Earlham College (Richmond, Ind.), 1907-1911, B.S., 1911; ibid., 1911-1912, M.A., 1912; 
Wilmington College (Wilmington, 0.) , part-time, 1912-1916, A.B., 1916; The Ohio 
State University, Summers (nine weeks each), 1913, 1915, 1916; The University of 
Chicago, Summer (twelve weeks), 1921; The Ohio State University, 1926-1928, stu-
dent and instructor; ibid., Summer (twelve weeks), 1929, Ph.D., 1929; Professor 
of Zoology, Valparaiso University, 1929-
Adelbert C. Hartung, M.A., Professor of English. 
The University of Rochester, 1920-1924, A.B., 1924; Harvard University, 1924-1925, 
M.A., 1925; Johns Hopkins University, 1925-1926; The University of Chicago, Summer 
(ten weeks), 1927; Johns Hopkins University, 1927-1929; ibid., residence require-
ments for Ph.D. completed; Professor of English, Valparaiso University, 1931-
Frederick William Kroencke, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy. 
Concordia College (Milwaukee, Wis.), 1891-1893; Concordia Theological Seminary 
(St. Louis, Mo.), 1893-1895, Diploma, 1895; Lane Seminary, 1923-1924; University of 
Cincinnati, 1922-1924, A.B .. 1924; ibid. , 1924-1927, Ph.D., 1927; Assistant Professor 
of Philosophy and Education, Valparaiso University, 1927-1928; Professor of Phil-
osophy, 1928-
Frederick V. Lofgren, Ph.D., Professor of Pharmacy and 
Pharmacology. 
University of Washington, 1918-1920; Ph.G .. 1920; ibid., 1920-1924, B.S. , 1924; ibid., 
1924-1925, M.S. , 1925; ibid., 1925-1930. Ph.D., 1930; ibid., Teaching Fellow in Phar-
macy, 1925-1927; ibid., Instructor in Pharmacy, 1927-1929; The University of Chicago, 
Summer (ten weeks), 1932, Summer (ten weeks), 1933; Assistant Professor of Phar-
macy, Valparaiso University, 1929-1930; A ociate Professor of Pharmacy and Phar-
macology, 1930-1932; Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmacology, 1932-
Howard W'ilson Moody, Ph.D., P1·ofessor of Physics and Enginee.ring. 
Cornell College (Mt. Vernon, Iowa) . 189 -1902; A.B., 1902; The University of Chi-
cago, 1908-1912, Ph.D., 1912; Profes or of Pl1ysics and Engineering, Valparaiso Uni-
ver ity, 1930- · 
John Wallace Morland A.~f. J.D. PTofessm· of Law. 
Indiana State Normal, 1905-1910, Diploma. 1910; Indiana Univer ity, 1910-1916, A.B., 
1916; ibid., 1916-1917, Summer (nine weeks), 1917. LL.B., A.M., 1917; The University 
of Chicago, 191 -1922, J.D. , 1922; In tructor in Hi tory, Valparai o Univer ity, Sum-
mer, 1919; Regi trar, 1919-1921; Profe or of Law, 1925-1927; Assistant Profes or 
of Law, 1927-1929; Associate Professor of Law, 1929-1930; Professor of Law, 1930-
Ernest George Schwiebert, Ph.D., Professor of History. 
Capital Univer ity, 1917-191 , 1919-1921; The Ohio State University, Summer (twelve 
weeks), 1919, Summer (twelve weeks), 1920; Capital University, B.A., 1921; Ca\)ital 
University Theological Seminary, 1921-1924, Diploma, 1924; The Ohio State Umver-
sity, 1921-1 923, M.A., 1923; The Univer ity of Chicago, 1925-1926; Cornell University, 
1927-1930, Ph.D. , 1930; ibid .. As istant to Preserved Smith, 1927-192 ; Profes or of 
Hi tory, Valparai o University, 1930-· 
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Associate Professors 
Walter Emil Bauer, Ph.D., Associate PTofessor of History. 
Concordia College (Fort Wayne, Ind.), 1911-1917, Diploma, 1917; Concordia Theo-
logical Seminary (St. Louis, Mo.), 1917-1921, Diploma, 1921; The University of Chi-
cago, Summer (six weeks), 1919; Columbia University, 1921-1922, A.M., 1922; Har-
vard University, 1922-1923; ibid., Instructor, 1922-1923; Cornell University, 1930-1932, 
Ph.D., 1932; Instructor in History, Valparaiso University, 1926-1929; Assistant 
Professor of History, 1929-1933; Associate Professor of History, 1933-
Arthur Albert Harwood, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pharmace.utical 
Chemistry. 
University of Wisconsin, 1919-1923, B.S., 1923; ibid., 1925-1926, M.S., 1926; ibid., 1927-
1929, Ph.D., 1929; Assistant Professor of Pharmacognosy, Valparaiso University, 
1929-1933; Assistant Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 1933 .. 1934; Associate 
Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 1934-
Alfred H. L. Meyer, Ph.D., Associate Profe.sso1· of Geography and 
Geology. 
McKendree College (Lebanon, Ill. ), 1916-1917; University of Illinois, 1917-1918, 
1919-1921, A.B., 1921; The University of Chicago, Summer (four weeks), 1921; Uni-
versity of Illinois, 1921-1922, A.M., 1923; The University of Chicago, Summers 
(eight weeks each), 1924-1926; Northwestern University, Summer (eight weeks ) , 
1927; University of Michigan, Summer (eight weeks), 1928, Summer ( ix weeks), 
1929, Summer (six weeks), 1930, year 1932-1933; ibid., Ph.D., 1934; Instructor in 
Geology and Zoology, Valparaiso University, 1926-1930; Assistant Professor of Geol-
ogy and Geography, 1930-1933; Associate Professor of Geography and Geology, 
1933-
Walther Martin Miller, M.A., Associate Professor of German. 
Concordia College (Fort Wayne, Ind. ), 1915-1916, Diploma, 1916; Concordia Theo-
logical Seminary (St. Louis, Mo.), 1916-1919, Diploma, 1919; Harvard University, 
1919-1923, M.A., 1922; ibid., Instructor in German, 1920-1923; ibid., second semester, 
1930-1931; Instructor in German, Valparaiso University, 1926-1929; Assistant Pro-
fessor of German, 1929-1933; Associate Professor of German, 1933-
Ancil Ridgeway Thomas, Ph.D., Associate. Professor of Physics. 
Earlham College (Richmond, Ind.) , 1921-1925, B.S., 1925; Marion College (Marion, 
Ind.), Summer (eight weeks), 1928; Washington University, 1925-1926, M.S., 1926: 
ibid., 1926-1929, Ph.D., 1930; Assistant Professor of Physics, Valparaiso University, 
1929-1933; Associate Professor of Physics, 1933-
Walter Eugene Thrun, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry. 
Northwestern College (Watertown, Wis. ), 1908-1910; University of Michigan, 1910-
1912, A.B., 1912; ibid., 1913-1914, M.S., 1914: University of Mis ouri, 1914-1917, Ph.D .• 
1917; J'Ohns Hopkins University, Fellow in the School of Hygiene and Public Health, 
1918-1919; Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Valparaiso University, 192 -1931: 
As ociate Professor of Chemistry, 1931-
Assistant Professors 
Charles Harold Frick, M.S. in E.E., Assistant Professor in 
Mathematics. 
University of South Carolina, 1926-1930, B.S. in E.E., 1930; Iowa State College, 
Re earch Fellow, Summer (twelve weeks), 1930; ibid., Graduate A istant, 1930-
1931, M.S. in E.E., 1931; In tructor in Mathematics, Valparaiso Univer ity, 1931-
1934; Assistant Professor, 1984-
Hazel B. Tallman Guillaumant, M.A., Assistant Professor of Romance 
Languages. 
Montana State College, 1921-1925, B.S., 1925; The State Univer ity of Iowa, 1925-
1926, 1928-1929, M.A., 1929; ibid., Graduate i taut, 1925-1926; ational Univer lty 
of Mexico, ummer, 1927, ummer, 1930; Le orbonne, Paris, 1933-1934, Diploma-
Degre Superieur, 1934; In tructor in Roman e Languag , Valparaiso Univer ity, 
1929-1933; istant Prof or of Romance Languag , 1938-
Fred Henry Otto Kaufmann Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Botany and 
Pharmacognosy. 
Univer ity of Wi on in, 1921-1925, B .. , 1925 ; fichigan tate oll e, 1925-1026, 
M.S., 1926; ib!d., In tructor in Agronomy, 1925-1926; niver ity of Wi con in, um-
mers 192 , 1930, 1931, and 1932 (thirty-four weeks), year 1932-1933, Ph.D., 1033; 
In tructor in Botany, Valparai o Univer ity, 1927-1032; i tant Prof or oC 
Botany and Pharmacogno y, 1933-
10 VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY 
Carl William Lauritzen, B.S. in E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical 
Engineering. 
University of Minnesota, 1917-1924, B.S. in E.E., 1924; ibid., 1928-1929; ibid., resi-
dence requirements for M.S. completed, 1929; Instructor in Electrical Engineering, 
Valparaiso University, 1926-1928, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, 
1928-
Carl Frederick Lindberg, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education and 
Psychology. 
Augustana College, 1911-1914, A.B., 1914; University of Kansas, 1930-1933, Ph.D., 
1933; Assistant Professor of Education and Psychology, Valparaiso University, 
1934-
Frederick Irving Schweppe, A.B., Mus.M., Assistant Professor of 
Music. 
State Teachers College (Eau Claire, Wis.), Summer (six weeks), 1919; Minneapolis 
School of Music, 1920-1922, diploma, 1922; University of Minnesota, Summer (eleven 
weeks), 1922, Summer (five weeks), 1929; MacPhail School of Music (Minneapolis, 
Minn.). 1922-1924, M.B., 1924; Northland College (Ashland, Wis.), 1926-1927; Val-
paraiso University, 1929-1931, A.B., 1931; Syracuse University, Summer (six weeks), 
1931, Summer (six weeks), 1932, Second Semester, 1933-1934; ibid., Mus. M., 1934; 
Instructor in Public School Music, Valparaiso University, 1929-1933; Assistant Pro-
fessor of Music, 1933-
A. M. Skinner, M.A., Assistant Professor of Economics and Business 
Management. 
University of Kentucky, 1923-1926, A.B., 1926; Butler University, 1928-1929, M.A., 
1929; The University of Chicago, Summer (ten weeks), 1931, year 1931-1932, Summer 
(ten weeks), 1932, Summer (ten weeks), 1983; ibid., residence requirements for 
Ph.D. completed, 1933; ibid., Summer (10 weeks), 1934; Instructor in Economics and 
Sociology, Valparaiso University, 1929-1931; Assistant Professor of Economics and 
Business Management, 1931-
Mo es Walter Uban, A.B., B.S. in M.E., Assistant Professor of Me-
chanical Engineering. 
Valparaiso Univer ity, 1909-1912, 1918-1922. A.B., 1922; The University of Chicago, 
graduate work, Summer (six weeks), 1922; ibid., part-time graduate work, 1927-1928; 
Valparaiso University, part-time during 1924-1925, 1926-1927, 1929-1930, Summer 
(ten weeks), 1930, 1930-1931, Summer (ten weeks), 1931, 1931-1932, Summer (five 
weeks), 1932, B.S. in M.E., 1932; Assistant Profe or of English, Valparai o Unlver-
ity, 1922-1923; In tructor in Machine Shop, 1923-1926; In tructor in Engineering 
and Machine Shop, 1926-1928; Instructor in Engineering and Mathematics, 192 -1930; 
Instructor in Engineering, 1930-1934; A istant Profes or of 1echanical Engi-
neering, 1934-
Instructors 
Herman Blickensderfer, B.S. in C.E. Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
boo! of Mines and Metallurgy (Rolla, Mo.), 1924.-1927, B.S. in C.E., 1927; In tructor 
in Civil Engineering, Valparaiso Univer ity, 1927-
Jacob :Melius Christiansen, A.B., Instructor in Health and Director of 
I ntramuml and I ntet·collegiate Athletics. 
t. Olaf College (Northfield, Minn.). 1920-1924., A.B., 1924; niversity of 1innesota, 
Summer ( ix we k ) , 1923; State Teacher ollege ( uperior, Wi .) . ummer ( :x 
week ), 1924; ibid., ummer (three w ek ), 1927; niver ity of Michigan, ummer 
( ix weeks), 1929; Univer ity of WI con in, ummer ( ix weeks) . 1930; Acting 
Director of and In tructor in Phy ical Education for Men. including Intramural 
and Intercolle.,.iate Athl tics. Valparai o niver ity, 1929-1930; In tru tor in 
Phy ical Education and Director of Pby leal Education for fen and of Intramural 
and Intercollegiate thletic , 1930-1933; In tructor in Health and Director of 
Intramural and Intercollegiate thletic , 1933-
H len 1\farie Dvorak B. of 1\Iu . B .. Instructor in Harmony~ Violin~ 
1 iola~ and Cello. 
American Con ervatory of Mu ic, 1916-1 20. B. of Mu ., 1920; Univer ity of Illinoi , 
umm r S ion, 1922 (eight week ) ; Teachers College, Columbia niver'ity, 1929-
1933. B.S., 1933; In tructor in Harmony, Violin, lola, and Cello, anrl Director of 
the University Or h tra, Valparal o Univer ity, 1934-
FACULTY 11 
Herbert C. -Graebner, :M.B.A., Instructor in Business Management and 
Economics. 
Valparais@ ' University, 1926-1930, B.S., 1930; Northwestern University, 1930-1931, 
M.B.A., .1931; ibid., Summer, 1934; Instructor in Busine.<i:S Management and Eco-
nomics, ·valparaiso University, 1932- · 
Stacey LeRoy Green, A.B., Instructor in Piano and Part-time 
· Inst1·uctor in tht; Theory of Music. 
Northland College (Ashland, Wis.), 1918-1922, A.B., 1922; Piano under Dagmar 
Walle-Hansen, Oslo, Norway, 1922-1923; Instructor in Piano, Valparaiso Univers-ity, 
1929-19aa; Instructor in Piano and Part-time Instructor ia the Theory of Music, 
1933- . 
Marshall John Jox, A.B., J.D., Instructor in Law. 
Y. M. C. A. College, Chicago, 1923-1924; Indiana University, 1925-1928, A.B., 1928; 
University of Chicago, 1928-1931, J.D., 1931; Instructor in Law, Valparaiso Uni-
versity, 1934-
Donald D. Mallory, B.S. in M.E., Instructor in Electrical Enginee.ring. 
Valparaiso University, 1924-1928, B.S. in M.E., 1928; University of Michigan, Summer 
(eight -weeks), 1931, .Summer (eight weeks), 1932, Summer (eight weeks), 1933; 
Instructor in Electrical Engineering, Valparaiso University, 1929-
Gaynell Neff, M.A., Instructor in Health for Women and Director of 
Intramural Athletics for Women. 
The Ohio State University, 1917-1918; Univer ity of Mi ouri, 1918-1920, B .. , 1920: 
Chicago Normal School of Physical Education, 1921-1922, Diploma, 1922; Columbia 
University, 192!)-1930, . M.A., 1930; Instructor in and Acting Director of Health 
· .and Physical Education for Women, Valparaiso University, 1932-1933; In tructor 
in Health for Women and Director of Intramural Athletics for Women, 1933-
Derrill Raymond Place, A.M., Instructor in Public Speaking. 
Wabash College (Crawfordsville, Indiana), 1928-1930, A.B., 1930; The Ohio State 
University, 1930-1931, A.M., 1931; University of Southern California, 1931-1932; 
Cornell University, Summer (six weeks), 1932; Univer ity of Toulouse, Summer 
(four weeks), 1930; University of Munich, Summer (four weeks), 1930; Instructor 
in Public Speaking, Valparaiso University, 1932-
Elizabeth Anna Marie Rechenberg, A.M., Instructor in Ge:r~an. 
Valparaiso University, 1911-1921, A.B., 1921; Indiana Univer ity, Summer (nine 
weeks), 1926, Summer (twelve weeks), 1927, Summer (twelve week), 1928, Summer 
(twelve weeks), 1929, A.M., 1929; Instructor in German, Valparai o Univer ity, 
1911-1917; In tructor in German and Botany, 1920-1924; In tructor in German, 
Botany, and Zoology, 1924-1927; In tructor in Botany, 1927-1933; In tructor in 
German, 1933-
Harold L. Rogers B.M.E., Instructor in Band Instruments and Direc-
tor of University Band. 
lllinoi We leyan Univer ity, 1927-1929, Diploma, 1929; ibid., 1929-1931, B.M.E .• 
1931; ibid., Summer ( ix weeks ), 1931; Syracu e University, ummer ( ix wee ), 
1932; · tudied bra in truments with Pedro Lanzo of onway' Band; oncJu ting 
and band repertoire with Harold Bachman; In tru tor in Band In truments anrt 
Director of niver ity Band, Valparai o Univer ity, 1931-
Hazel Die eth- chweppe M.B. Instructor in Voice. 
al.,.ary .-ormal (Canada) . 1914-1916; tudi d voi with fadame nna don h-
rane of the London Royal cad my at Edmonton, nada. 1916-1919; M c Phai1 
chool of 1 ic ( Hnne.apoli , l inn.), 19~2-1927, 1.B., 1927; voice und r ar 
aenger, ergei KUban ky, I ac Van Grov , ar agle, Frank Pr how ' ky; 
piano under Von Buelow, rgei Dunae\' ki; In tructor in Voi alpar i o ni-
Yer ity, 1929-
Rob rt Lincoln Taylor .B. J.D. Instructor in Law. 
Yal ni\·er ity, 1923-1927, .B .. 1927; , ' ortllw t rn niv r itr aw h I. I :!7-
1930, J.D., 1930; In tructor in Law, Valparai o niversity, 1938-'-
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Herbert H. Umbach, Ph.D., Instructor in English Language and 
Literature. 
Concordia College (Fort Wayne, Ind.), 1920-1926; Concordia Seminary (St. Louis, 
Mo.), 1926-1929, B.D., 1929; Washington University, 1929-1931, M.A., 1930; Cornell 
University, 1932-1934, Ph.D., 1934; Instructor in En~lish Language and Literature, 
Valparaiso University, 1934--
Myers .E Zimmerman, A.B., Instructor in Shorthand and Typewriting. 
Valparaiso University, 1914.-1921, A.B., 1921; Instructor in Shorthand and Typewrit-
ing, Valparaiso University, 1915-
Raymond Charles Zuehlke, M.A., Instructor in English and Journalism. 
Lawrence College, 1928-1930; University of Wisconsin, 1930-1934, B.A., 1932, M.A., 
1938; ibid., Summer Sessions, 1930, 1932 (six weeks each), Instructor in English 
and Journalism, Valparaiso University, 1934--
Part-Time Instructors and Lecturers 
Howard Theodore Betz, A.B., Part-time Instructor in Mathematics and 
Physics. 
Valparaiso University, 1929-1933, A.B., 1933; Part-Time Instructor in Mathematics 
and Physics, 1984--
Grant Crumpacker, LL.B., Lecturer in Law. 
Valparaiso University, LL.B., 1894; Valparaiso, Indiana, Attorney at Law, since 
1894; Valparaiso University, Instructor in Law, 1894-1909; Porter County, Indiana, 
County Attorney, 1906-1927; ibid., Judge of Circuit Court, 1927-1933. 
Roy B. Julian, A.B., M.S., Part-time. Instructor in Education and As- . 
sistant Director of Supervised Teaching. 
Indiana State Teachers College (Terre Haute, Ind.), 1910-1915, Diploma, 1917; Butler 
University, 1920-1923, A.B., 1923; ibid., M.S., 1930; The University of Chicago, Sum-
mer, 1933; Part-Time Instructor in Education and Assistant Director of Supervised 
Teaching, Valparaiso University, 1931-
Henry H. Kumnick, A.B., LL.B., Part-time Instructor in Religion. 
Concordia College (Milwaukee, Wis.), 1905-1911, Diploma, 1911; Concordia Theo-
logical Seminary (St. Louis, Mo.), 1911-1914, Diploma, 1914; State University of 
Montana, 1921-1922, A.B., 1922; ibid., 1922-1924, LL.B., 1924; The University of 
Chicago, Summer (five weeks), 1931, Summer (five weeks), 1932; Part-Time In-
structor in Law and Religion, Valparaiso University, 1927-1980; Part-Time Instruc-
tor in Religion, 193o-
Alfred J. Link, Ph.B., J.D., Lecturer in Law. 
University of Chicago, Ph.B., 1916; ibid., J.D., 1917; LaPorte, Indiana, Attorney 
at Law since 1919; ibid., City Attorney, 1926-1929; LaPorte County, Judge of 
Circuit Court since 1929. 
H. H. Loring, LL.B., Lecturer in Law. 
Valparai o University, LL.B .• 1894; Valparai o, Indiana Attorney at Law since 
1894; ibid., City Attorney, 1902-190 ; Porter County, Judge of Circuit Court, 1915-
1927; President of the First State Bank, Valparaiso, Indiana, sinc:e 1912. 
*Edgar Alva Ridgely, Ph.G., Part-time Instructor in Pharmacy. 
Valparaiso University, 1901-1902, Ph.G., 1902; Gary, Indiana, Registered Pharmaci t 
since 1908; Part-Time In tructor in Pharmacy, Valparaiso University, 1931-
Mark B. Rockwell, B.S., LL.B., Lecturer in Law. 
Ohio Northern Univer ity, B.S., 1901; Valparaiso University, LL.B., 11104; Judge 
of the Porter County Superior Court. 
*Died January 24, 1935. 
FACULTY 
Critic Teachers 
(1934-1935) 
Valparaiso Public Schools 
Ruth Andres, A.B·-------------------------------------English 
Cecil Loar Bigelow, B.S·---------------------------Mathematicl 
Joseph Beasley Brown, A.M, _____________________ Jndustrial .Arts 
Emma R. Foor, A.B·----------------------------------English 
Dessa Mae Hudson, B.C.S·-------------------------Commercial 
Homer Marion Jessee, A.B.--~---------------------Mathematics 
Mabel J essee------------------------------------Fourth Grade 
Wm. R. Kendall, B.S•--------------------------------Biology 
Clare McGillicuddy, A.B, _________________________ Jlathematics 
Claude 0. Pauley, A.B·----------------Bcience and Mathematics 
Leathe Carman Ponader, B.S.-------------------------------Art 
Ralph Powell, A.B. _____________ History and Physical Education 
Frank Grafton Reid, B.S·------------------------------History 
Frieda Schenck, A.M.----------------------------------German 
Ralph Eugene Schenck, M.A, __________ Commercial and History 
Helen Louise Schudel, A.B·------------------Physical Education 
Hazel Sowers, B.S·------------------------------Social Science 
Mary Stoner -------------------------------------Second Grade 
Olie Welty_ ----------------------------------------------Latin 
Russell H. White, A.B·---------------------------------Science 
Student Assistantships 
( 1934-1935) 
Kurt Biedermann, Assistant to the Librarian in the University Library. 
Rosemary Blaese, Assistant in Business Management. 
Elwin Brittan, Assistant in Music. 
Walter A. Christopher, Assistant in Social Science. 
Paul Dietz, Assistant in Zoology. 
Robert Frick, Assistant in the College of Engineering. 
Theodore Frincke, Assistant to the Librarian in the Univ rsity Library. 
Lenard P. Gotsch, Assistant in Mathematics and Physics. 
Muriel Jones, Assistant in English. 
Delmar Karger, As istant in the College of Engineering. 
Norman Kiesling, Assistant to the Librarian in the School of Law. 
George Krampien, Assistant to the Librarian in the School of Law. 
Edward W. Lie ke, A sistant in the College of Engineering. 
Donald Lightcap, A istant in the College of Pharmacy. 
Walter Matthews, As i tant in Chemi try. 
Meta Mueller, Assistant in Social Sci nee. 
J. Arthur Scheiderer, Assistant in the College of Engineering. 
Edward Singer, Assistant in Education and P ychology. 
Clelland Snyder, A i tant in Botany and Pharmacogno y. 
William \Vi man, A sistant in th ollege of Pharmacy. 
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Administrative and Office Assistants 
( 1·9.34-19 3 5) 
Library 
SELMA KROENCKE, A.B., Assistant to the Librarian 
President's Office 
LAUilA SAEGER, A.B., Sec1·eta1·y 
Office of the Registrar-Business Manager 
MARTHA CARLSON, EsTHER KmcHHOEFER, A.B., 
MARIE NICHOLSON, NoRA WERLING, · 
MYERS ZIMMERMAN, A.B. 
Lutheran University Association 
HILDA NuoFFER, Secreta1·y 
Department of Public Relations 
MILDRED CARLSON, HELEN MARKS 
PART II 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
History and Aims 
A new chapter in the history of Valparaiso University was begun in the 
summer of 1925 when this institution was purchased by the Lutheran University 
Association, an Indiana corporation, composed of men and women of the Luth-
eran faith who belong to churches affiliated with the Synods comprising the 
Evangelical Lutheran Synodical Conference of North America. This associa-
tion today owns the physical property and controls the policies of the in-
stitution. 
The history of Valparaiso University dates back to the days before the 
Civil War, when on September 21, 1859, the Valparaiso Male and Female Col-
lege was opened in Valparaiso, Indiana. The beginning was auspicious; the 
reverses suffered as a result of the Civil War, however, compelled the suspen-
sion of classes in 1869. On September 16, 1873, the college was reopened as 
the N orfhern Indiana Normal School and Business Institute by Henry Baker 
Brown, who was joined in 1881 by Oliver Perry Kinsey. Under the leadership 
of these men the school grew rapidly in numbers and in influence. In 1900 
its name was changed to Valparaiso College, and in 1907 to Valparaiso 
University. 
The primary consideration prompting the acquisition of Valparaiso Univer-
sity by the Lutheran University Association was t.hat of providing the church-
body, to which its members belong, with a school of higher learning which would 
devote itself to the education of its young people in the fields of secular knowl-
edge. While the synods of the Synodical Conference had for years maintained 
numerous schools for the training of pastors for their pulpits and teachers for 
their parish schools, none of them maintained an institution of higher learning 
specifically to train their young people for the lay professions. It was the desire 
to supply this need in the educational program of the church that led to the or-
ganiaztion of the Lutheran University Association and to the acquisition of 
Valparaiso University by this association. 
While Valparaiso University as an institution of higher learning under 
Lutheran auspices indeed welcomes students of all religious persuasions, with-
out distinction or discrimination, its chief field of service is to the young men 
and women of its own communion. It aims to serve these young people by 
offering them a thorough general, advanced, and special training in such fields 
of learning as its facilities and resources permit, and by offering them this 
training in an environment which, by deepening their Christian consciousness, 
will at the same time tend to promote their spiritual well-being and growth. 
Valparaiso University seeks to realize the aims and ideals of its supporting 
constituency through the total pattern of its activities under the guidance of 
a faculty and an administration committed to these ideals. 
As its motto it has adopted the word of the inspired psalmist: "In luce tua 
videmus lucem" (In Thy light shall we see light).-Ps. 36, 9. 
Location 
The University is located at Valparaiso, Indiana, forty-four !Jlile southeast 
of Chicago. Valparaiso, a city of eight thousand inhabitants and the county 
seat of Porter County, is located in a thriving agricultural region adjoining the 
populous industrial communities of the Calumet District. Gary, Hammond, 
Indiana Harbor, Whiting, Michigan City, LaPorte, and South Bend are within 
easy reach. The Lincoln Highway and the Yellowstone Trail give easy access 
to the city for those who travel by automobile. Thre~ railroad , the Penn yl-
vania, the Grand Trunk, and the Nickel Plate, give Valparaiso ervice better 
than that boasted by many larger communities. Excellent commutation ervice 
is maintained with Chicago. An electric interurban line link the city with 
Gary. 
The city is beautifully located approximately on the ere t of what i called 
the Valparaiso Terminal Moraine, the highe t ridge in northern Indian , 
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which acts as the watershed between the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence and the 
Mississippi drainage system. From College Hill, a knoll rising to an elevation 
of about 790 feet above sea level at the southeastern edge of the city, where the 
University buildings are grouped, the view to the south, in the direction of the 
Kankakee River· and its famous marshes, is especially beautiful. Sager's Lake, 
which lies in this direction, is a particularly favored spot. Toward the north, 
the Sand Dunes are of unusual interest as natural formation of great geologic, 
biologic, and scenic interest. 
Unusual opportunities are offered to students of geology, botany, and zool-
ogy in the natural laboratories provided by the desert conditions of the dunes, 
and by the abundance of water and aquatic plants and animals in the inter-
morainal and interdunal pockets on either side of the main ridge. Furthermore, 
the nearness of the Calumet industrial region and the exceptionally central 
location of the University with respect to Chicago, Detroit, and Indianapoli 
make this an especially favored school from the standpoint of the applied 
science, both physical and social, as well as from that of the commercial tudies. 
Inspection trips to the Field Museum of Chicago, to the steel mills of Gary, 
and to the Dunes State Park form a regular part of the course of study in the 
several departments. 
From a residential point of view, Valparaiso offers many advantage which 
are lacking in tne great cities: abundance of pure air, broad, shaded treet , 
and open country within fifteen minu:tes' walk from the business district. A 
a place for the training of youth, Valparaiso offers advantages superior in 
many respects to those of the big city, ince it i not, as in the ca e of the latter, 
handicapped by many disturbing influence . 
Buildings and Equipment 
The University occupies a number of commodious building , group d in the 
neighborhood of University Place. 
The Auditorium is on the west ide of College Avenue. The ground floor 
contains the Office of the Registrar-Business Manager, some lecture rooms 
and several departmental offices. The second floor ha a large auditorium 
with a seating capacity of about fifteen hun&red. 
Music H all, a three-story building, is directly oppo ite the Auditorium. 
It contains the University administrative offices, a number of tudio , harmony 
and recital halls, and many private practice room . 
Science Hall faces north and is opposite the Auditorium on University Place. 
T he ground floor contains the physics laboratory and work- hop, a large chem-
ical laboratory and the general stock room. The first floor contains the lecture 
rooms for physics and chemistry, the analytical laboratory, weighing room, 
offices for the chemistry and physics departments, and a re earch laboratory. 
The second floor houses the College of Pharmacy with it office , a large phar-
macy and dispensing laboratory, a pharmacognosy laboratory, and everal 
lecture rooms. 
Immediately west of Science Hall is the Biology Building, containing a 
number of lecture rooms and three well-equipped laboratorie for botany, 
geology and zoology. 
The Univer ity Library i hou ed in a building north of the uditorium 
on College Avenue. It contains 22,185 volumes of books, 1,3 9 unbound 
periodicals, 2,4 6 government bound volume , 9,40 pamphl t , and 9, 1 g v-
ernment pamphlets. It subscribes for approximately 166 p riodicals. 
Arts-Law Hall, a modern building, i north of the Library, at th int r 
tion of College Avenue and Fre man tr t. Thi buildin ho e th ch I 
of Law with its library on the fir t floor, and v ral departm nt of the 
oil ge of Liberal rts on the cond and third floor . 
The Engineering Building, corner College venu 
exclu ively for engineering. Th re are ten iv 
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laboratories, woodworking shops, drafting rooms, testing laboratories, foun-
dries, and a modern power plant. 
A building devoted to Health and Physical Education is one of the first 
structures to be erected according to the plans of the Board of Directors. 
Meanwhile, adequate arrangements have been made with the public school 
authorities for the use of their commodious High School Gymnasium. Brown 
Field is well equipped for outdoor athletics. Its tennis courts deserve special 
mention. The field is located near the University, on a tract of land which 
is reserved for additions to the present University plant. 
Grounds, buildings, and equipment are appraised at more than $900,000 by 
the American Appraisal Company. 
Cost 
The University tries to keep the cost of tuition, fees, board, and room at 
a figure that is reasonable and at the same time consistent with its determina-
tion to live up to its ideals in education. 
Tuition and Fees 
Tuition costs $175.00 for the entire school year, payable $87.50 each semester. 
General fees-for athletics, health service, the use of the library, and special 
lectures-amount to $18.00, payable $10.00 the first semester and $8.00 the 
second se_!P.ester. 
Laboratory fees are charged in some departments and are listed under the 
respective courses. The deposits listed for orne courses are returnable at the 
end of the semester, less breakage. 
Applied Music Fees 
The University tries to encourage students to continue applied music instruc-
tion in college by charging a modest fee for private lessons. 
In addition to the regular tuition cost, eighteen private lessons in applied 
music may be taken for twenty-five dollars per semester; in band instruments 
for eighteen dollars per semester. Rental of a private practice room with 
piano for one daily practice hour is five dollar per semester; for each addi-
tional hour a charge of five dollars is made per semester. 
Tuition and Fees for Part-Time Students 
Part-time students are students who register for nine credit hours or le s. 
Students who register for from seven to nine credit hours pay $6.00 per credit 
hour and full general fees. 
Students who regi ter for six credit hours or le pay a library fee of $5.00 
in addition to a tuition charge of $6.00 per credit hour. 
Auditors pay only $6.00 per credit hour equivalent. 
Board 
Board i provided under pleasant surrounding at the main r taurant in 
Altruria Hall and at the Brown and Gold Coffee Shop corn r College venue 
and Mound Street. The student may purcha e individual meal or buy meal 
ti ket for $4.00 each. Many student requir onl. one ticket p r ' eek. Thu 
their board amount to $72.00 the s me ter. 
Tickets cannot be made interchangeable between the main r taurant and 
the coffee shop, sine each i managed eparately a a self- u taining nter-
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prise. However, for variety and change upperclassmen may alternate in their 
patronage of the University's restaurants at will. 
Freshmen are required to take their meals in the main restaurant. At the 
beginning of each semester, therefore, they will either purchase or contract for 
their semester's supply of meal tickets. 
Rooms 
The University maintains a dormitory for men which is known as Lembke 
Hall. This is divided into two wings, known as North and South Lembke. 
South Lembke is set aside exclusively for freshmen students. 
The accommodations at Lembke Hall include a club room, a few ingle 
rooms, and a large number of two-room suites for two students. 
Freshmen who do not live with their parents or guardians are required 
to live in Lembke Hall. 
Additional quarters for men students are listed in the Univer ity's . record of 
approved rooming houses. This is supplied by the Dean of Students. 
Altruria Hall is the dormitory for women. It has a large reception hall, 
some single accommodations, and many rooms for two students. Women stu-
dents who do not live with their parents or guardians are required to live at 
Altruria Hall. 
Lembke and Altruria Halls as well as all approved rooming hou es are 
under the care of resident matrons or house mothers. 
All rooms in the University dormitories are provided with the necessary fur-
niture. However, occupants supply their own blankets, sheets, pillows, pillow 
cases, towels, floor coverings, and curtains. 
University women and first-year men who cannot be accommodated in their 
respective halls will be assigned to other rooms. 
Rooms in the University's halls may be had at rates ranging from $32.00 
to $42.00 in the men's dormitory and from $32.00 to $47.00 in the women' 
dormitory. 
Table of Minimum Costs 
The following table of minimum costs i supplied for the convenienc of 
parents or guardians and students: 
For each semester: 
Tuition ----------------------------------------$ 7.50 
<Jenera! Fees ----------------------------------- 9.00 
Board ----------------------------------------- 72.00 
Room ----------------------------------------- 32.00 
Total ---------------------------------------$200.50 
Amounts due the Univer ity are ordinarily payable in full at the tim of 
regi tration. 
Howev r, the University ha ucces fully inaugurat d a tim payment plan 
to enable parent and guardians to meet the major xp ns out of curr nt in-
come. The plan covers tuition, mu ic les on , board, and room but not fe s and 
other similar minor items which are alway paid in advanc . mall carrying 
charge of 50 cents for each $50.00 or fraction ther of will b coll ct d in 
advance on deferr d amount to r imbur e the niv r ity for th xtra o t f 
carrying and collecting account . 
Application for preading payment to the u i-
ne Mana er b parent or gua rdian r in pe •. on; 
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and all arrangements should be completed before registration in order to avoid 
delay and confusion. 
No student will be registered if his account for the preceding semester has 
not been settled. No degree will be conferred upon or transcript of credit given 
for the student whose account with the University has not been settled in full. 
Refunds 
In case of formal voluntary withdrawal only, the tuition fee is refundable 
as follows: two-thirds until two weeks and one-third until ten weeks after the 
opening of a semester. If the student is dismissed there is no refund of this fee. 
General, special, and laboratory fees are never refunded. 
Unused portions of payment made for board and room are refunded in all 
cases of withdrawal. 
Refunds are made to parents or guardians direct, unless the University is 
instructed by them to remit to the student. Refunds must be claimed in 
writing at the latest within six months of the close of a given semes.ter. 
Amounts not claimed within the specified time are turned over to the Univer-
sity's student loan fund. 
Special Fees 
Matriculation-$5.00. This fee is payable once only, when the student ii 
first admitted to the University. 
Late Registration-Fifty cents per day until the close of registration. 
Condition Examination-$3.00. 
Make-up or Special Examination-$1.00. 
Change in Program-$1.00, unless the change is required by the University. 
See change in program under Admission. 
Graduation-$10.00; payable during the first week in November preceding 
the date of the student's graduation. 
Payee 
Drafts, checks, and money orders should be made payable to the Valparaiso 
University Association. 
Routine of Matriculation 
Upon reaching Valparaiso, new students should come to the office of the 
Dean of Students who will supply the necessary information respecting regis-
tration, rooms, and board. 
Student Council Fees 
The student council has been entrusted with the management of certain 
student activities and is authorized to collect the following activities fees: 
$12.00 for the year, payable $8.5Q at the beginning of the fir t semester 
and $3.50 at the beginning of the second semester. This entitles the student 
(I) to The Torch which is published approximately thirty times by the 
journalism class under the supervision of the Department of English, and 
contains campus news; (2) to admission to the lectures and entertainments of 
the student lyceum; (3) to band and orche tra concert spon.o:ored by the 
council; and (4) to student debates and dramatic productions. Upwards of 
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fifteen admissions are offered und~r this fee; ( 5) to The Uhlan, the students' 
annual which contains a comprehensive record of the year's activities. 
Religious Activities 
The principal concern of the Dean of Students is the spiritual welfare of 
the students at the University. Chapel exercises are con~ucted every morning 
from Monday to Friday during the regular scholastic year. The University 
regards these devotions as its family altar. The chapel period is emphasized 
for the sake of cultivating and strengthening the student's spiritual life. AJI 
students of the Lutheran faith are required to attend the chapel exercises. 
Gamma Delta 
Gamma Delta is the University chapter of the Walther League, an interna-
tional organization of Lutheran young people. This organization engages the 
interest of a number of students in its varied program of religious work. Meet-
ings are held twice a month. The program is in charge of members of the 
chapter under the direction of a member of the faculty. 
Church Attendance 
All students are expected to attend the church services of their denomina-
tion regularly every Sunday. Every courtesy is extended to the pastors of the 
city of Valparaiso to enable them to do pastoral work in the interest of the 
students of their faith. 
Student Conduct 
Matters of conduct are in the hands of the Dean of Students. Supervision 
of all social activities is maintained by his office. 
The University takes the attitude that all the resources of college life must 
tend to develop moral character in young men and women. Students, there-
fore, are expected to learn the value of following rules and regulations enacted 
for the welfare of group life. Obedience to law is best learned by the actual 
practice of obedience. Accordingly, set regulations, shown by experience to 
be salutary for all students, are enforced at the University. 
There are offenses which inevitably involve the separation of a student from 
the University, such as willful or habitual disregard of college regulations, 
gambling, inebriety, any form of impurity, the continual u e of profan or 
obscene language, and dishonesty in the classroom and in campus relation hips. 
Furthermore, the University insi ts that any marriage, either party to which 
is a student of Valparaiso University, mu t be publicly announced. For thi 
purpose, written con ent for uch marriage must be filed with the Dean of 
Students by the parents or guardian of the tudent prior to it solemnization. 
Any attempt to keep the fact of the marriage secret will re ult in ind finite 
suspension effective from the date of the marriage. Finally, the Univ r ity 
re erves the right at any time to terminate a student's enrollment when ver 
his conduct in its opinion is prejudicial to the best intere of the Univer ity. 
Such conduct may involve de tructive criticism and a habitual attitud of 
oppo ition to plans for the promotion of the welfare of the Unver ity and its 
student body. 
The Advisory System 
It i the aim of the admini tration to remain in clo e touch with ach tu-
dent · hence, each student is given a junior college ad i er at the tim of his 
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admission. In his junior and senior years he is assigned to the adviser in the 
department of his major study. 
Each adviser aims to know personally every student under his jurisdiction. 
He b·ies to note the special abilities of each student and on the basis of observa-
tion guides him in the arrangement of his schedule so that he may choose the 
right field of concentration and subsequently meet the requirements for gradua-
tion in their proper sequence. The adviser constantly encourages the student to 
strive for excellence and high standards of performance. 
Student Aid 
There are a number of forms of student aid available at Valparaiso Uni-
versity. All forms of student aid are granted only after a thorough investiga-
tion by the University's Committee on Student Aid. The extent and nature of 
aid to be granted is determined, with the exception of endowed scholarships, by 
the Committee on the merits of each case. In general, however, the scholastic 
record, the need of financial assistance, and the character of the student are the 
determining factors upon which the Committee will base its final decision. 
All forms of student aid are granted for one year only and reapplication must 
be made for subsequent aid. Student aid, furthermore, may be revoked at any 
time if, in the judgment of the Committee, the student to whom it has been 
awarded has not done satisfactory· work, or if for any other reason the Com-
mittee feels the aid has been misplaced. 
Endowed Scholarships 
The following scholarships, the income of which is made available to stu-
dents, have been established by friends of Valparaiso University: 
The A. F. Beckman Scholarship in the sum of $5,000. 
The (Mrs. ) Amalie Bokeman Schola1·ship in the sum of $4,000. 
The John V. Borgerding Scholarship in the sum of $4,000. 
The Mary Hilgemeier Scholarship in the sum of $5,000. 
The Mr. and Mrs. ·Dirk li:Ieyer Scholarship in the sum of $5,000. 
The H. L. Ulbrich Scholarship in the sum of $4,000. 
The . John H. W efel Scholarship in the sum of $3,000. 
The F. G. Walker Scholarship in the sum of $4,000. 
The Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wehrenberg Scholarship in the sum of $5,000. 
uA Scholarship" (name of donor not to be published), in the sum of $4,000. 
Other Scholarships 
The Philip Wambsganss ll:Iemo·r-ial Scholarship for a student of Allen 
County, Indiana, in the amount of $175 per year. 
The Porter County (buiiana)-Valparaiso University Scholarships. Five 
scholarship in the sum of $100 each are awarded annually to high school 
seniors in Porter County. A competitive examination is required of all candi-
date . Selection is made by a special committee composed of the county super-
intendent of chools and three high school principals. 
Annually the Board of Directors authorizes a number of cholar hips in 
varying amount for students who have maintained superior record in high 
school and college. Recipients of scholar hips are expected to devote their full 
time to their studie . Outside employment by cholar hip student i not per-
mitted, xc pt in rare case , and only upon special permi ion of the Committee. 
Student Assistants 
number of tudent a istants are employ d by the Univer ity in the lab-
oratori , general library, law library, or in uch other dt>partment a m· y 
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require the services of an assistant. These assistantships are available to stu-
dents who have been in residence for at least one year. Appointment to an 
assistantship is granted only on the recommendation of the dean of the college 
or head of the department in which the student is to serve. Such recommen-
dation will only be made for students who show a special fitness for the 
particular work and who have superior scholastic records. 
Student Aid A wards 
Student aid awards are one form of part-time work. They are granted to 
students in real need who have scholastic records which in the judgment of the 
committee will enable them to be employed for a reasonable number of hours 
per week without jeopardizing their scholarship. As in the case of all other 
forms of student aid, these awards are granted for one year only. Scholarship 
which is below average (C) at the end of the first semester may cause the 
revocation of such aid. 
The Business Manager of the University assigns all recipients of student 
aid awards to University part-time employment. The requirements of the par-
ticular work and the fitness of the student to perform the services required in 
a satisfactory manner are the determining factors upon which the Business 
Manager makes the assignment. 
Students receiving this form of aid may be employed in the University's 
offices, the Brown and Gold Coffee Shop, and the Altruria Restaurant. A 
number of students are also assigned to perform janitoria,l work. campus gar-
dening, and other similar services. 
Student Loans 
A very limited number of student loans are available to needy students. 
These loans are negotiated with the Business Manager upon recommendation 
of the Committee on Student Aid. 
Student loans are not intended for students who can by their own efforts 
secure financial aid or part-time employment. A thorough investigation, there-
fore, of a student's application for aid will be made by the committee before 
making a definite recommendation to the Business Manager. Students contem-
plating this form of aid should file an application well in advance of the open-
ing of the semester in which the loan i desired. 
Loans are secured by notes, properly signed by parents or guardians. Inter-
est at the rate of six per cent ( 6%) per annum is charged from date of gradua-
tion or from the date the student leaves Valparaiso University. Repayment 
of a student loan is begun six months after graduation or for those who do not 
graduate, three months after leaving Valparaiso University. A complete 
statement of rules governing the administration of tudent loan may be 
obtained frorri the Business Manager. 
The He?try Stro?tg Education,al Foundation allots a certain amount of money 
each year for the making of loans to upper-cia smen. Candidates are r com-
mended by the ommittee on Student Aid. Repayment ar due after gradua-
tion; 10 % the first year, 20 % the second y ar, 30o/c the third year and 40% 
the fourth year. Interest at 4~ accrues after graduation. All repaym nts are 
again credited back to Valparaiso Univer ·ity for u e in making additional 
loans. No loans can be made to students over twenty-five year of age. 
Method of Application for Aid 
Student aid i granted only on the ba is of formal appli ation to the c m-
mittee on the niversity's approved form. ew students mu t al o submit 
their application blank for admi ion. Any form of tudent aid extend d may 
be automatically voided if it i found that the applicant ha mi r pre ented 
any fact given or ha failed to abide by the condition und r which th aid is 
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granted either before or after actual residence at the University. Application 
for all forms of student aid should be made to the Secretary of the Comimttee 
on Student Aid. 
Health and Physical Education 
Every student, upon entering, receives a physical examination which forms 
the basis for special advice and for prescribed work where this is needed. 
Athletic sports and exercises for men are encouraged as a part of the 
University's program of physical education. The University is a member of 
the Indiana Intercollegiate Conference and fosters both intercollegiate and 
intramural athletics. 
Brown Field also provides facilities for outdoor sports for women including 
field hockey, tennis, archery, and baseball. 
Under the supervision of the director of intramural athletics for the women 
the Women's Athletic Association plans and conducts an intramural program 
of athletics and sports for women. 
Student Organizations and 
Extra-Curricular Activities 
College life includes not only education but alc:;o social experience. As a 
desirable means for such self-expression student organizations and extra-
curricular activities are open to all students. 
Student Council 
The Student Council is composed of representatives chosen by the various 
colleges, who, with representatives of the administration, make a body before 
which the larger student affairs of the University are presented for discussion 
and solution. A monthly forum gives opportunity to the student body of the 
University to express themselves on important questions pertaining to student 
affairs and suggest solutions. The responsibility for desirable school spirit 
has not been misplaced. The repre entatives on the Student Council have thus 
far proven themselves young men and women of high ideals. 
Special Lectures and Concerts 
An important feature of the activities of the University is an annual 
serie of special lectures and entertainments. The e programs are secured by 
the Lecture and Entertainment Committee upon approval by the Student 
Council and by the administration. All students are admitted on student 
passes. The programs are planned to contribute to the cultivation of literary 
and musical intere t. 
Student Publications 
The weekly new paper of the University, "The Torch", i edited by a tatf 
which i appointed by the Student Council. The taff operate under the uper-
vi ion of the Department of Engli h Language and Literature. The pape r 
serves th purpo e of a laboratory for students intere ted in journali m. 
The year book " The Uhlan/', i publi hed by a taff compo ed of member 
of the junior cia appointed by the Student Council. The t a ff operate under 
the supervi ion of h o department , that of Bu ine Management and E co-
nomic and of Engli h Language and Literature. The y a r book furnL h in-
formation on the faculty, cia e , activitie and oraanization of the year. 
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Class Organizations 
Each of the four student classes maintains a permanent organization, with 
officers and a treasury, for the management of class affairs. It is expected that 
students will become members of these organizations and participate in the 
normal activities of the class. 
Honorary Societies 
The honorary fraternities on the campus are Alpha Psi Omega (dramatics), 
Phi Sigma (forensics), Iota Sigma (journalism), and Pi Gamma Mu (social 
science). 
These organizations are branches of national organizations with the same 
names. In each of them the membership is made up of junior and senior stu-
dents who have the same major interests, as indicated in the list above. 
The main objectives of these honorary fraternities are the promotion of high 
cholastic attainment and the stimulation of active professional interests. In 
most cases these members are elected on a basis of hi~h scholarship. 
Literary and Scientific Societies 
Departmental societies of the College of Liberal Arts as well as similar 
groups of the College of Engineering, the College of Pharmacy, and the School 
of Law give ample opportunity to all students to present essays, orations, 
discussions, and criticisms, as well as to hear men and women of note in their 
respective fields of learning. The societies include such groups as the Biology 
Club, Chemistry Club, Commerce Club, Education and Psychology Club, 
English Club, Mathematics Club, Engineering Society, Valparaiso Pharma-
ceutical A sociation, and the University Lawyers' Association. 
Intercollegiate and Intramural Athletics 
Athletics, although not over-emphasized, are given a prominent place in 
student activities. Valparaiso University is a member of the Indiana Intercol-
legiat~ Conference and participates in the major college sports, football, bas-
ketball, golf and tennis. Intercollegiate athletics for men are controlled by the 
director of intramural and intercollegiate athletics and a faculty committee. 
All men who have won the athletic letter "V' through participation in college 
athletes make up the Varsity V Association. This association functions par-
ticularly at home-coming celebrations. Interclass and intramural competition 
i likewise encouraged. Students are urged to participate .in orne form of 
athletic activity. Eligibility rules govern membership on the various athletic 
teams. 
The intramural program of athletic and ports for women as spon ored 
by the Women's Athletic A sociation is under the control of the dir ctor of 
intramural athletics for women. The platform of the \Vomen's Division of 
the National Amateur Athletic Federation, in which W. A. A. holds m mb r-
hip, serves as the basi for the conduct of phy ical activitie . Ev ry woman 
tudent is eligible for member hip in W. A. A. and may become a m mb r 
upon the fulfillment of a 50-point requirement. Thes p int. are t b earned 
in athletic activities a p cified by the A ociation. 
Dramatics 
All public dramatic offering are under the control of the tud nt ounci1 
and of the admini tration. Eight dramatic production ' may be pre nt d an-
nually four plays by the niversity Player · two play by the Engli h Club, 
a literary or anization · and th balance y otht>r niv r ity or anization . 
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The University Players operate under the supervision of the Director of 
Dramatics, and the English Club under the Head of the Department of English 
Language and Literature. 
Opportunity is given for qualified students to direct plays and help in the 
management of dramatic activities. The groups of players always seek to put 
emphasis upon literary and artistic values rather than upon the merely spec-
tacular. They play strictly in the amateur spirit and do not desire to imitate 
the professional theatre. 
Forensics 
Debating has been organized to provide training and experience for all 
students interested in this work. The activity is managed through two debate 
seminars, one of which is for freshmen and the other for upperclassmen. The 
varsity team is chosen from the upperclassmen, but it is the policy to provide an 
opportunity for all students to appear in debate at least once. The University 
is a member of the Indiana Debate League and the Midwest Debate Conference. 
An advanced course in public speaking prepares the students for participa-
tion in the contests of the Indiana division of the Interstate Oratorical Associa-
tion and the Intercollegiate Peace Association. Both of these organizations 
choose a national winner. 
Students who satisfy the requirements for entrance are eligible to Phi 
Sigma, a local honorary forensic fraternity. 
Forensics are supervised by the Department of English Language and 
Literature. 
Musical Organizations 
The University Choir provides opportunity for the singing of sacred music 
a capella. It is composed of about sixty mixed voices and meets in daily re-
hearsal. Tours to different parts of the United States are made annually by 
the choir. The repertoire of the Men's Glee Club includes sacred numbers, bal-
lads, humorous and popular songs. The University Band meets in daily re-
hearsal. It plays at many college functions and presents a concert each e-
rne ter. The University Symphony Orche tra hold weekly rehearsals. 
PART III 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 
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Administrative Procedure 
Admission and Registration 
Graduates with acceptable scholastic records from recognized secondary 
schools will be admitted to the freshman class of Valparaiso University. In 
addition to satisfactory academic attainments as indicated by the scholastic 
record, importance is attached to qualities of character and personality. The 
University secures information upon these points from the data contained 
in the application blank filed by the student. 
The admission, continuance upon the rolls, and graduation of every student 
is subject to the disciplinary powers of the University. A student is received 
only upon condition that his connection with the University may be terminated 
whenever, in the judgment of the executive, his conduct is such as to be preju-
dicial to the best interest of the University. 
Application for Admission 
An application blank may be secured by addressing the Registrar. This 
should be filled out and forwarded to the Registrar of the University as early 
as possible. A student's credentials must be approved by the Registrar before 
his registration is complete. All certificates upon which admission is granted 
become the property of the University and are preserved in its permanent 
file . 
Graduates of High Schools Accredited by the 
North Central Association 
A graduate of a high school accredited by the North Central Association 
of Colleges and Secondary Schools, or a similar regional accrediting agency, 
will be admitted without condition. 
Graduates of Other Accredited High Schools 
A graduate of any high school which is not recognized by a regional 
accrediting association may be admitted without condition upon approval of 
the Committee on Admissions. Each application will be considered upon the 
basis of individual merit. 
Recommended Units for Admission 
The following units, though not essential to admission, are regarded as 
highly desimble. Students planning their high school work are urged to ar-
range their schedule in such a way as to be able to present the following unit : 
English ----- -------------------- 3 A foreign language __________ ____ 2-4 
Algebra ------------------------- 1 Social Studies ------------------ 2 
Plane Geometry ------------------ 1 A laboratory science ____________ 1-2 
A student desiring admission to the College of Engineering must present, 
in mathematics, one and one-half units in Alg bra, one unit in Plane Geometry, 
and one-half unit in Solid Geometry. A tudent deficient ill Solid Geometry 
rna,· be admitted a a conditioned student. The condition mu t be removed 
du;ing the first emester of re idence, by p~t ing Mathematic 01, Solid 
Geometry. 
Admission As Special Students 
Student not candidates for a degree may be admitted to the Uni ver ity as 
special tudents on the approval of the Committee on Admi ion . Those eek-
ing this privilege are admitted under the following conditions: (1) they mu t 
be pr pared to do the work de ired and give good reason for not taking the 
regular course; (2) they must be at lea t twenty-one yearc; of age. 
Special student may become candidates for d gree by meeting the require-
ment for regular admi sion. 
Special students are not admitted to the School of Law. 
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Admission t o Adv anced Standin g 
Students from other institutions seeking admission to Valparaiso Univeristy 
must present evidence of honorable dismissal from the institution last at-
tended. All claims for advanced credit must be presented to the Registrar in 
the form of an official transcript. The University reserves the right to reject 
any applicant for admission by transfer whose academic record is un-
satisfactory. 
Registration 
All students are expected to register on the official registration days of each 
semester. Information concerning the official registration days will be found 
in the University Calendar. 
Responsibility of Students Upon R egistration 
In registering, the student subscribes to the terms and condition , financial 
and otherwise, which have been set forth in these announcements. 
Freshman Days 
The purpose of freshman days is educational guidance and orientation for 
college life. 
All members of the incoming freshman class are required to be in residence 
in Valparaiso several days before the return of the uppercla smen. The period 
prior to recitations is known as freshman days. During this time the freshmen 
are divided into groups. Faculty advisers aid them in every way possible to 
become adjusted to their new environment. There are lectures on university 
curricula, regulations, and customs. Various tests and a physical examination are 
given in order that the University may obtain accurate information concerning 
the mental qualifications as well as the degree of health of every student. A part 
of the time is devoted to freshman registration. Each student is then assisted 
in the selection of his course of study by his faculty advi er. A full program 
of the activities of freshman days will be sent to each fre hman before he 
comes to the University. 
Change of Program 
During the fir t and second weeks of the seme ter, change of enrollment 
may be made with the written approval of the student's adviser. Two week 
after the beginning of the emester no change of enrollment will be allowed 
except upon the written approval of the tudent's advi er, of the in tructor 
concerned, and of the Committee on Scholarship. 
Students who wish to drop course after the second week of the seme ter 
should read the regulations regarding grade of "W" and 'F". pplication 
for changes in enrollment must be made by the student on proper form and 
filed at the Office of the Registrar. 
A change-of-enrollment fee of one dollar is payable by each student for each 
ubject changed after the beginning of the third week of the erne ter or 
se sion, unle s the change i required by the University. 
In no case, except for prolonged illne , will a student be allowed t change 
his program of tudies or withdraw from a cour e without a grade of F, after 
the end of the sixth week of the seme ter. 
A ttendance on Courses as Visitors 
Attendance by a registered tudent a a vi itor in a cour e for which he 
not regi tered is allowed only with the approval of hi advi er. 
T r ansfer to Anotlser Program 
If a student tran fer from one maj r or program of . tudie t anoth r, a 
for in tance, from Pharmacy to Law or from Engineerin to Education all re-
quirement of the new spe ialization mu t be m t. uch a tran fer will ubj ct 
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credits previously earned to a re-evaluation. In certain cases the change of 
program may result in some loss of credit. Therefore, such transfers may not 
be made without the written approval of the advisers concerned. For a form 
of such transfer see the Registrar. 
Credit Hour 
A credit represents one hour of recitation or lecture, or two or more hours 
of laboratory a week for one semester. If time outside of the laboratory is 
required to prepare laboratory notes, two hours may be equivalent to one hour 
of class work. Drawing, shopwork, and other courses demanding no outside 
preparation require a minimum of three hours for one credit. For the exact 
number of hours see the respective courses. 
Maximum and Minimum Registration 
The normal maximum registration for a full program for all students, 
except as otherwise provided in the special authorized curricula, is seventeen 
semester credits; and the minimum registration is twelve semester credits. 
Students who maintained a standing of two (2.0) during the previous 
semester may register for extra work, provided their petition for such work is 
approved by the Committee on Scholarship. This permission will be granted 
only on written application preferably before registration is completed. Fresh-
men will not be allowed to carry extra work during the first semester. Students 
receiving permission to take extra work must obtain a standing of 1.5 in all 
subjects, or sixteen credits only will be granted, regardless of the hours passed 
in class. 
Number of Credit Hours Without Petition 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS: 
In all departments except as required in special authorized 
curricula ----------------------------------------- Maximum, 17 credits 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING: 
In Civil, Chemical, Commercial, Electrical, and Mechanical 
Engineering -------------------------------------- Maximum, 19 credits 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY ----------------------- Maximum, 18 credits 
SCHOOL OF LAW --------------------------------- Maximum, 14 credits 
Withdrawal From the University 
A student who wishes to withdraw from the University for the remainder 
of a seme ter or session should apply to the Registrar for a permit to withdraw. 
Upon return of the permit properly signed, the Registrar will is ue an order 
for the return of such fees as are refundable. In every case the parent or guard-
ian is notified of the withdrawal. 
The term "honorable dismissal" refers to conduct and character only, not 
to class standing and grades. It will not be granted unle the student's con-
duct and character are such as would entitle him to continue in the University. 
On withdrawal every student who has met all financial obligations to the 
University is entitled to a transcript which contains all -the important facts 
pertaining to hi admi ion, classification, and scholarship. 
Regular Examinations 
The regular writt n examinations of the Univer ity are held at the clo e of 
each seme ter. Each examination i u ually limited to three hours. 
In addition to the regular prescribed examination , written te ts are given 
from time to time at the discretion of the in tructor. 
The semester examination are conducted according to a publi hed schedule. 
Senior Examinations 
All examination of senior in the em t r of their graduation rnu t be 
completed by the evening of the Tue day before ommencement Day. Thi 
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does not apply to seniors who are to complete their work at the end of the 
first semester or in the summer session. 
Special Examinations 
Special examinations are given only to conditioned (grade E) students and 
to students who for adequate reasons have not been able to be present at 
regular examinations or written tests. The privilege of special examination 
is granted by the advisor on recommendation of the instructor. A condition 
grade of E must be removed by special examination during the next academic 
semester. If not so removed, the grade E becomes a grade F (failure) and the 
Registrar is authorized to make the change on the student's permanent record. 
In no case may a student remove a grade F by special examination. The subject 
must be repeated for credit. 
Student . is charged a fee of three dollars for each condition examination 
and a fee of one dollar for each special examination. This fee must be asses ed 
by the Registrar and paid to the Business Office before the examination can 
be given by the instructor. 
Marking System and Quality Points 
Results of work will be recorded in the Registrar's Office a follows: 
A. Work of the best grade, excellent; valued at three (3) quality points 
for each credit. 
B. Work better than avet·age, good; valued at two (2) quality point for 
each credit. 
C. Average work, fair; valued at one (I) quality point for each credit. 
D. Work below average, unsatisfactory; indicates a deficiency and gives 
no quality points, but gives credit for graduation if with such credits the 
student's standing is one (I) or more. 
E. Condition grade. This grade is given only when there is a good rea on 
for the deficiency and reasonable probability that it can be remedied. It 
requires a special examination for its removal to be taken during the student's 
next semester of residence. If the student does not enroll for the next erne ter 
after having received a grade of E, the next semester of residence must be 
within a period of three years thereafter; otherwise the grade becomes F auto-
matically. When the work has been brought up to the passing grade within the 
specified time, the E is converted into D, but not into higher grade. 
F. Failure, valued at 0 credits and 0 quality points. 
I. Incomplete. Indicates satisfactory work, some part of which IS mcom-
plete. It must be removed during the first seme ter in which a student attend 
school after having secured the I, otherwise it becomes an F automatically. 
If the student is not in attendance during the next semester after having 
received a grade of I, a maximum of three years i allowed for the removal 
of same. If the grade of I is not removed within thi time limit, the grade 
become'S F automatically. 
W. An authorized withdrawal. (See Change of Program). Thi mark 
carries no credit. 
Any student withdrawing from a subject without first ecuring the official 
permis ion of hi adviser will receive a grade of F in that ubject for the 
seme ter. 
Definition of the Standing of a Student 
A students tanding is determined by the r atio of his total number of 
quality points to hi total number of cr dits. Thu , a tudent who make an 
average mark of C throughout his cour e of I20 m ter hour will have 120 
quality point , I2C credit , and a tanding of on . n average mark of B will 
gi e the tudent 240 quality point , I20 credit , and a tandin of two. Wh n 
a seme ter's work is to be con idered tanding ' i under to d to b th rati 
of the number of quality points gained to the number of cr dits ch dul d. 
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Any student whose standing for the previous emester is .5 or less is put on 
scholastic probation; and if his standing for the next semester is less than 
1.0, he may be suspended or dropped from the University. A student whose 
standing for any semester is .25 or less, may be dropped from the University. 
Semester Reports From the Registrar 
Reports are sent to parents and guardians of all students in the University 
at the end of each semester. 
Mid-Semester Reports From the Adviser 
On November 21 and April 4 the instructors report to the Registrar all 
Students whose grades fall below C. The Registrar reports such students to 
their advisers in order that they may hold a special conference with the 
students concerned. 
Classification of Students 
A tudent in any college is classified according to the number of credits 
and quality points earned toward a degree. To be classified as a senior for the 
current year, a student must have a standing of one or more and be allowed to 
carry suffident work to complete his requirements for graduatoin by the close 
of the summer session. 
To be classified as a junior, a student must have within ten credits of the 
normal amount of work, and no less than a standing of one; to be classified 
as a sophomore, he must have within ten credits of the normal amount of 
work and no less than a standing of one. 
Classification of Courses 
The courses offered by the University are cia sifted as (a) lower division 
courses, numbered 1-100; and (b) upper division courses, numbered 100-199. 
Yr.-Subjects so marked are year courses. Credit may not be given for less 
than one year's work. A final seme ter grade, however, is reported by the 
instructor. 
Graduation 
Responsibility of Student 
E''ery candidate for a deg-ree is him elf re pon ible for meeting all require-
ment for graduation. No univer ity officer can relieve him of the respon ibility. 
Degrees 
Upon the recommendation of the faculty of the ollege of Liberal Arts, the 
Pniver ity confer the degree of Bachelor of Art . Upon the recommendation 
of the faculty of the College of Engineering, the Univer ity confer the degree 
of Bachelor of Science in Engineering. Upon recommendation of the faculty 
of the College of Pharmacy, the Univer ity confer the degree of Bachelor 
of Science in Pharmacy. Upon recommendation of the faculty of the School 
of Law, the Univer ity confer the degree of Bachelor of Law . All work 
toward a degree mu t have been completed to the sati faction of the faculty 
recommending the d gree. In all ca e , the tud nt i re pon ible for meeting 
the requirements for graduation. 
Credit and Quality Point Requirements 
The minimum number of credit and quality point required for graduation 
varie with the courses cho en, as shown in the following ummary. Candidates 
for degree mu t meet the requir ment in both number and kind of credits, 
a outlined in the catalog for the year of matriculation, or for the year of 
graduation. 
A tud nt who return to the Univer itv aft r an ab ence of five or more 
year may no longer be a candidate for a· degree on the basi of the catalog 
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under which he first entered the Univer ity, but mu t fulfill for graduation, 
all the requirements and provisions of the catalog of the year in which he re-
enters the University. 
Degrees 
Bachelor of Arts-
Credits 
Required 
In all departments __ __ __ _______________________ _ 
Bachelor of Science in Engineering-
In all departments _____________________________ _ 
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy ____________________ _ 
Bachelor of Laws-----------------------------------
Residence Requirements 
120 
144 
131 
76 
Quality Points 
Required 
120 
144 
131 
76 
Candidates for degrees must spend, except as noted elsewhere, at least the 
last year (thirty-six weeks) or three summer ession (ten weeks each) in 
residence. 
The last year of work is to be construed as a year of not less than thirty 
emester hours of credit in the College of Liberal Arts, Engineering and 
Pharmacy, and twenty-four semester hours of credit in the School of Law. 
Ordinarily, credit is not given for corre pondence courses taken while in 
residence at the University. 
Application For a Degree 
Candidates for graduation must make formal application on form pro-
,·ided by the Office of the Registrar. The Regi trar will call for formal applica-
tions for graduation and have them on file not later than the end of the fir t 
week in November preceding the date of the student's graduation. The gradua-
tion fee must accompany the application. 
Students completing their work at the end of the ummer school mu t file 
their applications with the Registrar at the beginning of the ummer se ion. 
Presence at Commencement 
A candidate mu t be present at commencement in order to receive hi degree. 
Degrees are not conferred in ab entia, except on pe"ial p rmi sion from the 
Pre ident upon recommendation of the Dean of the Univ rsity. 
A tudent who completes hi work toward a d gree at the end of the first 
erne ter or of the summer e ion may b granted his degree at that tim 
Degrees With Distinction 
T 'vo grade of honors are conferred upon candidat at graduation: 
l. Student who attain to a tanding of 2.6 up to 3 a r graduat d "With 
High Di tinction." They must have b en in attendance at least thr y ar . 
2. Student who attain to a tanding of - .4 up to 2.6 are graduated "With 
Di tinction". 
A stud nt who ha been in attendance only during hi la t tw y ar may 
al o receiYe the e honor , provided he attains to a tanding of .2 gr at r than 
the abov named. The amount of work i to b the ba i of cl termining th 
two ~~ears work. · In Liberal rt a nd Pharmacy a .·tudent completing 60 
. erne ter credit at th grade requir d i ligibl for honors. In Law 4 cr dits; 
and in En in ering 70 reclit . 
Cia s Honors in Scholarship 
Th requir m nt. for cla. honors in seholar hip are a. foll w:: 
1. The • tud nt mu t have r m ,. d all ondition grad . of 'E' and grade 
of incompl te. 
2. H mu t hav h en regi t r d for a t 1 ast f urte n hour. of work per 
. m ter, ·clu iYe of phy ical du ation in Liberal rt Pharma y nd 
},ngincering, or for at lea t tw h·e h ur in th hool of L aw. 
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3. For freshman honors the student must secure an average of 2 points per 
credit hour; for sophomore honors, an average of 2.3 points; for junior honors 
or first and secoud years in Law, an average of 2.4 points; for senior honors or 
third year in Law, an average of 2.5 points. 
Freshmen reaching the required standard of excellence receive Honorable 
Mention; sophomores, juniors, and seniors are recognized as Sophomore, Junior, 
and Senior Scholars, respectively. Senior honors are awarded at commence-
ment; freshman, sophomore, and junior honors at an honor assembly which is 
held in the fall. 
Bureau of Recommendations 
The University maintains a Bureau of Recommendations, primarily for the 
purpose of assisting capable teachers in securing desirable positions and also 
of cooperating with school officials in engaging competent teachers. A fee of 
$1.00 is required for registration. Communications with reference to teachers 
and positions should be addressed to the Registrar, Valparaiso University, 
Valparaiso, Indiana. 
Reservation of Right to Amend Rules and Regulations 
The University reserves the right to amend its rules and regulations within 
the limits of those administrative and academic principles which are commonly 
accepted by recognized colleges and universities. 
PART IV 
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
The College of Liberal Arts 
Classification of Courses 
The courses offered by the College of Liberal Arts are cla sifted a (a) 
lower division cour e , numbered 1-99; and (b) upper division courses, num-
bered 100-199. 
Objectives 
The principal objective of the lower divi ion courses is to offer the student a 
general education. Many of the courses of the lower division may serve al o a 
tool subjects, or a introductory courses to advanced work; but, a far a 
possible, the work of the lower division is kept within the objecth·e of a broad 
cultural education. 
The lower division course have the following objectives: 
l. To deepen the student' Chri tian consciousness of his duty toward 
God and man. 
2. To aid him in becoming more proficient in the use of the Engli h lan-
guage. 
3. To further his knowledge of English literature and to develop hi appre-
ciation of what is good in the fine art . 
4. To give him an opportunity to become acquainted with the languages 
and literatures of other nations. 
5. To acquaint him with the phy ical and ocial world in which he lh·e . . 
6. To develop his ability to work and think independently. 
7. To prepare him for the proper use of hi leisure time. 
8. To enable him to make an intelligent choice of a field of concentration 
in the upper division. 
9. To offer him a limited number of pre-profe ional program 
10. To further hi phy ical well-being. 
The upper divi ion cour e have a their objective : 
1. To continue the pur uit of the objectives of the lower divi ion. 
2. To offer the tudent ad,·anced work in tho e field of concentration 
for which the school ha the proper facilitie and in which the enrollment 
ju tift s the offering. 
3. To offer him a program of teacher training. 
4. To prepare him for graduate \\·ork. 
Degree Requirements of the College of Liberal Arts 
In order to r alize, in part, the objecth·e of the College of Liberal rt , 
Valparaiso Univer ity hold the . tudent to the following degre requiremenb.: 
A. In the lower di vi ion: 
l. *Religion : 6 erne ter credit . 
Fre hman year: Th Bible 3 cr.; The Li e and Teachin of"J . u , 3 cr. 
2. English: 12 erne ter cr dit . 
tFre hman year: Fre hman ompo ition, 6 cr. 
ophomore year: Sun· y of Engli h Literatur , 6 cr. 
3. Foreign Lan ua e · 6-12 eme ter cr dit, . 
The tud nt mu t complete at lea.t ix em . ter credit. f work ab Jve 
the fir t ear leYel. 
*Th e cour e are required of , 1l tudent exc pt th · e who havt> r ceive 1 exemp-
tion from the Committe on dmi ·sion and D rrree . 
t tudents who fail to pa. s the En"'li h grammar t t given to all new . tudents are 
required to take a n n-cretlit 'Out ·e in EncrJish "'ranunar in addition to Fr 5<hman 
Compo ition. 
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4. Social Science: 12 semester credits. 
Two courses of a full year each are to be chosen from two of the follow-
ing fields: economics, education and psychology**, geography, hi tory, 
philosophy**, political science, and sociology. 
5. Natural Science: 16 semester credits. 
Two courses of a full year each are to be chosen from two of the follow-
ing fields: bobiny, chemistry, mathematics, physic , phy iography-
geology, and zoology. 
6. Health. 
Freshman year : Individual Health Program. 
B. In the upper division : 
I. *Religion: 2 semester credits. 
Senior year: The Church and Her Work, 2 cr. 
2. Major: 24-36 semester credits. 
The student must complete a major of from 2't to 36 emester credit in 
one field. The credits applied on a major should be predominantly on 
the upper division level. 
3. Minor: 12-16 semester credits. 
The tudent must complete, in addition to his major, a minor of from 
12 to 16 semester credits in one field. 
Except by special permission of the Committee on Admis ion and De-
grees, a student may not offer for graduation more than 36 emester 
credits in any one field. 
More specific requirements for majors and minors are given in the 
de criptions of the various departmental offering . 
C. Electives: 
In addition to meeting the requirements of the lower and upper divi ion , 
the student must present for graduation a sufficient number of elective 
to bring hi total number of semester credit to 120. 
Approval of Student's Schedule 
The schedule of courses of juniors and seniors must have the written ap-
proval of the ad vi er under whose guidance the student is doing his major work. 
Not only this work, but al o all electives should be cho en with the advice 
and approval of the major professor. 
Special Curricula Advisers 
The Head of the Department of Biology act as advi et· for ]Jte-dental an 
p1·e-medical students; the Head of the Departm nt of Engli h Language and 
Literature for tudent preparing for work in libmry and journalism. A spe-
cial advi er i appointed for pre-law student . The Head of the Departm nt 
of Education and Psychology act as advi er for student preparing to teach. 
Independent Work Courses 
A junior or enior, if hi particular xcellen in the departm nt warrant. 
it, may with the approval of hi major profe or and the Dean of the Colle e 
of Liberal Arts regi ter for an independent work cour e in his major or 
minor subject. Such a course i characterized by p cial a ignment for tudy, 
weeki or bi-weekly conf renee , report and me ter paper of orne u. -
tained effort. Credit for uch cour e may b grant d to an amount of not 
more than hvelve em t r credit . t the nd of th em ter a written rep rt 
of th work in uch a cour e, or a paper repre nting p rt of the work mu t 
be read before the taff of the d partment. compr h n ive oral examination 
by the staff may be included if th head of the department o el ct . 
Indep ndent work cour e are d fined by th ir larg r cop wider cont nt 
and by a more ri o:ou demand of reading, writing, and thinking. 
**Not op n to fre hm n. 
*Thi requirement applie to Lutheran tuden onlr. 
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Pre-Prof essional Programs 
The entrance requirements for the e course are those of the College of 
Liberal Arts. 
Pre-Legal Program 
Two years of work, or 60 semester credits and 60 quality points, in the 
College of Liberal Arts of this University or of an approved college are neces-
sary for admission to the School of Law. Credit earned in non-theory courses 
covering military science, hygiene, domestic arts, physical education, vocal or 
instrumental music, or in other courses without intellectual content of substan-
tial value may not be counted toward the pre-legal program. Also courses 
taken by correspondence or in extension may not be counted toward this pro-
gram. Students who take the preliminary years in this University may conform 
to the regular requirements for freshmen and sophomores and take such 
additional courses as may be suggested by the adviser to pre-legal students. 
See under the Department of Social Science. 
Pre-Medcial Program 
A three-year program preparing for the study of medicine is offered under 
the direction of the Department of Biology. This course follows the require-
ments of the American Medical A sociation and Association of American 
Medical Colleges for entrance to all cla s A medical school , except tho e 
requiring a degree for entrance. 
Valparaiso University is on the list of "Approved Colleges of Arts and 
Sciences compiled by the Council on Medical Education and Hospital of the 
American Medical Association." 
Preparation for Dentistry 
Two programs are followed by schools of dentistry, namely, the one-four 
program and the two-four program. The former requires one year and the 
latter two year of pre-dental work in the ollege of Liberal Art , followed by 
four years in a school of dentistry. A rapidly increasing number of dental 
schools are adopting the two-four program and thus require sixty to sixty-fout· 
credit hours of pre-dental work. 
Combined Programs 
Liberal Arts-Medicine 
Students may do the entire work of their enior year in approved school 
of medicine, and receive the degree of Bachelor of Art from this University 
under the following condition : 
(1) The junior year is to be completed in the College of Liberal Art at 
this University. (2) The program ele ted and the chool in which the work 
is to be completed mu t be recorded with the Regi trar upon a blank furni hed 
by him on or before May 1. (3) All pre cribed subjects in preparation for work 
at other school inclusive of any group requirement of thi Univer ity mu t 
be met before the tudent enter th profe ional chool. Pre-medical stu-
dents will meet the group requirement of their special program. (4) All 
requirements regarding the major ubj cts are to be satisfied befol"e the bache-
lor' degree is granted. (5) An application for graduation mu t be made and 
the usual graduation fee paid. 
An official tran cript of the y ar' work (thirty erne ter hours or its 
equivalent), mu t be nt to the Regi trar at th clo e of the year. pon 
receipt of such tran cript the degre of Bachelor of Arts may be grant d as 
if the work had been completed in residence in thi UniYer ity. 
Six-Year Combined Liberal Arts-Law Program 
A tudent may obtain in ix year oth the Bachel r of r and the Bache-
lor of La"\Y d gre . The program require the compl tion of three full year 
of a ademic work in any departm nt of th College of Lib ral Ar before the 
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course in the School of Law is begun. The approved outline of this Arts-Law 
program is listed in the. offerings of the Department of Social Science. 
A student who has been in residence at this University for his junior year, 
and has been careful to confine himself to the prescribed subjects and group 
requirements during his three years in the College of Liberal Arts, and has 
secured 92 semester credits and 92 quality points, may be given the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts upon passing the prescribed examinations for the entire 
first-year law work. The student must, however, earn in the first year of law 
at least 28 semester credits and 28 quality points. No student on this com-
bined program can be graduated with less than 120 semester credits and 120 
quality points. He may then complete the requirements for the degree of 
Bachelor of Law by two years of additional work in the School of Law. 
The entrance requirements for this program are those of the College of 
Liberal Arts. The A.B. degree is granted upon the joint recommendation of 
the faculty of the College of Liberal Arts, the LL.B. upon the recommendation 
of the faculty of the School of Law at the end of the third year of law. 
The Department of Biology 
Professor Elliott, Head, Assistant Professor Kaufmann, 
Mr. Christiansen and Miss Neff 
The work in this department provides a means of obtaining both a general 
cultural appreciation and a detailed special knowledge of plants and animal . 
The aim of the beginning courses is to furnish the basis for all advanced work 
but more specifically to give a general knowledge and appreciation of animal 
and plant life. Succeeding courses establish the foundation for practical work 
in biology and related branches, such as pharmacy, medicine, dentistry, nursing 
and teaching and give preparation for graduate and research work. 
The location of the University in the lakes and dunes region of northwe tern 
Indiana makes available a great variety of native plants and animal charac-
teristic of lakes and streams, sand dunes, open prairie, and fore t. The near-
ness to Chicago affords opportunity for field observation and tudy at uch 
places as the Field Museum of Natural History, the Shedd Aquarium the 
Lincoln Park and Riverside Park Zoological Garden , the Wa hington Park 
Botanical Garden and numerous ho pitals and clinic . 
Biology Club 
Students majoring in biology or registered on the pre-medical, pre-dental, 
and pre-nur ing programs are eligible for member hip in the Biology lub. 
The purpo e of the Biology lub is to promote intere t in and a quaintance 
with the advances in the biological cience . Memb rs of the organization ar 
given an opportunity to cultivate the ability to organize and pr s nt cientific 
materials on the student program . Frequent addre es by doct rs, denti t 
and other peciali ts in the biological fi ld are giv n through ut the year. 
The club meet the fourth Tue day evening of each chool month. 
Biology Major 
A major in biology con i t of at 1 a t 24 cr dit hour and mu t includ 
Botany and Zoology 51 and 52 and Zoology 120. Z logy 115 i al o r com-
mended. Students plannin to do graduate work in eith r Botany or Zoology 
should take the additional work nece ary for admi i n t th graduat ch l. 
Biology Major for Teacher 
The following cour e con titut the minimum m j r for th planning 
to teach biology in the condary cho 1 : Botany 51 and 5_, Z 1 gy 51, 52, 115 
and 120. For other major in Judin biolo y a part of the work, e the 
bull tin on teaching requirement of th variou btte . 
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Botany 
Mr. Elliott, Mr. Kaufmann 
The courses in botany aim (a) to give the student a knowledge of the funda-
mental botanical laws and problems and hence are of considerable cultural 
value. In particular, they (b) give necessary botanical training for teachers 
of botany and biology. 
Minor in Botany 
A minor in botany consists of sixteen credit hours and must include Botany 
51 and 52. 
Courses in Botany 
51. GENERAL BoTANY Sem. 1. 2+4, Cr. 4. 
A preliminary study of the principal trees and shrubs, together with a gen-
eral study of the cell, root, stem and leaf; followed by a brief survey of the 
algae, fungi, liverworts, and mos es. 
Laboratory fee, $5.00; depo it, 1.00. Kaufmann. 
52. GENERAL BoTANY Sem. 2. 2+4, Cr. 4. 
A survey of the peteriodophyte and spermatophytes. Topics studies: repre-
sentative forms with emphasis upon the vascular types, their floral parts; 
development; and economic importance. Also field and laboratory study of 
the spring flora. 
No prerequisite. 
Laboratory fee, $5.00; deposit, 1.00. Kaufmann. 
80. LocAL FLoRA Sem. 2. 1+2, Cr. 2. 
The aim of this course is to acquaint the student with our native trees, 
shrubs, and flowers in order to develop a fir t-hand knowledge and deeper 
appreciation of nature. Particularly for teachers of biology and nature study. 
Laboratory fee, $2.00; depo it, 1.00. Kaufmann. 
120. PLANT HrsTOLOGY, MrcROTECHNIQUE AND METHODS Sem. 1. 2+4, Cr. 4. 
For a description of this course and prerequisites see Zoology 115. 
Laboratory fee, $5.00; deposit, 1.00. Elliott. 
140. BACTERIOLOGY Sem. 2. 2+4, Cr. 4. 
A course in general bacteriology, embodying a study of the nature and 
botanical relationship of bacteria and other micro-organi ms; their relation 
to decomposition, food preservation, and disease. 
Prerequisite: Eight credit hour in botany, zoology, or chemistry. 
Laboratory fee, 5.00; depo it, $1.00. Kaufmann. 
Zoology 
Mr. Elliott, Mr. Kaufmann 
The work in zoology is designed (a) to give the student an appreciation of 
the animal life with which he daily comes in contact; (b) to provide the 
neces ary training for teachers of zoology and biology; (c) to prepare students 
who wish to enter the fields of medicine, denti try, nursing and pharmacy; and 
(d) to prepare students for graduate work. 
Major in Zoology 
· A major in zoology consi ts of at lea t twenty-four credit hours, and must 
include Zoology 51, 52, 105, and 115. 
Minor in Zoology 
A minor in zoology con i t of ixteen credit hour and mu t inciude Zoology 
51 and 52. 
Courses in Zoology 
51. GENERAL ZooLOGY Sem. I. 2+4 r. 4. 
A tudy of the tructure, compo ition , and activiti of protopla m, fol-
low d by a UITey of the invertebrate animal . Lecture and di cu ion on 
the habitats, tructure. and economic relation of member of the various 
group . Laboratory and field tudy of r pre entative form 
Laboratory fee, 5.00; depo it, 1.00. Elliott. 
52. GENERAL ZooLOGY Sem. 2. 2+4, r. 4. 
A un·ey of the vertebrate "'roup of animal . with empba i on morphology, 
life hi tory, habit , di tribution, and economic importance. Laboratory tudy 
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of representative forms; study of birds during their migration period; field 
observation and collection trips will be made to adjacent regions. 
No prerequisite. 
Laboratory fee, $5.00; deposit, $1.00. Elliott. 
75. ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY Sem. 1. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
This course is e pecially designed to meet the needs of the students in phar-
macy. Not credited toward a major. 
Laboratory fee, $3.00; deposit, $1.00. Kaufmann. 
105. VERTEBRATE ANATOMY Sem. 1. 2+4, Cr. 4. 
A comparative study of the morphology of vertebrate animals. Lectures, 
discussions, collateral readings, and laboratory dissection of the principal 
types, especially shark, necturus, turtle, and cat. 
Prerequisite: Zoology 51 and 52. 
Laboratory fee, $5.00; deposit, $1.00. Elliott. 
110. VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY Sem. 2. 2+4, Cr. 4. 
Lectures and discussions on the embryology of vertebrates in general, with 
special emphasis on that of birds and mammals. Labora tory work deals with 
chick and pig. 
Prerequisite: Zoology 51 and 52. 
Laboratory fee, 5.00; deposit, 1.00. Elliott. 
115. ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY Sem. 1. 3+4, Cr. 5. 
This course deals with the fundamentals of anatomy and physiology par-
ticularly of the human body. Laboratory work dealing with the phy iology 
of contractile tissues, circulation, respiration, digestion, nervous system, and 
sense organs. 
Prerequisite: Zoology 51 and 52. 
Laboratory fee, $5.00; deposit, 1.00. Elliott. 
120. HisTOLOGY, MICROTECHNIQUE, AND METHODS Sem. 2. 2+4, Cr. 4. 
A course in the preparation of zoological and botanical lides by the 
paraffin, celloidin, freezing, venetion, turpentine, and glycerine methods, to-
gether with some study of tissues. Zoology students will empha ize preparation 
of slides of frog and mammalian tissues; botany students, slides of ferns and 
seed plants. Majors and prospective teacher in biology will be given instruc-
tion in the preparation of a teaching set of slides. Student preparing for 
medicine, dentistry, and nursing will in addition be given instruction in 
special technique. ., 
Prerequisite: Botany or Zoology 51 and 52. 
Laboratory fee, $5.00; deposit, $1.00. Elliott. 
155. PuBLIC HEALTH Sem. 1. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
A course dealing with such topics as public health agencies and or aniza-
tions, cau es of disease, nature and control of communicable disea es, vital 
statistics, nostrums and biologic products. 
Prerequisite: Botany 140. 
Demonstration fee, $1.00. Kaufmann. 
191. THE TEACHING OF BioLOGY Sem. 1. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
The aim and methods of teaching biology, botany and zoology in the 
secondary schools. 
Prerequisite: Ten credits in botany or zoology. 
Demonstration fee, $2.00; deposit, 1.00. Elliott. 
196. BIOLOGICAL PRoBLEMS Either Sem., Cr. 1-3. 
Special problems, under the direction of members of the department, for junior and senior student majoring in biolO"Y or zoology. 
Prerequi ite: Sixteen credits in biology or zoology. 
Laboratory fee, 1.00 per credit hour; depo it, $1.00. 
Health Education 
Mr. Christiansen, Mi eff 
Elliott. 
1-2. L DIVIDUAL HEALTH PROGRAl\I FOR MEN A D Wo tEN Yr. E ch ernest r. 
1+0, Cr. 0. 
Include the tudy of the fandamental of personal and public health. The 
aim of the cour e i to implant habits of health and clean living and to reate 
a who! orne attitude toward individual, family, and chool. Ia hour or 
conference period for the dl cu ion of health r ports, char , rr ction or 
remedial defects, ab ence due to illn . healthful mental growth, and health-
ful development of the emotional and ocial life of the individual. 
Two ections for w men : eff. 
Two ectlon for men: hri ' tian n. 
Preparation for Medicine 
Profe or Elliott, Advis r 
Student exp cting to continue th ir work 
acquaint themselve early in their cour e with th 
in a m dical 
n ral pr -
chool h u l<l 
dical r quire-
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ments and special requirements of the school of their choice. In this connec-
tion it is well to consult their adviser at the first opportunity. 
The pre-medical program outlined below enables the student: (1) to meet 
the requirements of the approved medical schools; (2) to gain a knowledge of 
the basic sciences and those subjects which are the foundation of the medical 
sciences; (3) to possess a liberal culture by a study of the humanities which 
are recommended by the American Medical Association and medical schools as 
desirable electives; and ( 4) to meet the major and other requirements for the 
degree of Bachelor of Arts. For details see Combined Programs, Liberal Arts-
Professional Courses. 
D<!viations will be made in the third year when necessary to meet the 
special additional requirements of the different medical schools. Therefore, 
the student is urged to consult his adviser concerning these requirements not 
later than the first semester of the sophomore year. 
Prior to admission to an approved school of medicine the student must take 
the aptitude test prescribed by the Association of American Medical Colleges. 
A fee of one dollar must be paid at the time the student takes the test. This 
fee will be forwarded with the examination to the committee of the association 
in charge of the test. 
The mere completion of the work of the pre-medical program outlined does 
not guarantee admission to a medical school. The quality of the work done 
and the ability and fitness of the student for the work of the medical course 
will be important determining criteria in recommending applicants for admis-
sion to approved medical schools. 
The Pre-Medical Program 
Freshman Year 
Zool. 51. 
Chern. 51. 
Eng. I. 
Rei. 1. 
First Semester Cr. 
General Zoology ------ 4 
General Chemistry ___ 4 
Freshman Composition 3 
The Bible ----------- 3 
German or French ---- 3 
17 
Zoo I. 
Chern. 
Eng. 
Rei. 
Second Semester Cr. 
52. General Zoology ------ 4 
52. General Chemistry ___ 4 
2. Freshman Composition 3 
2. Life & Teach. of Jesus 3 
German or French ____ 3 
17 
Sophomore Year 
Zool. 105. 
Chern. 101. 
Phys. 51. 
First Semester Cr. 
Vertebrate Anatomy __ 4 
Organic Chemistry ___ 5 
General Physics ------ 4 
German or French ___ 3 
16 
Junior 
First Semeste1· Cr. 
Zool. 115. natomy and Phys. __ 5 
Chern. 107. Qualitative Analysis __ 4 
Sociol. 51. Introduction to the 
Study of Human 
Society ------------ 3 
P y. 51. Gen ral Psychology __ 3 
*Elective _________ } or 2 
16 or 17 
Second Semester Cr. 
Zool. 110. Vertebrate Embryology 4 
Chern. 102. Organic Chemistry ___ 4 
Phys. 52. General Physics _____ 4 
German or French ___ 3 
Chern. 62. Qualitative Analysis __ 2 
Year 
Zool. 120. 
Bot. 140. 
Sociol. 52. 
Rei. 151. 
17 
econd Semester Cr. 
Hi tology and Micro-
technique ---------- 4 
Bacteriology --------- 4 
Introduction .to the 
Study of Human 
Societv ____________ 3 
**The hurch and Her 
\\' ork ------------- 2 
*Elective --------3 or 4 
16 or 17 
*If no additional pecific requiremen are demanded by the medical chool to which 
application i to be made the tudent i urged to elect in hi third year cour from 
the following ubjects recommended a desirable elective : Engli h (additional), 
economi , hi tory. political cience and mathematic . 
**For Lutheran tudents. 
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P r eparation for Dentistry 
Two programs are followed by schools of dentistry, namely, the one-four 
program and the two-four program. The former requires one year and the 
latter two years of pre-dental work in the College of Liberal Arts, followed 
by four years in a school of dentistry. A rapidly increasing number of dental 
schools are adopting the two-four program and thus require sixty to sixty-four 
credit hours of pre-dental work. 
The first two years of the pre-medical program as outlined meets the 
requirements of most dental schools. Of the courses designated for the sopho-
more year, physics and organic chemistry ( 4 hours) are generally required by 
the dental schools. The other courses of the sophomore year are required in 
many schools or recommended as desirable electives. Other recommended 
electives are courses chosen from business management and economics, mathe-
magcs, philosophy, political science, and sociology. A few dental schools 
require subjects not included in the program as outlined, such as botany, 
drawing, or mathematics. Deviation from the program of the sophomore year 
will therefore be necessary. Students should by all means consult the adviser 
concerning the requirements before registering for the work of the sophomore 
year. 
Combined Liberal Arts-Nu rsing P r ogram 
The College of Liberal Arts of Valparaiso University grants the degree 
of Bachelor of Arts to students who successfully complete three years of work 
in that college and twenty-seven months in an approved School of Nursing. 
The following specific requirements must be met: (a) The courses of the pre-
medical program, except Chemistry 102 and 107 and Physics 51 and 52. (b) 
Electives, including Survey of English Literature, to make a total of ninety-
four credit hours. 
The Department of Business Management 
and Economics 
Assistant Professor Skinner, Head, Mr. Graebner, 
Mr. Zimmerman 
Aims 
The aim of the Department of Busine s Management and Economics i the 
development of business students and trained executives. The work of these 
scholars is directed toward a study of business in its social setting; toward an 
understanding of its basic processe , its institutional life, its driving force ; 
and toward an evaluation of its results. 
Since the successful executive mu t begin at the bottom, students are 
given such training as will enable them to make good in routine positions, but 
the chief effort is always directed toward the goal of leader hip, and studie 
are selected and taught with that objective in view. 
Positions 
The department does not assume responsibility for securing positions for 
its graduates, but it doe extend every possible aid toward placing its stu-
dent. 
Commerce Club 
The Commerce Club is an organization of the tudents in the Department of 
Business Managem nt and Economic . 
The aims of the club are to act as a correlating m dium b twe n the th ory 
of the cia room and the practical a pect of th modern bu in world, 
as well as to organ:i?.:e the tuden in the departm nt a a parate entity in 
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the school, and to serve as a medium to bring the members into closer contact 
with one another. 
Its functions are carried out by securing the services of outstanding men 
in the business world, and by making periodic inspection trips into the sur-
rounding industrial region. Monthly meetings are held. 
All those working out majors and minors in the department are expected to 
become members. 
Business Management 
Mr. Skinner and Mr. Graebner 
Major 
A major consists of a minimum of twenty-four or a maximum of thirty-six 
credit hours exclusive of Business Management 3, 4, 5, 6, 41, and 42. · 
Students who are taking a twenty-four hour major may count three hours 
of Geography towards their majors. Students who are taking a thirty-six hour 
major may count six hours towards their major. Students are urged to take 
one or more courses in Geography. 
Students having a major in business management in view must earn (a) in 
their freshman year, six credits in accounting, that is, Business Management 
41, 42-Elementary Accounting; (b) in their sophomore year, six credits in 
Economics 51, 52-Principles of Economics, and six credits in Business 
Management 51, 52 or 102. In the freshman year, Business Management 41, 42 
is substituted for Religion 1, 2. The required work in religion is, therefore, 
postponed until the sophomore year. 
Students should also earn two credits in typewriting, that is, Business Man-
agement 3 and 4. 
Majors for Teachers 
Commercial teachers must select one of the following options: 
First Option: The 35 hours of required credits should include the following: 
Stenography, Typewriting, Accounting, Business Law, Business Policies, 
Geography, Principles of Economics. 
Second Option: The 30 semester hours of required credits should not in-
clude stenography and typewriting. 
Minor 
A minor consists of twelve credit hours, exc1usive of B. M. 3, 4, 5, 6, 41, 42 
and Econ. 51 and 52. 
Chemistry-Commerce 
Men who desire to train for such positions as business manager, purchasing 
agent and technical secretary in a chemical industry require a knowledge of 
bu iness management and chemistry. The major in chemistry-commerce in-
clude twenty-four credit hours in business management and economics and 
twenty-four credit hours in chemistry. 
Courses in Business Management 
41. ELEME'NTARY AccouNTING Sem. 1. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
Con ideration is given to the fundamental principles of accounting through 
their application to ingle proprietorships, and corporation . 
Credit withheld until Bu iness Management 42 is ucce fully completed. 
Open to fre hmen who have bad le than two year of bookkeeping in high 
cl10ol. Skinner. 
42. ELniENTARY AccouNTING Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
ontinuation of Busin Management 41 
Prerequi ite: Bu iness Management 41 or the equivalent. 
Skinner. 
51. PRINCIPLE OF AccouNTANCY Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Thi cour e con iders the development and application of accounting theory; 
tudy of variou tatements; the principle of valuation; method of determin-
ing and recording depreciation; ac ounting for inking fund, re erves, ecret 
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reserves. surplus, undivided profits, dividend , consolidations, branch house 
accounting, liquidation and other problems. 
Prerequisite: Business Management 42. Skinner. 
52. CosT AccouNTING Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
This course con iders the general principle of the subject and shows the 
importance of cost records as an integral part of a complete system of records. 
Prerequisite: Nine credits in accounting. 
Alternates with Busine s Management 102. Skinner. 
102. PRINCIPLES OF AUDITING Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Treats of the application of accounting theory and practice to the prepara-
tion and procedure followed in performing the various steps in balance sheet, 
detailed and special audits. 
Prerequisite: Nine credits in accountancy. 
Alternates with Business Management 52. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
106. BusiNEss FINANCE Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
This subject considers the problems of financing a private business; methods 
of finance, stock , bonds, notes, short and long term financing, promotion, 
financial standards, business and the banks. 
Prerequisite: Business Management 42, and Economics 52. 
Graebner. 
107. STATISTICs Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
This course considers the elementary principles of the stati tical method 
and the application of the principles of statistic to business and economic 
problems. The laboratory material con i ts of exercises and problems. 
Prerequisite: Business Management 42, and Economics 52. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
121. PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING Sem. 1. Cr. 3 . 
The subject matter is based on a study of market forces, structure , func-
tions, trade channels, the development of marketing methods, middlemen, 
the organized produce exchanges, speculation, chain store , mail order hou es, 
price policies, market analy is, and the coordination of market policies. 
Prerequisite: Economics 52. Graebner. 
122. MARKET ADMINISTRATION Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
This course includes a study of the development of sales organizations, 
market analysis, policies, sales method , urvey of literature of elling and 
purchasing, and ethics of salesmanship. 
Prerequisite: Bu iness Management 121. Graebner. 
131. BusiNEss LAw Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Busine law deals with contracts, agency, negotiable in truments, corpora-
tion , partnership , ales, personal and real property, mortgages, bailment , 
insurance, will , and administration. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing. kinner. 
132. BusiNEss LAw Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of Bu iness Management 131. 
Prerequi ite: Busine Management 131, or the equivalent. 
kinner. 
151. BusiNESS PoLICIES Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A cour e planned to correlate the ubject matter of the other cour es ofl'ered 
in this department by the application of the principle of busin to pecific 
problem , in office management, finance, ales, purchasing, production, per-
onnel, and controller hip. Graebner. 
191. THE TEACHING OF CoMMERCIAL SuBJECTS Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
A teacher' cour e. The high chool commercial curriculum; method m 
teachin"'. bu inE?S ad.ministratio~, comm~rcial geography, bu ine - Engli h, 
commercial anthmebc, accountmg, bu me law, horthand, typewriting, 
and office training. 
Prerequi ite: Senior tanding in bu ine management and education . Giv n 
upon demand. kinn r. 
199. SEMINAR Cr. 1-3. 
Topi cho en for tudy are to be mutually agreed upon by the individual 
tudents and tae head of the department. Hour and credi ar to be 
arranged. 
Open to enior tuden with no Ie than B tanding. 
Courses in Secretarial Work 
Mr. Zimm rman 
3. BEGI-.' ING TYPEWRITING. Each s me ter. 0+10 r. 1. 
klnner and Gra bner. 
This cours~ i open to all tudent in the Univer lty. r dit withh ld until 
Advanced Typ writing i compl ted. 
Typewriting fee, 4.50. Zlmm rman. 
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4. ADVANCED TYPEWRITING. Each semester. 0+10, Cr. 1. 
Continuation of course 3. Credit withheld until 35 words per minute test 
bas been passed. 
Typewriting fee, 4.50. Zimmerman. 
5. BEGINNING STENOGRAPHY. Sem. 1. 0+5, Cr. 1. 
A thorough tudy and practice of Gregg Shorthand. Open to all students. 
Credit withheld until Advanced Stenography is completed. 
Zimmerman. 
6. ADVANCED STENOGRAPHY AND SECRETARIAL TRAINING. Sem. 2. 0+5, Cr. 2. 
An advanced course which places pecial emphasis upon development of 
speed, phrasing, transcribing, correct busine s English, and the general duties 
of a private secretary. This course is correlated with advanced typewriting. 
Zimmerman. 
Courses in Economics 
Mr. Skinner and Mr. Graebner 
51. PRINCIPLES OF EcoNOMICS Sec. 1. Cr. 3. 
This is a basic course designed to acquaint the student with fundamental 
economic concepts. Credit withheld until Economics 52 is successfully 
completed. Two Sections. Graebner. 
52. PRINCIPLES OF EcoNOMICs Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of Economics 51. 
Prerequisite: Economics 51. Two Sections. Graebner. 
141. LABOR PROBLEMS Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
This is a survey course dealing with: (1) the history of labor and the 
main forces underlying the labor problem, (2) the approach of workers and 
employers to the labor problem, (3) the development of trade unions and 
collective bargaining, and (4) social control. 
Alternates with Economics 143. Skinner. 
143. BusiNESS AND GovERNMENT Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
The regulation of public and private business. The regulation of competi-
tion. The development of the principles of valuation, rate making, service and 
capitalization of public utilities. Recent proposals for increased govern-
mental control and ownership of industry. Cooperation between government 
and business, public activities of business organization; elements of a sound 
national policy towards business. Graebner. 
145. EcoNOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A general survey of the leading facts since the settlement of the Colonies 
with greater emphasis being given to the period since 1860. The course centers 
about the analysis of the methods and institutions which have been developed 
in endeavoring to obtain a more complete satisfaction of economic wants. 
Graebner. 
152. MoNEY AND BANKING Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Consideration is given to theories and principles in money and banking; 
the relation of the medium of exchange to the processes by which changes 
in price level and business conditions are brought about. 
Prerequisite: Economics 52. 
Alternates with Economics 162. Skinner. 
162. INVESTMENTS Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
An analysis of the general principles of investment; classification of securi-
ties; methods of protection; sources of information and general work of the 
investment bouse. 
Prerequisite: Economics 52. 
Alternates with Economics 152. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
The Department of Chemistry 
Associate Professor Thrun, Head, Associate Professor Harwood, Mr. Lien. 
Aims 
The work of this department is arranged to meet the needs of student who 
are preparing (a) to enter the chemical profession or take up graduate studies 
in chemistry; (b) to become physician , pharmacist , denti ts, or chemical engi-
neers; (c) to teach chemistry in secondary school or college . 
Chemistry Club 
The Chemistry Club of '\ alparaiso Univer ity wa organized November 16, 
1932, to stimulate interest in the chemical cience, to further an appreciation of 
re earch, to elevate the tandard of cholar hip, and to inculcate the ideal of 
cooperation among th tudent . Th dub i a member of the Students' Sci nee 
Clubs of America. 
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The monthly meetings are conducted as much as possible like the section 
meetings of the American Chemical Society. Usually a chemist from an indus-
try or another institution presents a paper of general interest. 
All students are invited to these meetings. Associate membership is limited 
to those who have four credits with a grade of C in a chemistry course. Full 
membership and the right to wear a key is open to the student who has 
earned 14 credits in chemistry with a grade of A orB or upon earning 8 credits 
in second year chemistry with an average grade of A or B. To retain full 
membership an average grade of A or B in chemistry courses must be main-
tained. 
Chemical Engineering 
For the two-year curriculum in chemical engineering, see the College of 
Engineering. 
Chemistry-Commerce 
Men who desire to train for such positions as business manager, purchasing 
agent and technical secretary in a chemical industry require a knowledge of 
business management and chemistry. The major in chemistry-commerce in-
cludes twenty-four credit hours in business management and economics and 
twenty-four credit hours in chemistry. 
Majors 
Two majors are provided for. To complete the requirements for the pro-
fessional major 32 credits in chemistry and credits for one year each of mathe-
matics and physics should be earned. 
The major of 24 credits should include Qualitative Analysis, at least one 
semester of Organic Chemistry, and Volumetric Analysis. Bacteriology may 
be counted toward this major in chemistry. 
The major for teachers consists of at least 20 credits which must include 
General and Inorganic Chemistry, Qualitative Analysis, and at least one 
semester of Organic Chemistry. Volumetric Analysis is recommended. 
Minor 
A minor consists of 14 credits. In addition to Qualitative Analysis either 
Organic Chemistry or Volumetric Analysis should be elected. 
Courses in Chemistry 
51. GENERAL CHEMISTRY Sem. 1. 3+2, Cr. 4. 
Fundamental concept , laws, and theorie are tudied by means of lectures, 
oral quizzes, and experiments. Tho e having no or poor high school training 
in chemistry will come for an extra period. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, $4.00. 
Two quiz sections: Thrun. 
52. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY Sem. 2. 3+2, Cr. 4. 
A continuation of Chemi try 51. The properties of the atom are studied 
in the light of the mo t recent knowledge. Important chemical reaction and 
the principle of qualitative analysi are di cu ed. As the occa ion warrants 
the importance of chemistry in our civilization i di u ed. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, $4.00. 
Two quiz section : Thrun. 
54. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
The arne as 52, but no laboratory work is included. Usually accompanied 
by a cour e in Qualitative Analy i . 
Prerequ· ite: Chemistry 51. Thrun. 
56. INORGANIC CHE tiSTRY Sem. 2. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
The same a 52, with three h?ur of laboratory work in Qualitative Analy i . 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; depos1t, 4.00. Thrun. 
60. QuALITATIVE NAI.Y IS Sem. 2. 0+9, Cr. 3. 
Study of eparation and identification of all important cations and anion . 
To accompany Chemi try 54. 
Prerequi ite: hemi try 51. 
Laboratory fee, 10.00; depo it, 4.00. Li n. 
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62. QuALITATIVE ANALYSIS Sem. 2. 0+6, Cr. 2. 
Study of separation and identification of all impor~ant cations and anions. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 52 or 56. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, 4.00. Lien. 
101. ORGANIC CHnnsTRY Sem. 1. 3+6, Cr. 5. 
A study of the aliphatic carbon compounds is made. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 52. 
Laboratory fee, $7.50; deposit, $4.00. Harwood. 
102. ORGANIC CHnnsTRY Sem. 2. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
Continuation of Chemistry 101. Aromatic compounds are studied. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, $4.00. Harwood. 
109. QuANTITATIVE ANALYSIS, VoLu~IETRIC Sem. 1. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
Discussion, problems, and laboratory work comprising the following: Ana-
lytical weighing and calibration of weights and measuring ve sels; normality 
and titre of standard solutions; pH, activity coefficients, indicators, buffers; 
volumetric precipitation methods; oxidation and reduction methods and indi-
cators; principles of colorimetric analysis; one simple gravimetric procedure. 
Prerequisite : Qualitative Analysis. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, 4.00. Thrun. 
110. QuANTITATIVE ANALYSIS, GRAVIMETRIC Sem. 2. 1+6 or 9, Cr. 3 or 4. 
Problems of gravimetric analysis and solubility product; purity of precipi-
tates. Inorganic samples are analyzed. One electrolytic analysis is per-
formed. 
Prerequisite: Qualitative Analysis. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, '4.00. Thrun. 
138. Bzo-CHnnsTRY Sem. 2. 2+3, Cr. 3. 
The chemistry of proteins, carbohydrates, and fats, and the changes these 
undergo d\.. ring processes of dige tion and metabolism; brief con ideration 
of enzymes and vitamins. Special emphasis is placed upon the application 
·of colloid chemistry to problems in bio-chemistry. 
Prerequisite! Chemistry 101 and 109. 
Laboratory fee, $7.50; deposit, 4.00. Thrun. 
157. lNDUSTRI..\L CHEMJHRY Sem. 1. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
The chief chemical industries are studied. 
Prerequisites: Chemistry 102 and 109. 
Alternates with Chemistry 184. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
170. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CHE~:t:ISTRY Either semester. Cr. 2 to 5. 
A course for eniors in chemistry. Each student attack an elementary 
research problem, first by looking up the literature in Chemical Abstracts and 
other sources, then in the laboratory. A written report is required. 
Laboratory fee to be determined by the department. 
Thrun and Harwood. 
184. ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL AND THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
The most essential theories and principles underlying the science of chem-
istry, such as chemical equilibria, velocity of reactions, and the elements of 
thermodynamics and eutrophy are studied. 
Prerequisite: Physics 52 or 62. Permission of instructor required before 
electing the course. 
Alternates with Chemi try 157. 
191. THE TEACHING OF CHElUISTRY Cr. 2. 
teacher' course. The subject matter of the high chool course with 
methods of pre entation, including laboratory demon trations and reference 
reading. Problems relating to laboratory construction and equipment; tan-
dard tests. 
Prerequi ite: Cherni try 101. 
[Given on demand.] 
The Department of Education and Psychology 
A istant Profe or Lindberg, Head 
Purpose 
'Vork in thi department i integrated toward the following purpo e 
1. To stimulate the ideal of Chri tian culture and ervice in the field of 
Education. 
2. To m t the profe ional need of the tudent prt>paring to teach in 
the econdary school . 
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3. To qualify students for a Bachelor of Arts degree with a minor in 
Education. 
Accreditment 
The College of Liberal Arts is approved by the State Board of Education 
of Indiana as a class "A" standard college for teacher training. The College 
of Liberal Arts offers the following teacher training curricula: (1) four-year 
curricula leading to regular high school teachers' licenses in English, French, 
German, mathematics, social studies, science, music, and commerce; (2) four-
year curricula leading to special high school teachers' licenses in commerce 
and music. 
All professional courses in educational methods listed by other department 
in the College of Liberal Arts are made under the supervision of the Depart-
ment of Education and Psychology. 
Courses taken in the College of Liberal Arts may also be used in obtaining 
teachers' certificates in other states subject to the individual certification 
requirements of those states. 
Organization of Curricula 
Students who expect to teach in the econdary school of Indiana hould 
note the license requirements as published in the Indiana Educational Bulletin 
Number 94 (Revised 1932). All students who expect to teach in secondary 
schools of other states should consult with the Head of the Department of 
Education and Psychology concerning adju tments in programs of study to 
meet individual state certification requirements. Copies of the current certifi-
cation requirements of all states are on file in the office of this department. 
Need for Additional Teaching Subjects 
Most beginning high school teachers find their first employment in a mall 
city or consolidated school. Teachers in these schools are, as a rule, required 
to teach at least two, and possibly three or four, subjects. This fact empha ize ' 
the need for organizing the period of teacher training to the end that, upon 
graduation, the student will be qualified to receive certification in at lea t 
two a;nd, if pos ibl , three or four major subject groups. The advi er in 
Education should be consulted early in the student's period of profe sional 
choice in order that the most profitable arrangement of courses may be effected. 
It is generally advisable that students who are working toward a Special High 
School Teacher's Licen e hould also plan their curricula o that they will be 
able to secure a license, not only in the special subject, but in another teaching 
subject as well. 
Supervised Teaching 
Arrangement are maintained with the Board of Education of the ' al-
paraiso Public Schools for supervi ed teaching in its high school. Similar ar-
rangement are also made with selected county chools when the need ari e . 
The general upervi ion of practice teaching i assumed by the Director 
of Supervi ed Teaching, but the cla work i under the direct supervi ion of 
critic teachers. Student teachers are, after a period of directed observation, 
placed in imm diate charge of cia e and are r ponsibl for th uc ful 
progre of the work. Thi work, a a rule, includ the re pon ibiUty for 
in truction, management, and grading of the cla . 
Student de iring to nroll in thi cour e mu t hav a grade point averag 
of at lea t 1.5 in the ubj ct in wbich upervised teaching i to be don and 
al o in all ducation and p ychology cour tak n prior to up rvi cl 
teaching. B fore tudent nroll for upervi d teaching in a high chool ub-
j ct they hould have completed at lea t fift n em t r hour of cr it in 
that ubject and, in addition be recomm nd d b th h ad of the d partm nt 
in charge of the ubject t b taught. tud nt mu t make applicati n to 
enroll for up rvi <i t a hing on form which will I furni hf' by the D part-
m nt of Education and P ychol y. 
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The Education Club 
This department has, for a number of years, sponsored and encouraged the 
work of the Education Club. Its membership is made up of students enrolled 
in classes in education and psychology or of students whose interests find ex-
pression in the work of the club. The purpose of the organization is to unite 
in fellowship those who plan to teach, or who are interested in the various 
phases of human psychology, in a further study of problems which supplement 
regular classroom activity. To this end the club sponsors monthly programs 
to which it invites speakers of renown who are specializing in limited phases 
of education and psychology. 
Recommendation for License 
The mere completion of the prescribed courses outlined in the Department 
of Education does not guarantee that the student will be recommended for a 
teaching certificate. The quality of the work done, and the ability and person-
ality of the student for the teaching profession will be important determining 
criteria in recommending applicants for teaching certificates. 
Minor 
A minor consists of twelve credits and should include Psychology 51 and 
Public Education 62. 
Courses in Secondary Education 
Mr. Lindberg 
62. PUBLIC EDUCATION Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A full view of the American system of education with special emphasis upon 
the opportunities and responsibilities of educational workers. A required 
course for students in education. 
114. HisTORY OF EDUCATION Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A survey of the development of educational theory and practice, beginning 
with the Greek and Roman periods, with the chief emphasis on the eighteenth 
and nineteenth century forces which have re ulted in the creation of our 
modern American public school system. This course may be used as a substi-
tute for practice teaching when such exemption is granted. 
118. SEcONDARY EDUCATION Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A course dealing with the purposes of the American econdary school and 
the way and means by which those purposes are accomplished. Some of the 
topics treated are: American and European secondary education; problems 
in administrative and curricular reorganization; characteristics of ad ole cence; 
techniques of gujdance; purpo es governing the various extra-curricular ac-
tivities of the school. 
121. TEsTS AND MEASUREMENTS Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
An introductory course dealing with the following problems: Hi torical 
development of the te ting movement; mental , achievement, prognostic, and 
diagnostic tests; organization of a testing program; statistical evaluation and 
interpretation of the results of te ting; principle governing the con truction 
of new-type informal objective examinations and practice in con tructing 
them. 
161. PRINCIPLES OF TEACHING IN THE SECONDARY ScHooL Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
A course dealing with the following general topics: the fundamental prin-
ciples of teaching; a urvey of important methods and types of teaching; 
problems of technique; clas organization and management. 
191. THE PROFESSIONAL AcADEMIC CoURsE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION Sem. I. 
r. 2. 
Thi course i administered by the Department of Education. It i u ually 
numbered 191 in the variou departments of the College of Liberal Arts and 
applie to the following professional academic courses: 
Biol. 191. The Teaching of Biology. 
B. M. 191. The Teachin"" of Commercial Subjects. 
Chern. 191. The Teachin" of Chemi try. 
Eng. 191. The Teaching of Engli h. 
French 191. Th Teachino- of French. 
German 191. The Teaching of German. 
Hi t. 191. The Teaching of ocial Studie in the High chool. 
Math. 191. The Teaching of Mathemati . 
M. 109-110. Elementary Public chool Mu ic Method . 
I. 111-112. ppreciation of E lementary Public chool ~Iu- i c. 
f. 191-192. Hio-h School Music Method . 
M. 193-194. ppreciation of High School Mu ic. 
Physics 191. The Teaching of Phy ic . 
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193-194. SuPERVISED TEACHING IN SECONDARY ScHooL SuBJECTS E ach semester. 
Cr. 3. 
Open only to seniors, except by special permi sion. The ob ervation and 
practice work is done in the high chool under the direction of a critic teacher 
and the director of supervised teaching. At least twenty class periods of 
observation, forty class periods of teaching, and regular conferences with the 
critic teacher and the director of student teaching are required. 
Eligibility: See special paragraph on Supervised Teaching under the 
General Statement. 
Fee, $10.00. 
Courses in Psychology 
Mr. Lindberg 
51. GENERAL PsYCHOLOGY Sem. 1. 2+2, Cr. 3. 
This course is an introduction to the general field of psychology. Emphasis 
is placed upon the factors which are operative in man 's efforts to .'ldjust him-
self to his physical and social environment. The following main topics are 
considered: the nature of the human organism, the genesis and motivation of 
behavior, organized and disorganized responses, ensory discrimination, animal 
and"lluman learning, thinking, levels of achievement, social behavior, and per-
sonality. Laboratory experimentation is planned to parallel the class dis-
cussions. 
Laboratory fee, $2.00; deposit, $1.00. 
53. EDUCATIONAL PsYCHOLOGY Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
This course attempts to apply the principles of psychology to the problem 
of teaching and learning. Attention is constantly directed to the child as a 
developing social being that is highly capable of being controlled through 
proper motivation. Con iderable emphasis is given to the tudy of experimental 
research dealing with the processes and products of learning. 
Note: Students should have completed Psychology 51 before enrolling for 
the course in Educational Psychology. 
102. PsYCHOLOGY OF ADOLESCENCE Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A careful study of the problem of growth, reaction, mentality, and per-
sonality in adole cence, together with orne account of the applied a pects as 
exemplified in typical junior and senior high schools. 
The Department of English Language and Literatu re 
*Professor Hartl_;lng, Head, Mr. Umbach, Acting Head, 
Mr. Place, Mr. Zuehlke 
T his department has t he following objectives in its teaching: (1) the per-
fection of oral and written English so that the students may learn how to com-
municate their ideas with clarity and effectiveness; (2) the development of 
culture through a knowledge of the best that has been thought and written 
in their native tongue; (3) to teach the ways of life by living it vicariously in 
literature, which at its best is life; ( 4) to lead students by an appreciation of 
beauty to desire to create beauty; ( 5) practically, to prepare them a teachers, 
writers, and for advanced work in journalism and library science. 
The English Clu b 
The English Club is a name which might better describe a series of pro-
grams than a group of people since there are no officers, limited membership, 
or busine s meetings. The purpo e of the e programs is to bring topic of 
current literary interest to the attention of all the students of the University 
rather than that narrower group majoring in the English department. How-
ever, when a program is presened by the student , the English majors ar 
generally elected to take part. Th reason for o Joo e an organization is th 
hope that the empha is may be placed entir ly on the content of the monthly 
meetings and that the entire student body, faculty, and townspeople may feel 
more free to participate than if the club were a mor exclu ive departm ntal 
affair. 
*On leave of ab ence 1!>35-1936. 
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Majors 
A major consists of a minimum of twenty-four credit hours, exclusive of 
English I, 2, 51, 52. All majors in this department are required to take Amer-
ican Literature-English 101, 102. 
1. GENERAL MAJOR. 
Twnty-four hours credit distributed throughout the various courses in 
the English Department will be considered a general major in English. These 
courses will be outlined by the head of the department to fill the particular 
needs of the individual student. 
2. MAJOR FOR TEACHERS. 
The following distribution of cour es is required for a general major: 
( 1) composition-6 credits; (2) English literature-9 credits; (3) American 
literature-6 credits; ( 4) public speaking-3 credits. 
3. MAJOR IN LITERATURE. 
Twenty-four credit hours in American and English literature are required 
for this major. This major is advised for students who are planning to do 
graduate work in this field. Electives are suggested in philosophy, history, and 
foreign languages. 
Minors 
A minor con ists of twelve credit hour , exclu ive of English I, 2, 51, 52. 
1. MINOR IN LITERATURE 
Twelve credit hours are required in literature, of which six must be in 
American literature. 
2. MINOR IN J OURN AJ.ISl\l. 
Twelve credit hours are required in courses li ted under that heading. A 
major is suggested in literature or a social science. 
Cour ses in Composition 
Mr. Umbach, Mr. Place, Mr. Zuehlke 
0. GRAl\11\I.Alt Sem. 1. r. 0. 
All student entering the Univer ity a fre hmen are required to take an 
examination in grammar, spelling and u age. Tho e who fail to pas must 
take this non-credit cour e for two hour each week in addition to English 1 
to rectify deficiencie in their high chool preparation by an intensive drill. 
1. FRESHl\fAN CoMPOSITION Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A cour e of the freslunan constant. Theory and practice in writing exposi-
tion; the preparation of paper for advance course ; grammar review; col-
lateral reading in autobiography and current magazines. 
Six ection : Umbach, Place, Zuehlke. 
2. FRE Hl\IAN Col\IPOSITION Sem. 2. r. 3. 
A cour e of the freshman con tant. Theory and practice in writing literary 
form ; wide collateral reading in the variou type of literature. 
121. TYPES OF OMPOSITION Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Study and practice in the more advanced type of compo ition with refer-
ence to examples from contemporary literature; pecial practice in writing the 
more difficult form of expo ition and e ay. 
Umbach. 
122. TYPE OF CoMPOSITION Sem. 2. r. 2. 
A continuation of Engli h 121; practice in writing of de ription and 
narration; the tudy of the e type in contemporary literature As models for 
writing. Umbach. 
162. REATIVE ' 'TRITING Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
The theory and practice of writing the hort tory, one-act play, or poetry. 
The typ tudied will adapted to the per onnel of the cla s. 
Courses in Journalism 
Mr. Zuehlke 
71. NEw WRrn ~a AND REPORTING Sem. 1. 2+2, r. 3. 
Umbach. 
Introduction to the principl of new -reporting and new -writing; tudy of 
new pap r oraanization and method ; laboratory drill in copyreading. proof-
reading, typoaraphy, headline and make-up work; collaboration with The 
Torch. 
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72. ADVAYCED NEws WRITING SPm. 2. 2+2, Cr. 3. 
A continuation of English 71. 
141. CoPYREADING AND EDITING Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Editing newspaper copy; headline writing; rewriting; general desk work: 
detecting propaganda and publicity; verifying copy for accuracy; testing of 
purely objective and unbiased report. 
Prerequisite: Engli h 71. 
142. EDITORIAL AND FEATURE WRITING Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Editorial writing; di cu ion of editorial policies; special feature articles; 
tudy of the current newspaper supplements. 
Prerequi ite: Engli h 71. 
Courses in Literature 
Mr. Umbach, Mr. Place 
51. SuRVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A course of the ophomore constant. Prose and poetry of Engli h literature 
from Beowulf to the beginning of the Nineteenth Century; study of one 
Shaksperean play; report on collateral reading in the drama and novel. 
Three sections: Umbach, Place. 
52. SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A course of the ophomore constant. Continuation of English 51; pro e and 
poetry of EngHsh literature from the beginning of the Nineteenth Century 
to the present; reports on collateral reading in the drama and the novel. 
Three sections: Umbach, Place. 
101. SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Prose, poetry, and drama of American Hterature from the beginning to 
the Civil War. Required of all student majoring in the Engli h Department. 
102. SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A continuation of English 101; survey of the pro e, poetry and drama of 
American literature from the Clvil War to the pre ent day. Required of all 
student majoring in the English Department. 
103. DEVELOPl\IENT OF THE DRAl\IA Sem. l. Cr. 3. 
Cia ical origin of the drama; the religion origin in England; Elizabethan 
drama; Restoration drama; foreign influence on the Engli h drama. 
[ rot offered 1935-1936.] 
104. MoDERN DRAMA Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Romantic closet drama; the Victorians: lb en and the new reali m; con-
temporary drama, English, American, and Continental. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.J 
105. DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE NoVEL Sem. l. ('r·. ~-
Cia ical and medieval fiction; early Engli h fiction; origin of the novel m 
the Eighteenth Century; romantic nov eli t ; Victorian novelists; foreign 
influence . 
[Kot offered 1935-1936.] 
106. MoDERN NoVEL Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Beginning of the p ychological nov I; the new reali m; the contemporary 
novel in England and on the continent. 
[ . ot offered 1935-1936.] 
107. DEVELOP IENT OF THE E AY Sem. l. Cr. 2. 
Cia ical parallel ; Iontaigne; b ginninu in England; the "charact r " ; 
the 12eriodical e ay: the romantic e ayi ts. 
10 . :MoDERN E AY S m. 2. r. 2. 
England. 
151. 
oleridge, Byron, helley, Kea 
152. m. 2. Cr. 3. 
Tenny on; Browning; Arnold; the Pre-Raphaelite mov ment; minor poet . 
153. HAKSPERE em. l. r. 3. 
The play before 1600, with pecial empha i on th comedie and chronicle . 
154. HAK PERE em. 2. Cr. 3. 
The play after 1600, with pecial empha i on the great tra edie . 
155. READING IN o IPARATIVE LITERATURE m. 1. r. 2. 
French ~ovel. n honor cour e open only to major in Engli h llteratur 
with an average of no I than B. 
[ 'ot offered 1935-1936.] 
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156. READINGS IN Col\IPAR.A.TIVE LITERATURE Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Russian Novel. An honor course open only to majors in English literature 
with an average of no less than B. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
191. THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
A teacher's course. A study of literature for class study; the direction of 
library and home reading; methods of teaching literature; study of subject 
matter and methods of teaching composition; the scientific measurement 
of results. 
Prerequisite: 18 credits of major. 
[Given upon sufficient demand.] Place. 
Courses in Public Speaking 
Mr. Place 
81. PuBLIC SPEAKING Each Semester. Cr. 3. 
A course of the sophomore constant. This course is au- introduction to all 
others in public speaking offered in the department. Conferences. Two sections. 
112. FoRMS OF PuBLIC AnDREss Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
- A study and preparation of all forms of public speeches, including lectures 
and orations; preparation for participation in the State Oratorical Contest, the 
Peace Oratorical Contest, and the National Oratorical Contest. 
Prerequisite: English 81. 
The D epartment of Foreign Languages and Literatures 
( French, German, Latin ) 
Associate Professor Miller, Head, Associate Professor Bauer, 
Assistant Professor Guillaumant, Miss Rechenberg 
The Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures has the following 
objectives: (1) for the lower division courses: to give the student primarily 
a reading knowledge of moderately difficult prose and poetry in the language 
chosen, to introduce him to the history of the civilization of the nation whose 
language he is studying, and to prepare him for the work of the upper division; 
(2) for the upper division courses: to continue the work begun in the lower 
division, to present the literatures of the languages offered and to further the 
student's appreciation of good literature, and to prepare students for the 
teaching of foreign languages. 
General Regulat ions 
( 1) Every student is required to complete for graduation at least six credits 
in foreign languages above the first-year level. This work is ordinarily taken 
in the freshman and sophomore years. (2) No credit is granted for less than 
a full year's work on the first year level. (3) Only upper division courses may 
be applied on a major or a minor. (4) New students are given placement tests 
during freshman week to determine which courses they may enter. 
French 
Assistant Professor Guillaumant 
Major 
A major consists of a minimum of twenty-four credit hours. A prerequisite 
is French 54, or the equivalent. Students preparing to teach French mu t 
include French 113 and 114 in their major. 
Minor 
A minor consists of a mm1mum of twelve credit hour . A prerequi ite 
French 54, or the equivalent. 
Courses in French 
1. FmsT SEl\IE TER FRENCH Sem. 1. r. 3. 
Study of pronunciation by mean of phonetic symbols. Grammar taught 
inductively, with conversation and dictation; daily written work. 
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2. SEcOND SEMESTER FRENCH Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Study of grammar, with emphasis upon the verb; reading of simple texts. 
Prerequisite: French 1, or one unit of high school French. 
53. THIRD SEMESTER FRENCH Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
Systematic review of grammar, with oral and written compositions. Study of 
irregular verb . Reading of modern authors. 
Prerequi ite: French 2, or two units of high school French. 
54. FouRTH SE'MESTER FRENCH Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of French 53, with an introduction to the history of French 
civilization. 
Prerequi ite: French 53, or the equivalent. 
105. SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
Study of the origins of the French language and the development of litera-
ture With a detailed tudy of seventeenth century literature. Collateral a ign-
ments; reading in class of representative selections. 
Prerequi ite: French 54, or the equivalent. 
106. SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Study of eighteenth and nineteenth century literature. 
Prerequisite: French 105, or the equivalent. 
113. CoMPOSITION AND CoNVERSATION Sem. I. Cr. 2. 
Written composition based on connected reading, with empha i on the 
u e of idiom . Coover ation ba ed on topics of current interest. 
Prerequi ite: French 54, or the equivalent. 
[Given upon sufficient demand.] 
114. ADvANCED Col\IPOSITION AND CoNVERSATION Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Original oral and written compositions, and practice in conversation. 
Prerequi ite: French 113. 
[Given upon sufficient demand.] 
151. SEVENTEENTH CENTURY CLASSIC DRAMA Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
Study of the development of classic form in the play of Corneille and 
Racine and of Moliere' art in depicting contemporary manner . 
Prerequi ite: French 106, or the equivalent. 
Alternate with French 153. 
[Given upon sufficient demand.] 
152. EIGHTEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Study of eighteenth century philosophy and literature. 
Prerequisite: French 106, or the equivalent. 
Alternate with French 154. 
[Given upon ufficient demand.] 
153. NINETEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Study of variou period of nineteenth century literature, with rapid read-
ing of repr entative novel , play and poetry. 
Prerequi ite: French 106, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with French 151. 
[Not oft'ered 1935-1936.] 
154. o. -TEMPORARY LITERATURE Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A rapid reading cour e with upplementary cia room lectur in latter 
nineteenth and twentieth century French literature, including such author 
as Renan, Taine, Bourget, Loti, France, Rolland, Proust, Bergson. 
Prerequi ite: French 153, or the equivalent. 
Alternat with French 152. 
[ ·ot oft'ered 1935-1936.] 
155. FREN H IVILIZATION em. l. r. 3. 
enior cour e which on ider the civilization of Fran e from 
day. 
Prerequ· ite: The ability to read French r adily. 
[Given upon ufficient demand.] 
156. FRE_ cu IVILIZATION em. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of French 155. 
Prer qui ite: French 155. 
[Given upon ufficient demand.] 
191. THE TEACHING OF FRE .. cn Sem. 2. r. 2. 
earlie. t 
A teacher' ourse; the fundamental principl underlying the t chin~ 
modern languag ; the p ition of m dern Jangu g in Amerl an educatt n; 
the metho and th ori of teachin.,. Fren h; r view of phonetic ymboL ; 
the ubject matter and apparatu of French teaching; ditricuJtie encounter d 
in high boo! teaching; tandard t 
Prerequisite: i. hour of th major in French. 
[Given upon uffi i nt demand.] 
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German 
Mr. Miller, Miss Rechenberg 
Major 
A major consists of a minimum of twenty-four credit hours. A prerequisite 
is German 54, or the equivalent. Students preparing to teach German must 
include German 113 and 114 in their major. 
Minor 
A minor consists of a mmtmum of twelve credit hours. A prerequisite is 
German 54, or the equivalent. 
Courses in German 
1. FmsT SEMESTER GERMAN Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Designed primarily to give the student a reading knowledge of easy German 
prose. Two sections: Miller and Rechenberg. 
2. SECOND SEMESTER GERl\fAN Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of German 1. 
Prerequisite: German 1, or the equivalent. 
Two sections: Miller and Rechenberg. 
53. THmn SEl\rEScrER GERl\fAN Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Intermediate German. Includes selected readings from modern prose writers 
and the classical poets, a review of German grammar, practice in writing and 
speaking German, and reports on outside reading. 
Prerequisite: German 2, or the equivalent. 
Two sections: Rechenberg. 
54. FoURTH SEMESTER GERl\'IAN Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of German 53, with an introduction to the history of German 
civilization. 
Prerequisite: German 53, or the equivalent. 
Two sections: Rechenberg. 
105. CLAssiCAL AuTHORS Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
An introduction to the classical period of German literature. Selections 
especially from the works of Lessing, Goethe, and Schiller. Lectures and sup-
plementary outside readings. 
Prerequisite: German 54, or the equivalent. 
Rechenberg. 
106. CLASSICAL AuTHORS Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of German 105. 
Prerequisite: German 105, or the equivalent. 
Rechenberg. 
113. GERMAN COl\IPOSITION Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Review of grammar, written and oral reports on outside reading, letter 
writing. 
Prerequisite: German 54, or the equivalent. 
[Given upon sufficient demand.] Rechenberg. 
114. GERMAN CoMPOSITION Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Continuation of German 113. 
Prerequisite: German 113, or he equivalent. 
[Given upon sufficient demand.] Rechenberg. 
153. HisTORY OF GERMAN LITERATURE TO 1800 Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Lectures, outside reading, and reports. 
Prerequi ite: German 106. or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 155. 
154. History of GERMAN LITERATURE TO 1800. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of German 153. 
Prerequi ite: German 153, or the equivalent. 
Alternate with German 156. 
155. NINETEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Cia reading, lectures, and outside reading. 
Prerequi ite: German 106, or the equivalent. 
Alternate with German 153. 
[r ot offered 1935-1936.] 
156. NINETEENTH ENTURY LITERATURE Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of German 155. 
Prerequi ite: German 155. or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 154. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
Miller. 
Miller. 
Miller. 
Miller. 
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157. GoETHE Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Class and outside readings; lectures. 
Prerequisite: German 106, or the equivalent . 
Alternates with German 163. 
158. GoETHE Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuaion of German 157. 
Prerequisite: German 157, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 164. 
163. S cHILLER Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Class and outside r eadings ; lectures. 
Prerequisite: German 106, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 157. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
164. ScHILLER Sem. 2. Cr. 3 
Continuation of German 163. 
Prerequisite: German 163, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 158. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
191. T HE TEACHING OF GERMAN Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
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Miller. 
Miller. 
Miller. 
Miller. 
A teacher's course; the position of modern la nguages in American educa-
tion; analysis of the principles a nd practices that a re applicable to foreign 
language study; a study of the materia l in teaching Germa n ; sta ndar d tests. 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of a ma jor in German. 
[Given upon sufficient demand.] Miller. 
Latin 
Mr. B auer, M r. M ille r 
Minor 
The minimum f or a minor is 12 credit h ou rs. A prerequisite is L a t in 54, or 
the equivalent. 
Courses in Latin 
53. I NTERMEDIATE LATIN : CICERO S em. I. Cr. 3. 
Several speeches of Cicero will be read. The study of the t ext will be 
accompanied by a raview of forms and yntax. 
P rerequisite: Two units of high school Latin. Miller. 
54. INTER~IEDIATE L ATIN : VIRGIL S em. 2. C r . 3. 
This course introduce the tudent to Latin poetry. The emphasis is on 
the under tanding and interpretation of the election read. 
P rerequisite: Latin 53, or three unit of high chool Latin. 
Miller. 
105. CICERo's DE S ENECT TE A~ D SELE TION FROl\I ATULLUS Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
The cour e aim to "'ive the tudent a better under tanding of Latin con-
struct ion and to interpret Cicero a a man of letter . 
Prerequi ite: Latin 54, or the equivalent. 
Alternate with Latin 107. Bauer. 
106. Ovm Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
The course i ba ed largely on O,·id' Metamorpho e with selections from 
his minor works. 
Prerequi ite: Latin 54, or the equivalent. Bauer. 
107. LIVY S em. 1. Cr. 3 
The cour e, introducing the tudent to Roman hi torical writing, aim to 
develop the power to read Latin more readily by trengthening the tudent' 
knowledge of Latin con truction. 
Prerequisite: Latin 54, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with Latin 105. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] Bauer. 
10 . RoMAN CoMEDY Sem. 2. Cr. 3 . 
H istory of the ri e and decline of Roman comic drama. From the extant 
plans the CaptiYe of Plautu and Phormio of Terence will be elected for cia 
tudy with reading of everal other play in Engli h tran lation. 
Prerequi ite: Latin 54 or the equivalent. 
Alternate with Latin 100. 
[. 'ot offered 1935-1936.] Bauer. 
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The Department of Geography and Geology 
Associate Professor Meyer, Head 
Field and Function 
Modern chorographic geography is the science of areal phenomenology. 
It seeks ( 1) to describe and map the natural and cultural phenomena of 
specific regions of the earth, (2) to point out the distributional relationships 
which exist between the human and natural forms of the environment, and (3) 
to explain the part which environment plays in human adjustments-in the 
occupation of areas, in the utilization of resources, in the promotion of industry 
and commerce, and in the historical development of the various patterns of 
civilization. 
Geology deals with the structure and history of the earth. 
The region about Valparaiso is eminently suited for the study of land form 
and land use patterns. Four major physiographic units afford interesting 
and instructive contracts in landscape characteristics: the Valparaiso Moraine 
with its continental divide near which the city of Valparaiso is located; the 
Chicago Lake Plain to the north and northwest, featuring phenomenal indus-
trial and commercial development; the internationally famous Dunes, scenic 
recreation and resort center on the shore of Lake Michigan; and finally, the 
historically and economically interesting marsh-reclaimed Kankakee agricul-
tural region south of the moraine. 
Geography courses in the department yield social science credit; geology, 
natural science credit. 
Objectives 
Course offerings are designed ( 1) to fulfill teaching option requirements 
and otherwise to meet the growing demands for adequate training in the 
teaching of geography, (2) to contribute basic geographic material to other 
disciplines, such as, economics, history, political science, sociology, and biology, 
and (3) to enhance appreciation of world events and traveling experiences 
by supplying to the student geographic and geologic perspective. 
Majo r 
+wenty-four credit hours are required for a major in Geography which 
may include Geology 51 and 52. 
Minor 
Fifteen credit hours are required for a minor in Geography which may 
include Geology 51 and 52. 
Courses in Geography 
(Social Science) 
51 SociAL GEOGRAPHY Sem. 7. Cr. 3. 
An integrated treatment of human occupance and natural environmental 
characteristics of the major regions of the earth. Human society and econom.v. 
as expressed in the character and distribution of population and in the patterns 
of land utilization, are interpreted on the ba is of the interrelation which 
exists between the cultural forms of the landscape and the elements of the 
natural environment-climate, land form, soil, natural vegetation, etc. 
52. SociAL GEOGRAPHY Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A continuation of Geography 51. 
101. EcoNOMIC GEOGRAPHY Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A study of agricultural, industrial, and commercial products and activi-
ties in connection with environmental factors. 
Alternates with Geography 161. 
125. PHYSICAL-CuLTURAL NoRTH Al\n:RICA Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A relationship study of the natural and cultural form of landscapes of 
North America treated regionally by physiographic province_. 
Alternates with Geography 129. 
[Not offered 1985-1936.] 
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129. PHYSICAL-CULTURAL EUROPE Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
A regional treatment of the social, political, industrial, and commercial 
patterns of Europe in relation to climate, land, sea, drainage, and other forms 
of the natural set-up. 
Alternates with Geography 125. 
152. TRADE AND TRANSPORTATION Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A course which treats of the inter-regional and international trade in 
agricultural, mineral, and manufactured products; of the distribution of 
the world's chief commercial centers and transportation routes on land and 
sea; and of the relations of commercial resources and activities to world 
power. 
I61. HisTORICAL AND PoLITICAL GEOGRAPHY Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
A survey of ancient geographic speculation , succes ive epochal discoverie 
and explorations, origin and development of commerce, e,·olution of geo-
graphic thought and modern concepts of geographic philosopl1y, together with 
a consideration of the influence of these factors and those of the en ironment 
itself on ancient, mediaeval, and modern civilizations. 
Alternates with Geography 101. 
[Not offered 1985-1936.] 
I99. SEMINAR-SURVEY Sem. 2. Cr. I-3. 
Special assignments available only to Geography majors. 
Courses in Geology 
(Natural Science) 
51. PHYSIOGRAPHY Sem. I. 3+2, Cr. 4. 
An introduction to the surface features of the earth. This course and its 
continuation in General Geology are de igned to aid the general student in 
appreciating the meaning of earth features, as well as to supplement the 
training in the field of geography. Laboratory and field tudies. 
Laboratory fee, $1.25. 
52. GENERAL GEOLOGY Sem. 2. 3+2, Cr. 4. 
A treatment of the fundamental principles of physiographical, stratigraph-
ical, tructural, and dynamical geology; con ideration of the theoretical pba e:;, 
practical appHcations, and historical development of the science. Laboratory 
work includes a study of a specially constructed miniature earth model. Field 
trip. 
Laboratory fee, $1.25. 
G2. ENGINEERING GEoLoGY Sem. 2. 3+2, Cr. 4. 
A presentation of the principle of geoloo-y, featuring elements applying to 
the problems and practices of the civil engineer. Laboratory and field tudies. 
Laboratory fee, $1.25. 
The Department of Mathematics and Physics 
A ociate Profes or Thomas Head, A sistant Professor Frick, 
Mr. Betz 
Mathematics 
Mr. Frick, Mr. Betz 
The department off rs (I) training in the mathematical technique requir d 
by the cientist and engineer for the ucce sful prosecution of their work and 
(2) instruction for tho e who ar tudying mathematics for it own sake or 
with a view to teach the subject in high chool or college. 
Practical problem are given precedence ov r tho e that ar purely theo-
retical. However, the principles of pure math matic are not n gl ct d. 
Mathematics Club 
A group of tudent inter . ted in mathematic hold re ular m ting io 
di cu topic not ordinarily taken up in cla work. Ther i no fix d mem-
ber hip and no a e ed fee. 
Major 
Twenty-fot;.r credit are requir d for a major. 
Student having a major in vi w should b in th ir math matics in the 
fre hman year. Phy ic 140 can b count d toward a math matic major and 
it is advi ed that major take thi cour . 
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The major for the prospective teacher must consist of the following courses: 
Mathematics 51, 52, lll, ll2, 142, 151 and one other course. 
Minor 
The minor shall consist of two emesters' work beyond mathematics 52. 
Courses in Mathematics 
01. SoLID GEOl\IETRY Sem. 1. 4+0, Cr. 0. 
The elements of solid geometry; required of all engineering freshman and 
mathematics majors who haYe not had olid geometry in high chool. 
Betz. 
51. CoLLEGE ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY Sem. 1. Cr. 4. 
Three hours work in college algebra and one in trigonometry. This cour e 
is intended for liberal arts and pharmacy students. It is a required course for 
the latter. 
Prerequisite: Entrance requirements. Frick. 
52. TruGoNOl\IETRY AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY Sem. 2. Cr. 4. 
Two hours work in plane trigonometry and two hours work in plane analytic 
geometry. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 51. Frick. 
61. ENGINEERING MATHEMATICs Sem. 1. Cr. 5. 
First semester mathematics for the engineer . Con ists of college algebra 
and trigonometry. 
Prerequisite: Entrance requirement . Betz. 
62. ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS Sem. 2. Cr. 5. 
Second semester mathematics for the engineer . Con i t of trigonometry 
and analytic geometry. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 61. Betz. 
Ill. D IFFERENTI AL CALCULUS Sem. 1. Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 52 or 62. Frick. 
112. I NTEGRAL CALCULUS S em. 2. Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite : Mathematics 111. Frick. 
131. ADVANCED ALGEBRA S em. 1. Cr. 3. 
Selected topic in advanced college algebra. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 52 or G2. 
Alternates with Mathematics 151. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
142. CoLLEGE GEOMETRY Sem. 2. Cr. 4. 
Selected topics in advanced synthetic or analytic geometry. 
Prerequi ite: Mathematics 52 or 62. 
151. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Intere t, annuitie , amortization and bond valuation. 
Prerequi ite: Mathematics 52 or 62. 
Frick. 
Frick. 
Alternate with Mathematic 131. Frick. 
171. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Ordinary differential equations; applications to mechanical, physical, and 
chemical problem . 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 112. Frick. 
172. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Non-linear and partial differential equation~ : and existence theorem . 
Prer qui ite: Mathematics 171. Frick. 
191. THE TEACHING OF MATHEl\IATICs Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
A teacher cour e. Open to education tudent~ . 
Prerequisite: Minor in mathematic . Frick. 
Physics 
)lr. Thoma ~Ir. Betz 
Becau e of its fundam ntal importance in the different braoche of applied 
science, phy ics (a) serves the varied need of the technical tudent the student 
of engineering, pre-medicine and pharmacy. Provi ion ha also been made 
for the intere ts of two other group of student ; namely, (b) tho e in the 
College of Liberal Arts who de ire orne knowledge of phy ical cieoce for it 
cultural value and (c) tho e who are looking forward to a career in phy ic , 
either in the teaching profe ion or in indu trial re ear h. 
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Major 
Twenty-four credits in physic hall constitute a major. 
A minor in mathematics is necessary for a physics major. Physics 184 may 
be applied toward a major or minor in physics. 
Minor 
A minor shall con ist of two semesters' work beyond Physics 51 and 52, 
totaling at least fourteen hour . 
Courses in Physics 
51-52. GENERAL PHYSics Yr. Each Sem. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
This is the basic course in physics. The general principles of mechanic , 
sound, heat, electricity, and light are covered. 
Prerequisite: Entrance requirements. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, 2.00. Thomas and Betz. 
61-62. PHYSics PROBLEJ.us Yr. Each Sem. 0+3, Cr. 1. 
This course is intended particularly for engineers. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 52. Thoma . 
82. GLAss BLOWING Sem. 2. 0+3, Cr. 1. 
The rudiments of glass blowing and. if desired, other laboratory manipu-
lations. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00. Betz. 
101-102. MoDERN PHYsics Yr. Each Sem. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
An introductipn to the work done in phy ics during the la t thirty year . 
Prer-equisite: Physics 51-52. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, 2.00. Thomas. 
Ill. THEORY OF HEAT Sem. 1. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
Thermal properties of matter, introduction to thermodynamic , propertie 
of vapors, pyrometry and other thermal phenomena are studied. 
Prerequisite: Physics 51-52 and Mathematics 111. May be taken con-
currently with Mathematics 111. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; depo it, $2.00. 
Alternates with Physics 121. Thoma . 
121. THEORY OF LIGHT Sem. 1. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
Geometrical and physical optics, pectroscopy, and the general propertie 
of radiant energy will be con idered. 
Prerequisite: Physics 51-52 and :\!athematic 111. May be taken concur-
rently with Mathematic 111. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, 2.00. 
Alternates with Physics 111. 
[Not offered 1935-1936. ] Thoma 
126. DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
A general introduction to non-mathematical a tronomy. The con tellation , 
the solar system, and the stellar univer e are covered. 
Laboratory hour may be inserted in place of orne of the recitation . Thi 
cour e may not be applied on a major or minor in phy ic . 
Laboratory fee, 2.00. Thomas. 
132. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETIS~I Sem. 2. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
The ba ic principles of electrical and ma"'netic phenomena are inve tigated. 
Prerequi ite: Phy ics 51-52 and Mathematics 112. Can be taken concur-
rently with Mathematic 112. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; depo it, $2.00. 
Alternates with Phy ics 140. Thoma ' . 
133. ELECTRICAL AND MAG ~ETIC MEA URE~IENTS S m. 1. 1+ 6, r. 3. 
Required of junior who are taking electrical engineerin . 
Prerequi ite: Mathematic 112 and Phy ics 51-52 and 61-62. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; depo it, 2.00. Thoma . 
140. THEORETICAL MECHANIC Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
The mathematical theory of tati and Newtonian dynami -
Prerequ· ites: Phy i 51-52 and ~!athematic 112. 
lternate with Phy ic 132. 
[ 'ot offered 1935-1936.] 
142. Anv _-cED LABOR TORY em. 2. 0+3, r. 1. 
Thi cour e will ordinarily accompany Phr~ i 1 iO. Experience given In 
ettin"' up aud u ing with pecial c re apparatu for a few advanc d experi-
men . 
Prerequi ite: Phy ic 51-52. 
Laboratory fee. 6.00; depo~it. 2.00. 
[.'ot offered 1935-1936. ] 
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184. GENERAL AsTRONOl\IY Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
Students taking this course will attend the lectures of Physics 126 and 
will be required to do additional laboratory and problem work. This course 
may be applied on a Physics major or minor. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 52 or 62 and Physics 51-52. 
Laboratory fee, 2.00. Thomas. 
191. THE TEACHING OF PHYSics Sem. 2. 1+3, Cr. 2. 
A teachers' course. Open to education tudent . 
Prerequisite: Minor in Physics. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, 2.00. 
The Department of Music 
As istant Professor Schweppe, Head, Professor Chaffee, 
Mr. Green, Miss Dvorak, and Mr. Rogers 
Aims 
Thomas. 
1. To provide for students who are taking the degree of Bachelor of Arts 
opportunities to understand and appreciate music as part of a liberal education. 
2. To provide for students who desire to become supervisors and teachers 
of public school music a four-year curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Arts. 
I. Curriculum in Public School Music 
Freshman Year 
First Semester Cr. econd Semester Cr. 
I. Fre hman Composition 3 2. Freshman Compo ition 3 
I. The Bible* 
--------------- 3 2. Life and Teachings of 
A Laboratory Science ----- 4 Jesus* 
-----------------
3 
M. 1. Sight Singing 
-------------
1 A Laboratory Science _____ 4 
M. 3. Ear Training 
-------------
1 M. 2. Sight Singing ------------- 1 
M. 5. Es entials of M u ic 
-------
0 M. 4. Ear Training 
-------------
1 
Voice 
--------------------
1 M. 6. Essentials of Music. ------- 0 
3. Individual Health Program 0 Yoice 
--------------------
1 
(Each em. 1 hour) 4. Individual Health Program 0 
Foreio-n Language 
--------
3 (Each sem. 1 hour). 
Foreign Language 
-------- 3 Total ________ ___________ 16 
Total -------------------16 
Sophomore Year 
Fir. t emester r. 
51. Survey of Engli h Literature 3 
Foreign Language ---------- 3 
51. General P ychology --------- 3 
51. Sight Singing -------------- 1 
53. Ear Training --------------- 1 
15. Harmony ------------------- 3 
Yoice ---------------------- 1 
Piano ---------------------- 1 
16 
econd eme ter Cr. 
52. Survey of English Literature 3 
Foreign Lano-uage ---------- 3 
62. Public Education ~---------- 3 
52. Sight Singing -------------- 1 
54. Ear Training --------------- 1 
16. Harmony ------------------- 3 
Y ice ---------- ------------ 1 
Piano ---------------------- 1 
16 
*The e cour_ - are required of all . tudents xc pt tbo ·e who have received e. emp-
t:on from the Committee on Admi" ion · and Denoree . 
-
55. 
53. 
I09. 
111. 
117. 
I03. 
I 51. 
I 53. 
I 55. 
I9l. 
I93. 
81. 
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Junior Year 
First Semester Cr. 
A Social Science ------------ 3 
A Laboratory Science -------- 4 118. 
llarmony ------------------- 2 
Educational Psychology ----- 3 56. 
Applied Music -------------- I 
Elementary School Music 110. 
Methods ------------------ 2 
Appreciation of Music for the 112. 
Elementary School ________ 0 
Instrumental Methods ______ 1 118. 
16 
Senior Year 
First Semester Cr. 
flistory of Music ----------- 2 I04. 
Principles of Teaching ------- 3 I9l. 
Instrumentation and 15-t. 
Conducting --------------- 2 
Applied Music -------------- 2 
Orchestral Instrument ______ I I56. 
lligh School Music Methods __ 2 192. 
fligh School Music I94. 
Appreciation ------------- 0 
Public Speaking ------------ 3 I5l. 
I32. 
I5 
Second Semeste1· Cr. 
A Social Science ------------ 3 
Secondary Education -------- 3 
A Laboratory Science ------- 4 
flarmony ------------------- 2 
Applied Music -------------- 1 
Elementary School Mu ic 
Methods ------------------ 2 
Appreciation of Music for the 
Elementary School -------- 0 
Instrumental Methods ------ 1 
I6 
econd Semeste1· Cr. 
flistory of Music ----------- 2 
Supervised Teaching -------- 3 
In trumentation and 
Conducting --------------- 2 
Applied Music -------------- 2 
Orchestral Instrument ------ I 
fligh School M)lsic Methods __ 2 
fligh School Music 
Appreciation ------------- 0 
The Church and IIer Work* __ 2 
Choir Training -------------- 2 
I6 
Ensemble is required each year. The student is required to take choir and 
either band or orchestra. 
Piano required: Students with a major in Public School Music mu t present 
for graduation work in piano equivalent to third grade proficiency. 
One hundred twenty credit hours are required for the degree of Bachelor 
of Arts with a major in Public School Music. 
II. Major for Secondary School Teachers 
For those students who do not wish to take the supervisors' course in public 
school music, but who would like to meet the state requirements for teaching 
in secondary schools, a course is offered with a major of 26 semester hours 
working toward the A.B., with the division a follows : 
Methods ------------------------------------------------------- 12 credit. 
(Course 109-110, I11-112, 117-118, I53-I54, I9I-I92, I93-I94.) 
ight Singing --------------------------------------------------- 2 credit 
Ear Training --------------------------------------------------- 2 credit 
llarrnony ------------------------------------------------------ 4 credit 
1Voice --------------------------------------------------------- 2 credit 
Piano --------------------------------------------------------- 2 creclit · 
Orchestral Instrument ------------------------------------------ 2 credits 
Student in this cour e will be required to take En mble IE, and either 3E 
or 4E each seme ter. 
III. General Major 
A cultural cour e in music to be used a a cond major of 26 erne ter 
hour which may be accepted toward the A.B. degree. 
*This requirement applies to Lutheran tudent only. 
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This course will be divided as follows: 
Sight Singing -----------------------------------------·--------- 2 credits 
Ear Training -------------------------------------------------- 2 credits 
llarmony ------------------------------------------------------ 10 credits 
Counterpoint -------------------------------------------------- 4 credits 
Form and Analysis --------------------------------------------- 2 credits 
Applied Music ------------------------------------------------- 6 credits 
Students in this course will be required to take ensemble each semester. 
Unit of Credit 
The unit for credit in applied music is estimated as follows: 
1. Violin, Piano, Voice: One thirty-minute private lesson per week plus 
one hour daily practice for five days a week. One credit per semester. 
2. Violin: One class lesson per week. One-half credit per semester. 
3. Ot·chestral Instruments: One thirty-minute private lesson per week plus 
one hour daily practice for five days a week. One credit per semester. 
Student Recitals: Music students are required to attend all recitals as a 
part of their regular work and perform in recitals when so directed by their 
instructors. 
Ensemble is required each year. 
One hundred twenty semester credit hours are required for the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts. 
Applied music is the practical study of voice, violin, piano, et cetera. Theory 
is a group name for harmony, counterpoint, form and analysis, composition, 
and allied subjects. 
Courses in Applied Music 
Piano 
Mr. Green 
For admission to the piano curriculum, piano students must demonstrate 
by examination the ability to play all major and minor scales, hands together, 
two, three and four notes at M. M. llO; major and minor arpeggios, each hand 
alone, four notes at M.M. 80; selections from the following or the equivalent; 
lleller Op. 45 and 46, Loeschorn Op. 66, the easier llaydn and Mozart Sonatas. 
49-50P. PIANO Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Playing of all major and minor scales with facility-four notes at M. .M. 
120-132; all major and minor arpeggios (triad ) in fundamental po itions and 
inversion -four note at M. M. 9-100; Etudes or exercise selected from 
Czerny, Op. 299; Cramer, Bach, Inventions, Bach's Little Preludes and Fugues, 
and other technical exerci e of similar grade; Mozart sonatas and easier 
Beethoven onatas; compositions by Grieg, Schubert, Schumann, and Men-
delssohn. Memorizing. 
491;2-50lhP. PIANO Yr. Each seme ter. lh+5 Cr. I. 
A rea onable amount of the material covered in Music 49-50P . 
99-IOOP. PIANO Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
All scaJes with rapidity and variety of tone-seven note at L M. 88-95. 
Seventh chord arpeggio -four note at 1. M. 120-132. Hanon Virtu o Studies, 
Czerny Op. 740, Bach' Well Tempe1·ed Clavicho1·d, Beethoven, Sonatas; Chopin, 
Pl'ehtdes and Waltzes; compo ition by Iendels ohn, Schumann, Ruben tein, 
Grieg, MacDowell, Sinding, and Raff. Memorizing. 
Prerequi ite: Mu ic 49-50P. 
99lh-100lhP. PIANO Yr. Each semester. 1h+5 Cr. I. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Iu ic 99-IOOP. 
Prerequi ite: Mu ic 49lh-50lhP. 
149-150P. PIANO Yr. Each emester. 1;2 +5, Cr. 2. 
cale' and tudie in double third, and ixth ; Io kow ki, Killak's Octave 
chool; Hen elt. Etudes· Chopin, Ballad ; Beethoven, onata ; Mendels ohn, 
Conce1·to; Brahm . Rhap odies, and composition of equal difficulty. 
Prerequi ite: Mu ic 99-lOOP. 
149lh-150lhP. PIANO Yr. Each eme ter. lh+5 Cr. I. 
A rea onable amount of the material co,-er d in :\lu ir 149-150P. 
Prerequj ite: Iu ic 99~-100 1 2 P. 
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199-200P. PIANO Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Chopin, Etudes; sonatas and concertos by Beethoven, MacDowell, Brahms. 
Prerequisite: Music 149-150P. 
199lh-200%P. PIANO Yr. Each semester. %+5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 199-200P. 
Prerequisite: Music 140lf.!-I50lf.!P. 
177-178P. AccmrPANYING Yr. Each semester. Cr. 1. 
Study in the art of playing piano accompaniments. Practical work under 
supervision, with singers, violinists, and other instrumentalists. Open to stu-
dents with sufficient experience. Consultation with instructor necessary before 
registering. 
Prerequisite: Music 149-150P. 
185-186. REPERTOmE AND INTERPRETATION Yr. Each semester. Cr. I. 
The works of the older classic composers together with those of the modern 
school discussed and illustrated, with reference to the interpretative aspect, 
and to program building. 
191P. THE TEACHING OF PIANO Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
The fundamental principles of the art of teaching the piano form the subject 
matter of this course. Consideration will be given to such topics as these: 
P ychology and pedagogy of teaching; pa t and present piano methods; piano 
touches, technic, rhythm, pedaling, phrasing, and interpretation. 
Violin 
Miss Dvorak 
For admission to the violin curriculum students must demonstrate by exami-
nation that they are well grounded in correct position, intonation, tone, and 
bowing, and that they have completed the following or the equivalent: Kayser 
Bk. II, reasonable amount of Schradieck and Sevcik. 
49-50Vi. VIOLIN Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
All major and minor scales and arpeggio in three octaves. Position studies 
and double stop in first position. Studies from Kayser, Dont, Sevcik; con-
certos and pieces of Seitz, Accolay, and Sitt. 
49%-50% Vi. VIOLIN Yr. Each semester. %+5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 49-50Vi. 
99-100Yi. VIOLIN Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Study of higher positions and double top . Studies from Sevcik, Kreutzer, 
Leonard, Dont; concertos and pieces of de Beriot, Leonard, Seitz; sonatinas of 
Schubert, easier sonatas of Handel. 
99%-100% Vi. VIoLIN Yr. Each semester. %+5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 99-lOOVi. 
149-150Vi. VIOLIN Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Scale studies in thirds, sixths, and octave ; studies of Kreutzer, Leonard, 
Fiorillo; concerto and pieces of Kreutzer, de Beriot, Dont, Rode; onata of 
old Italian masters, Mozart, and Beethoven. 
149%-150% Vi. VIOLIN Yr. Each semester. % +5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Mu ic 149-150Vi. 
199-200Yi. VIOLIN Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Scale tudie in third , ixth , octave , and tenths; tudie of Kreutzer, 
Fiorillo, Rode, Gavinie ; study of tandard concerto ; onata of Bach. 
199%-200% Vi. VIOLIN Yr. Each seme ·ter. %+5, Cr. I. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Mu ic 199-200Vi. 
195-196Vi. SENIOR RECITAL .Yr. Each semester. Cr. 2. 
A enior recital program is given, elected by the in tructor, the numbers 
depending largely upon the ability and tyle of the individual tudent. A 
onata concerto. and group of the more important work of tandard cia ic 
and modern composer will compri e the program. 
Viola 
Miss Dvorak 
49-50' a. VIOLA Yr. Each erne ter. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Stu die from itt and chloming; cal and arp ggio in two octave con-
certo and piece of Burro ter, Sitt, and chuman. 
49%-50% Va. VIoLA Yr. Each seme ter. %+5 r. I. 
A rea onable amount of the material covered in Mu ic 49-50Va. 
9t}-100Va. VIOLA Yr. Each emester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Studies from itt, chloming, Hofmei ter; al and arpe n-io in three 
octaves; doubl~ top in lower po ition ; cone rt . and pieces of Itt and 
Steiner; ea ier ODQtas of Handel. 
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99%-100% Va. VIOLA Yr. Each semester %+5, Cr. I. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 99-lOOVa. 
149-150Va. VIOLA Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Studies from Sitt, Schloming, Hofmei ter, Campagnoli, and Kreutzer; scales 
and arpeggios in three octaves, also in thirds, sixths, and octaves; concertos 
of Sitt, Steiner, and Handel; sonatas of Bach. 
149%-150% Va. VIOLA Yr. Each semester. %+5, Cr. I. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music H9-150Va. 
199-200Va. VIOLA Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Studies from Sitt, Schloming, Hofmeister, Campagnoli, Kreutzer, Fiorillo. 
and Bode; scales and arpeggios in three octaves, also in thirds, sixths, and 
octaves; concertos of Sitt, Handel, and Bowen; sonatas of Bach. 
199%-200% Va. VIOLA Yr. Each semester. %+5, Cr. I. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 199-200Va. 
Violincello 
49-50Cl. CELLO Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Study of lower positions, various kind of bowing, development of tone; 
scale and arpeggios in two octaves; studies of Dotzauer; .easy solos. 
49%-50%Cl. CELLO Yr. Each semester. % +5, Cr. I. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 49-50Cl. 
99-100Cl. CELLO Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Scales and arpeggios in three octaves; study of double stops; studies of 
Dotzauer, Klingenburg, Gruzmacher; concertos by Golterman, sonatas of Ma-
rano. 
99%-100%Cl. CELLO Yr. Each semester. % +5, Cr. I. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 99-lOOCl. 
149-150Cl. CELLO Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Scales and arpeggios in four octaves; study of thirds, sixths, and octaves; 
studies of Lee, Grutzmacher, solos and concertos by Golterman and Saint-Saens; 
sonatas of Bach and Handel. 
149%-150%Cl. CELLO Yr. Each semester. % +5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 149-150Cl. 
199-200Cl. CELLO Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Scale and arpeggio ; double stop exerci e ; Duport etudes; Bach sonatas; 
standard concerto . 
199%-200%Cl. CELLO Yr. Each semester. %+5, Cr. I. 
A rea onable amount of the material covered in Music 199-200CI. 
Orchestral Instruments 
~r. Rogers 
The prerequisite for entrance in the freshman year: the student should have 
acquired the elementary technique of his instrument. 
49-50W. 0RcnE TRAL INSTRUl\:t:ENT Each semester. 1+10, Cr. 2. 
Ability to play acceptable exercises of moderate difficulty, including all the 
principal pha e of technique character! tic of the particular in trument played. 
49%-50% W. ORcHESTRAL INSTRUMENT Each semester. 1+10, Cr. 2. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 49-50W. 
99-100W. ORCHESTRAL INsTRU.l\IENT Each semester. 1+10, Cr. 2. 
The tudent hould acquire ufficient orche tra routine to fill ati factorily a 
second de k position in ymphonic works of lesser difficulty. 
99%-100% W. 0RCHE TRAL INSTRUMENT Each seme ter. %+5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 99-lOOW. 
149-150W. ORCHESTRAL IN TRU::\IENT Each erne ter. 1+10, Cr. 2. 
He should acquire uch 01·che tra routine as to fill the principal po ition in 
symphonic works. 
149%-150% W. 0RCIIE TRAL INsTRUMENT Each erne ter. %+5 Cr. 1. 
A rea onable amount of the material covered in Mu ic 149-150W. 
199-200\V. 0RcrrE TRAL IN TR :\IE ~T Each me ter. 1+10, Cr. 2. 
Ability to play, preferably from memory, an etude, a onata, a concerto, or 
their equivalents, and at least three miscellaneou piec . 
199%-200% W. 0RCTIE TRAL IN TRUME TT Ea h erne ter. lh +5, Cr. I. 
A rea onable amount of the material covered in Music 199-200W. 
Orche tra or band is r quired each year. ee note on en emble credit under 
curriculum in applied mu ic. 
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Voice 
General piano requirement: Students with a major in voice must present, 
for graduation, work in piano equivalent to M. lOOP. 
49-50Vo. VorcE Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
The psychology of voice culture: corrective breathing and posture exercises; 
development of natural breath control by means of correct posture and release 
of body energy; the relation of energy release to the expression of ideas in song; 
exercises, scales, and studies in ear training and imitation of color tone and 
shading; development of phrasing into song literature. 
49%-50% Vo. VorcE Yr. Each semester. lh+2%, Cr. I. 
99-lOOVo. VorcE Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Continued work in technique; embellishments, stacatto and trill; easy art 
song ; oratorio and ensemble. 
Prerequisite: Music 50Vo. 
99%-100% Vo. VorcE Yr. Each semester. %+2%, Cr. 1. 
149-150Vo. VorcE Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Advanced technique, building into the subject matter of the song; beginning 
French, German, and Italian art song ; opera and oratorio aria ; recitals and 
ensembles. 
149%-150% Vo. VorcE Yr. Each semester. %+2%, Cr. 1. 
191Vo. TnE TEACHING OF VorcE Sem. I. Cr. 2. 
Biology, physics, and psychology a applied to inging. The physiological 
mechanism; the theory of sound; psychology as a factor in singing. 
199-200Vo. VorcE Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Development of repertoire of world' best vocal mu ic; program building; 
one complete oratorio or opera role; one lesson weekly in coaching. 
Prerequisite: Music 150V. 
199%-2001h Vo. VorcE Yr. Each semester. lh+2%, Cr. 1. 
A rea onable amount of material outUned in Mu ic 199-200Vo. 
Prerequisite: Music 150Vo. 
195-196Yo. RECITAL Yr. Each semester, Cr. 2. 
Senior recital to count a final examination; tudent required to build his 
own program from hi four years' repertoire. 
Courses in Music 
Mr. Schweppe, Mr. Chaffee, Miss Dvorak, Mr. Green, Mr. Rogers 
1-2. SIGHT SINGING Yr. Each semester. 2+0, Cr. I. 
Drill in scale and interval singing; ea y time ubdivi ions; notation; two-part 
singing. Chaffee. 
3-4. EAR TRAINING Yr. Each semester. 2+0, Cr. 1. 
Major and minor cale ; interval and elementary rhythmic problems; a 
study in writing different kinds of measure by hearing them played or sung; 
melodic and harmonic interval and simple chromatic problem harmonic dic-
tation. Chaffee. 
5-6. Es ENTIALS OF MusiC Yr. Each semester. l+O, r. 0. 
A one-hour cour e preparing for Harmony. It includes: writing scales, 
intervals and chord , and learning the variou e entia! term u ed in mu ic. 
Chaffee. 
15-16. HARl\IO ""Y Yr. Each semester. Cr. 3. 
The harmonization of melodie u ing the principal and secondary triads, domi-
nant eventh and inver ion , with imple modulation. Harmonic analysi . 
Prerequisite: 1u ic 5 and 6. Green. 
51-52. SIGHT SINGING Yr. Each semester. 2+0, Cr. 1. 
Motive and bort phra e ; two and three part exerci e and imple moduJa... 
tion; exercises in period writing; a tud y of chord . 
53-54. EAR TRAINING Yr. Each semester. 2+0, Cr. 1. 
Continuation of Mu ic 3 and 4. 
Prerequi ite: Mu ic 3 and 4. 
55-56. HARMOJ-.""Y Yr. Each seme ter. Cr. 2. 
Cl1affee. 
Chaffee. 
econdary eventh chord and their inver ion ; ninth chord ; altered 
chord , chromatic melodie , advanced modulation, and harmonic analysi . 
Prerequi ite: Mu ic 15 and 16. Dvorak. 
57-58. KEYllOARD HARMONY Yr. Each erne ter. Cr. 1. 
Harmonization of melodi and ba e. with equ nces, cadences and modu-
lation at the keyboard. Harmonic dictation and improvi ation. 
Prerequi ite: Mu ic 55-56. Green 
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61. THE APPRECIATION OF Music Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
A cultural course for those students who are not taking other work in music, 
but desire enough understanding to enjoy the great music of the world. The 
following subjects are studied: the instruments of the orchestra; the seating of 
the orchestra; music of the ancients; Greek music, the beginning of church 
music; polyhony; rondo form; the suite; the symphony form; human voices ; 
folk music; the development of the opera; American music; the radio. This 
is a lecture course with suitable demonstrations. Assignments will follow each 
lecture. Schweppe. 
103-104. HISTORY OF MusiC Yr. Each semester. Cr. 2. 
Music of primitive nations; the music and instruments of the Bible: music 
of the early Christian Church; rise and development of the liturgy; notation 
music and Renaissance; the polyphonic age; the rise of opera and oratorio; 
the periods of Bach and Handel, Haydn and Mozart; the advent of Beethoven; 
the rise of virtuosity and romanticism; Wagner and the new operatic tenden-
cies; American music development. Collateral reading, preparation of themes, 
and outlines during both semesters. Schweppe. 
105-106. CouNTERPOINT Yr. Each semester. Cr. 2. 
Counterpoint in two, three, and four parts in the various species. 
Prerequisite: Music 55 and 56 . Dvorak. 
107-108. FoRM AND ANAJ.YSis Yr. Each semester. Cr. 2. 
A study of the structure and aesthetic content of music; primary and con-
trapuntal forms; chord analysis; small instrumental forms with examples from 
Schubert, Mendelssohn, and Grieg; simple and compound primary forms; pre-
ludes, inventions, and dance forms of Bach; rondo, theme with variations, 
art song. 
Prerequisite: Music 15 and 16. Dvorak. 
109-IIO. ELEMENTARY ScHooL Music METHODS Yr. Each semester. Cr. 2. 
A teacher's course designed primarily for students with a 26 or 48 hour 
major in public school music. Music in the primary grades; sensitizing the child 
to music, rhythmic training, seating, the rote song, beginning of creative work, 
monotones, individual work, beginning sight singing. Intermediate grades; pro-ject lessons in creative work, the recognition and enjoyment of fine music, 
further mastery of the score, two-part singing. Music in the upper grades and junior high school; adolescent voice, three anci four-part singing, the glee 
club, elementary school entertainmehts. Teaching material. 
1ll-ll2. APPRECIATION oF MusiC FOR THE ELEMENTARY ScHOOL Yr. Each 
semester. No credit. 
A teacher's course. Lower grade work: learning to listen, rhythm dTills. 
Intermediate grades: instruments of the orchestral intricate rhythm, beginning 
of program music. Upper grades: the symphony and higher program music, 
the rondo form, beginning of opera. Schweppe. 
117-118. lNSTRUl\'fENTAL METHODS Each semester. Cr. I. 
Study of methods for class instruction in string and band instruments in 
the public schools. Organization of classes. ensemble, problems, and materials. 
Dvorak and Rogers. 
132. CHom TRAINING Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
The training of the Yolunteer choir. A cappella singing; the oratorio; the 
reading of suitable literature. Schweppe. 
151-152. COl\1:POSITION Yr. Each semester. Cr. 2. 
Exercises in writing sections, phrases, periods, small two and th1·ee-part 
primary forms and large two and three-part primary forms. 
Prerequisite: Music 55, 56 , 107, 108. Dvorak. 
153-154. INsTRUl\fENTATION AND CoNDUCTING Yr. Each semester. Cr. 2. 
Development of the orchestra and orchestral instruments. "EA1Jlanation of 
all orchestra instruments, compasses, characteristics, and tonal effects; the 
making and reading of orchestral scores; the arranging and scoring of the 
simpler forms; the fundamentals of conducting with individual practice. 
Dvorak. 
155-156. ORCHESTRAL INsTRUMENT Yr. Each semester. Cr. 1. 
Applied work in stringed or wind instruments as preparation for conducting 
school bands and orchestra . 
Fee required. Dvorak and Roger . 
161-162. ORCHESTRATION Yr. Each semester. Cr. 2. 
Technicalities of the various instruments. The writing and arranging of 
duets, trios, quartettes, etc., for different combinations of orche tra in tru-
ments; arranging for complete orchestra. 
191-192. HmH ScHooL Music METHODS Yr. Each semester. Cr. 2. 
A teacher's course. Testing of voices; the high chool chorus- eating, sight 
reading; glee clubs-boys' and girls'; the producing of an opera; a capella 
choir; eight-part literature, the oratorio; voice-clas teaching; teaching material: 
supervising technique. 
Prerequisite: Mu ic 109-110. 
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193-194. HmH ScHOOL Miusic APPRECIATION Yr. Each semester. No credit. 
A teacher's course. Different methods of presentation; rhythm. melody; 
harmony, program music; the orchestra, composers, cultured rondo, theme 
with variations, art song. 
Prerequisite: Music 111 and 112. Schweppe. 
Ensemble 
Mr. Schweppe, Mr. Rogers, Miss Dvorak 
The musical organizations are open to all students who can qualify. 
IE. UNIVERSITY CHom Yr. Each semester. No credit. 
Mixed voices. Membership limited to fifty. Admission by try-out only. Sacred 
music sung a capella. Meets every day. Attendance required. Tour each 
spring. Mr. Schweppe. 
2E. THE UNIVERSITY CHoRus Each semester. No credit. 
The chorus is open to all students. It is required of all voice students and 
public music students. Regular attendance is obligatory. 
A standard work is studied each semester. Two-hour weekly rehearsals are 
held Tuesdays: 7:30-9:30 P.M. Mr. Schweppe. 
3E. THE UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA Each semester. No credit. 
All students who play orchestral instruments are admitted after consulta-
tion with the director. 
Membership is required of all students of stringed instruments, at the dis-
cretion of the instructor of the violin section. Regular attendance at rehearsals 
and concerts is obligatory. The best standard orchestral compositions, sym-
phonies, and overtures are studied and publicly performed in concert. Full 
rehearsals are held Thursday: 7 :80-9 :30 P.M.; sectional rehearsals are arranged. 
Dvorak. 
4E. THE UNIVERSITY BAND Each semester. No credit. 
The band is open to all students who can qualify. Attendance at rehearsals 
and performances is required. The band takes part at all the football and 
basketball games as well as other activities. Rehearsals: Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday, 4:30-6:00. Rogers. 
5E. QuARTETTES, TRIOS, ETc. No credit. 
Groups of students selected from the above organizations rehearse quar-
tettes, trios, et cetera, under the instruction of the voice teacher and furnish 
special music for assembly and chapel exercises. 
6E. INsTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE. No credit. 
Students are encouraged to take advantage of the training in string, wood-
wind and brass ensemble in order to study the literature of chamber music. 
The class meets once a week for two periods and enrollment is only upon 
advice of the instructor. Dvorak and Rogers. 
7E. THE UNIVERSITY MEN's GLEE CLuB. Each semester. No credit. 
Membership is open to all men students but the selection is limited to 
twenty voices. The repertoire of the club is varied and includes many sacred 
numbers, ballads, humorous and popular songs. Rehearsals are on Tue day 
and Thursdays, 6 :30 to 7 :30. Roger . 
The Department of Religion and Philosophy 
Professor Kroencke, Head, A ociate Profes or Bauer, and Mr. Kumnick 
Religion 
Mr. Bauer and Mr. Kumnick 
Aim 
The primary aim in offering course in religion is in accord with the educa-
tional objectives of the Univer ity, to so prepare and timulate the student 
that he may become an intelligent and useful member of th church and tate. 
Therefore, every student is given ample opportunity, during his four year , 
to meet his requirement jn religion: no le s than six cr dit in th College 
of Liberal Arts and in l:he College of Pharmacy and thr credit in the 
College of Engineering. He may study the source , history, an teaching of 
Christianity and learn to apply it principle to the solution of the many 
perplexing problems of life. 
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Courses in R eligion 
I. THE BmLE Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
This course includes a study of the origin, contents, authorship, and pur-
pose of the Bible. Special emphasis is given to the essential unity of the 
various books of the Bible, the development of Biblical History, and God's 
plan of salvation as the keynote of divine revelation. Selected portions of 
the Bible are read and discussed. The course includes project study by members 
of the class who are advanced students in the field of religion. 
Three sections: Bauer, Kumnick. 
2. THE LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF JEsus Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A study of the life and teachings of Jesus based on the four Gospels. The 
aim of this course is to increase the student's appreciation of Jesus in the light 
of His ministry and teachings. The course begins with the survey of the world 
of J-esus' day. Written interpretations and reviews will be required. 
Three sections: Bauer, Kumnick. 
151. The CHURCH AND HER WoRK Sem. 1 and 2. Cr. 2. 
A brief history of the Lutheran Church in America, specifically a comprehen-
sive survey of the activities of the local congregation and of the Synod of 
Missouri, Ohio, and Other States. 
A required course for junior and senior Lutheran students. 
Philosophy 
Mr. Kroencke 
The aim in offering courses in Philosophy is to aid the student in obtaining 
a grasp of the essential unity of all know ledge, a better control over his own 
thinking, and a deeper understanding of those fundamental concepts which 
may serve him as guiding principles in the solution of both moral and scientific 
problems. 
Minor 
The minor requires twelve credit hours. 
Courses in P hilosophy 
101. ANCIENT AND ScHoLAsTic PHILOSOPHY Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A survey of philosophical thought from Thales to N eo-Platonism, followed 
by a study of Scholasticism. 
Alternates with Philosophy 141. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
102. MoDERN PHILOSOPHY Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A study of the development of thought from Descartes to the present time. 
Emphasis is placed on the relation of the various movements in philosophy to 
the formation of modern systems. 
Alternates wwith Philosophy 142. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
105. ETHICS Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A brief treatment of the development of ethical thought, with the object 
of deriving a standard for the control of moral conduct. A critical study of 
ethical theories and the appHcation of the moral criterion to current problems. 
106. Looic Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
The laws of thought are studied with a view to their use in the organization 
of the results of every day experience and sc~entific investigation. Problems 
are extensively employed. 
141. ENGLISH AND GERMAN PHILOSOPHY Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Consideration will be given to Locke, Berkeley, Hume; to Kant and the 
Kantian criticism by Fichte, Schelling and Hegel; to Mill, Green, Bradley and 
Russell; to Herbart, Schopenhauer, Nietz che, and Spengler. 
Alternates with Philosophy 101. 
142. Al\IERICAN PHILOSOPHY Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
The foundations of American philo ophy. Especial attention is given to 
Royce, James, Dewey, and Santayana with special emphasis on pragmatism, 
neo- and critical realism. 
Alernates with Philo ophy 102. 
The Department of Social Science 
Professor Schwiebert, Head, Profes dl- Kroencke, 
Associate Professor Bauer 
The social sciences aim to give the student a better understanding of the 
origin and development of political and social in titutions; thereby giving him 
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a scientific approach toward social problems, preparing him for intelligent 
citizenship, and training him for the teaching profession or for further graduate 
study. 
Special Programs 
The Department of Social Science is sponsor for the following work: 
I. FoR THE Two YEAR PRE-LEGAL PROGRAM-
Two year pre-legal students may either conform to the regular requirements 
for the freshman and sophomore years and take such additional courses as 
may be suggested by the adviser; or they may follow as outlined the fi"rst two 
years of the three-year pre-legal program. 
II. FoR THE FmsT HALF oF THE SIX-YEAR CoMBINED LIBERAL ARTS-LAw 
CoURsE-
This program requires for its completion the three years of work in the 
College of Liberal Arts, as outlined below, and the regular three-year cour e 
in the School of Law. 
The Three-Year Pre-Legal Program 
This program permits the pre-legal student to earn 24 credit hours in His-
tory. He may earn instead 24 credits in Sociology by substituting courses in 
this field for courses in History as outlined in the program. 
Freshman Year 
Sem. I 
Freshman Composition ----------------------------------- 3 Cr. 
Histoly 51-52 ------------------=------------------------- 3 Cr. 
A Laboratory Science ------------------------------------ 4 Cr. 
Foreign Language --------------------------------------- 3 Cr. 
The Bible, the Teachings of Jesus*------------------------ 3 Cr. 
16 Cr. 
Sophomore Year 
_ Sem. I 
Survey of English Literature ----------------------------- 3 Cr. Foreign Language ________ _: _____ _,_ _______________________ 3 Cr. 
History 61-62 ------------------------------------------- 3 Cr. 
Sociology 51-52 or Economics 51-52**---------------------- 3 Cr. 
CJeneral Psychology -------------------------------------- 3 Cr. 
Public Speaking -----------------------------------------
15 Cr. 
Junior Year 
Sem. I 
Political Science ----------------------------------------- 3 Cr. 
Sociology or Economics ----------------------------------- 3 Cr. 
The Church and Her Workt ------------------------------- 2 Cr. 
Logic ---------------------------------------------------History, American or European ___ -:_ ______________________ 6 Cr. 
Elective ------------------------------------------------- 2 Cr. 
16 Cr. 
The Pre-Legal Club 
Sem. II 
3 Cr. 
3 Cr. 
4 Cr. 
3 Cr. 
3 Cr. 
16 Cr. 
Sem. II 
3 Cr. 
3 Cr. 
3 Cr. 
3 Cr. 
3 Cr. 
15 Cr. 
Sem. II 
3 Cr. 
3 Cr. 
3 Cr. 
6 Cr. 
15 Cr. 
Students enrolled on the pre-legal program are eligible. Monthly meetings 
are held in the parlors of the home of the legal fraternity, Sigma Delta Kappa. 
*These courses are required of all students except those who have received exemp.. 
tion from the Committee on Admis ion and Degrees. 
**A laboratory science may be ub tituted. 
tThis requirement applie to Lutheran tudents only. 
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Prominent peakers are secured, frequently in conjunction with the University 
Lawyers' As?ociation. A wide range of subjects is covered. Current legal, 
political, and sociological problems predominate. 
History 
Mr. Schwiebert and Mr. Bauer 
History aims to give the student an understanding of the present in the light 
of the past. Since history serves as a foundation for so many fields of learn-
ing, it is absolutely essential to a liberal education. 
Major 
Stude:cts majoring in history may select one of the following option : 
(A) U. S. History Option: Students planning to do graduate work in 
American history are advised to take (a) 18 hours in U. S. history; 
(b) 6 hours in European history; (c) History 122 and 182; and (d) as 
many related courses in geography, political science, and sociology as 
possible. 
(B) European History Option: Students planning to do graduate work 
in world history are advised to take (a) 18 hours in European history; 
(b) 6 hours in United States hi tory; (c) History 182 and 184; and 
(d) as many related courses in geography, political cience, and 
sociology as possible. 
(C) Teaching Option: Students planning to teach are advised to follow 
Indiana Option Number Two, with (a) 12 hours in United States 
history, and (b) 12 hours in European history. Course 191 is required 
of candidates for the teaching major. 
All prospective majors are strongly urged to take 6 hour of geography 
in the freshman year before starting their hi tory work. 
Students expecting to do graduate work in history should acquire a good 
reading knowledge of German and French before graduation. 
Minor 
Twelve credit are neces ary for a minor. 
Courses in History 
51. MEDIEVAL EuROPE Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
A urvey of medieval hi tory. 
52. MoDERY E ROPE Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of Hi tory 51. 
61. U.nTED STATE HI TORY TO I 50 Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
A urvey cmn e in American hi tory. 
62. UNITED STATES HisTORY SINCE 1850 Sern. 2. Cr. 3. 
A continuation of Hi tory 61. 
121. ANCIENT HI TORY Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Prerequi ite: Hi tory 51 and 52. 
122 ENGLISH HISTORY Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Prerequii te: History 51 and 52. 
131. RENAISSANCE AND REFORl'IIATION Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Prerequi ite: Hi tory 51 and 52. 
134. FRENCH REVOLUTION AND NAPOLEON Sem. 2. Cr .3. 
Prerequi ite: Hi tory 51 and 52. 
Alternates with History 136. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
136. EUROPE SINCE 1815 Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Prerequi ite: Hi tory 51 and 52. 
Alternate with Hi tory 134. 
141. THE CoLONIAL PERIOD Sem. 1. r. 3. 
Prerequi ite: Hi tory 61 and 62. 
Alternate with Hi tory HS. 
Scbwiebert. 
Schwiebert. 
Bauer. 
Bauer. 
Bauer. 
Bauer. 
chwiebert. 
chwiebert. 
chwiebert. 
Bauer. 
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143. GROWTH OF THE WEST Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: History 61 and 62. 
Alternates with History 141. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
144. THE NATIONAL PERIOD Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: Hi tory 61 and 62. 
Alternates with History 146. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
146. RECENT Al\IERICAN HISTORY Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: History 61 and 62. 
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Bauer. 
Bauer. 
Alternates with History 144. Bauer. 
182. HISTORICAL CRITICISilU Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A course designed primarily for junior and senior going into graduate 
work. Methodology in research and training for the tudy of source will be 
stressed. 
Prerequisite: 9 hours of history with an average of not less than B. 
Alternates with History 184. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] Schwiebert. 
184. HisTORY OF CIVILIZATION Sem. 2. Cr .. 3 
Lectures and examinations will be given by men from all department of 
the social sciences, natural sciences, humanities and liberal arts directly 
related to the bisory of civilization. 
Prerequisite: This course is open to juniors and enior with an average of 
B in all their work. Students from other department with a similar standing 
in their respective fields are welcome. 
Alternates with History 182. Schwiebert. 
191. THE TEACHING oF SociAL STUDIES IN THE HIGH ScnooL Sem. I. Cr. 2. 
A teachers' course dealing with the objective , teaching procedure , cia -
room equipment, te ts and examination , illu trative materials. electing and 
teaching of units of instruction in hi tory, political cience, economics, and 
ociology in secondary chools. 
Schwiebert. 
199. SEMINAR Cr. 1-3. 
Topics chosen for tudy of sources are to be mutually agreed upon by the 
individual students and head of the department. Hours and credit are to be 
arranged. Open to senior student with an average of B and a reading 
knowledge of French or German. 
Prerequisite: History 131 and at least 15 hour of hi tory. 
Political Science 
Mr. Schwiebert and Mr. Bauer 
51. AMERICAN NATIONAL GoVERNMENT Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
52. THE GoVERNMENTS OF EuaoPE Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Sociology 
Mr. Kroencke 
Schwiebert. 
Bauer. 
Bauer. 
The object of the w_ork in ociology i two-fold: ~ 1) to familiarize the 
student with the forces and law under which ociety 1 formed, and (2) to 
bring him, so far as time permit , into per onal contact with pecific con-
temporary social problem . 
Major 
A major in sociology require twenty-four credit hour and include. Eco-
nomics 51 and 52. Economic 141 may al o b included. 
While not a preparation for ocial ervice work, cour e in o iology may 
be con idered a relevant ba ic material for tho e who xpect, upon ~raduation, 
to enter on or another of the profe ion 1 chool of ocial work or ocial 
ervice administration. 
Minor 
Twelve credits are nece ary for a minor. 
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Courses in Sociology 
51. INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF HuMAN SociETY Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
52. INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY oF HuMAN SociETY Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A continuation of Sociology 51. 
101. THE FAMILY Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: Sociology 52. 
Alternates with Sociology 131. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
102. CoMMUNITY ORGANIZATION Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: Sociology 52. 
Alternates with Sociology 132. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
131. CRIMINOLOGY Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: Sociology 52. 
Alternates with Sociology 101. 
132. SociAL PROBLEMS Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: Sociology 52. 
Alternates with Sociology 102. 
PART V 
THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Full-Time Staff 
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Howard Wilson Moody, Ph.D., Professor of Civil Engineering and Dean of 
the College. 
Paul Allerton Cushman, Sc.D., Professor of Mechanical Engineering. 
Carl William Lauritzen, B.S. in E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering. 
Moses Walter Uban, A.B., B.S. in M.E, Assistant Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering. 
Herman Blickensderfer, B.S. in C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
Donald D. Mallory, B.S. in M.E., Instructor in Electrical Engineering. 
Part-Time Staff 
Alfred H. L. Meyer, A.M., Associate Professor of Geography and Geology. 
Ancil Ridgeway Thomas, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics. 
Walter Eugene Thrun, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry. 
Charles Harold Frick, M.S. in E.E., Assistant Professor of Mathematics. 
Freel Henry Otto Kaufmann, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Botany and 
Pharmacognosy. 
A. M. Skinner, M.A., Assistant Professor of Business Management and 
Economics. 
Herbert C. Graebner, M.B.A., Instructor in Business Management and 
Economics. 
Herbert Umbach, Ph.D., In tructor in Engli h Language and Literature. 
H. H. Kumnick, A.B., LL.B., Part-time Instructor in Religion. 
The College of Engineering 
General Information 
Purpose 
Two objectives must be attained in a College of Engineering if any measure 
of uccess is to attend its graduates. 
( I) A broad foundation in both the general theory and practice of engi-
neerin6 must be laid. There must be thorough-going training in the funda-
mental principles which underlie all divisions of engineering, as well as general 
exercises or projects in the practical application of these basic principles. 
(2) A certain measure of specialization in the main divisions of engineer-
ing is necessary in view of the remarkable development of this field of learning 
in recent years. Hence the College of Engineering combines in it curricula 
a reasonable amount of specialization during the senior years in addition to 
a thorough grounding in the fundamentals during junior college years. In 
short, whereas mathematical and theoretical courses constitute the main body 
of the program in the first two years, the practical application of these funda-
mentals to engineering problems in a circumscribed field occupies the greater 
part of the last two years. 
Historical Statement 
Civil Engineering was offered as early as 1873, at the very foundation of 
the institution. Higher mathematics, surveying and engineering, taught by 
Professor M. E. Bogarte, constituted the chief courses of thi engineering 
program. It appears that in 1898 a two-year program in Civil Engineering 
was offered in the so-called Scientific Department of that period. In 1903, 
a department of Manual Training was e tablished. In 1909, the course of 
study was changed by Professor R. C. Yeoman to a three-year curriculum 
in Civil Engineering. Gradually other divisions of engineering were included. 
Finally, in 1917, the School of Engineering, now the College of Engineering, 
was organized. This school embraced the following divisions: Civil Engineer-
ing, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering. In 1920 the standard 
four-year program was adopted for all divisions in accord with the best prac-
tice in chools of engineering. 
Advantages of Location 
Valparaiso University is located only forty-four miles from Chicago, the 
worlds greatest railroad center and the foremost industrial center of the 
United States. Students in the College of Engineering are, therefore, within 
ea y reach of engineering work of the first magnitude. They have the oppor-
tunity, at small co t of time and money, to make inspection trips to industrial 
plants, which are either under construction or in operation. However, the 
tudent of Valparai o University need not confine himself entirely to engineer-
ing problems. He may pur ue collateral scientific study in the other schools of 
the University, and al o enjoy a wide variety of cultural contacts. He may 
al o take advantage of the very unu ual opportunities that are a~ailable in 
Chicago. 
Engineering Society 
The Engineering Society i an organization formed by tudent in the Col-
I ge of Engineering. All tudent in the college are eligible for member hip in 
the Society. Meeting are held once or twice in each month, at which paper are 
presented upon subject of general engineering interest by student , faculty, 
or invited peaker from among engineer prominent in industry. The Society 
al o ponsors re eptions for new tudent , in pection trips and banquets. 
Frequently, motion picture film covering trip through gr at indu trial 
plant or vi its to engineering projects are hown in thP ' Little Theatre , 
whkh i located in the Engineering building. Thu , through ocial activitie 
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and the other extra-curricular activities of the Society, the studf"nts in Engi-
neering gain many cultural as well as professional advantages. 
Students in Electrical Engineering have the privilege of membership in 
A.I.E.E., and the privilege of attending meetings of the Chicago Chapter. 
Students in Mechincal Engineering have the privilege of membership in 
the Society of Automotive Engineers and the American Society for Metals. 
Curricula 
The College of Engineering offers the following curricula: Chemical Engi-
neering (two-year program), Civil Engineering, Commercial Engineering, 
Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering. 
Laboratories 
Instruction in engineering is centralized in the Engineering Building. In 
this building are found the offices, recitation and lecture rooms, drafting rooms, 
shops and laboratories. 
Chemical Engineering 
The subjects are taught in the well-equipped laboratories of the Department 
of Chemistry. 
Civil Engineering 
The equipment for testing materials includes several vertical testing mar 
chines with all the necessary accessories for tension, compression, and trans-
verse te ts on iron, steel, cement, concrete, and brick. 
The hydraulic laboratory is equipped for the study of problems where large 
quantities of flowing water are needed. A large size, direct-connected, electric 
motor-driven, centrifugal pump supplies water for investigations relating to 
the flow of water in flumes, large pipes, and conduits; to the discharge over 
dams and weirs, through racks, sluices and submerged orifices; and to other 
features encountered in water power and water supply developments. 
A complete selection of surveying instruments includes those used in ordi-
nary field practice, precise surveying, geodetic work, hydrographic surveying, 
water supply, and stream measurements. 
The cement laboratory contains facilities for all types of experimentation 
upon cements, aggregates, and concrete. 
Electrical Engineering 
The electrical engineering laboratory is equipped with direct and alternat-
ing current generators and motors of all common types met with in practice, and 
with all the instruments necessary to make complete te ts of their operation. 
Mechanical Engineering 
The mechanical engineering laboratorie include (I) ar. en~ine laboratory in 
which are several steam engines, two-cycle and four-cycie ha engine , on 
marine-type gas engine, one nine-cylind r rotary airplane eiJ "·in , and a Di I 
engine. Standard apparatus for d termfning the analy i ami cal rific values 
of coal and gases i available. There are available, al o, indicator auge , 
water and ga meter , scales and other n ce ary acces ories. Adjoining the 
engine laboratory is a boiler upon which the u ual boiler te ts are mad . 
The laboratorie of Mechanical Engin ering al o include (2) a w 11-equipped 
pattern and wood-working hop; (3) a foundry, moulding, and for e shop; 
( 4) ga and electric furnac for u in tudy of heat-tr atment of metal ; and 
(5) a plendidly equipped machine hop, where any typ of m tal working and 
machining may be done. 
Admission 
Requirements 
A tudent de iring admi ion to the olle e of Engin rin mu t pr nt, 
in addition to the general r quir ment for admi ion to the fr hman clas 
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of the University, one and one-half units in Algebra, one unit in Plane Geom-
etry, and one-half unit in Solid Geometry. A student deficient in Solid Geom-
etry may be admitted as a conditioned student. The condition must be re-
moved during the first semester of residence by passing Mathematics 01, Solid 
Geometry. 
Faculty Adviser 
At the beginning of each semester the students consult the Dean of Engi-
neering concerning the selection of subjects and the arrangement of programs. 
He will keep in touch with the work of the students during the semester, 
receive reports on the progress made and suggest methods for improvement 
in work. 
Requirements for Graduation 
Degrees 
Upon the recommendation of the faculty of the College of Engineering, 
the University confers the degree of Bachelor of Science. The diploma will 
contain a specific designation of the curriculum followed. Four years of work 
must be taken toward a degree in any of the following courses of study: Civil 
Engineering, Commercial Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical 
Engineering. In order to become a candidate for a degree, the student must 
have satisfactorily completed 144 credit hours of work and have earned 144 
quality points in any one of the curricula listed on the following pages. The 
student must also have taken at least his last year in residence at Val-
paraiso University. All rules and regulations of the University, except as 
herein noted, apply to the College of Engineering. 
Inspection Trips 
Inspection trips for visiting industrial plants are required of all engin-
neering students. These trips are arranged and conducted by members of the 
engineering faculty and are designed to illustrate the work and to relate the 
work of the various departments to that industry. 
Freshman Lectures 
The College of Engineering provides a series of lectures for freshmen. At-
tendance upon these lectures is required. The purpose of these lectures is 
to give the freshman a more adequate conception of the work of an engineer, 
to make clear the kind of training which furnishes the best preparation for 
the practice of the engineering profession, and to call attention to the methods 
of study which have been found to produce the most satisfactory results. The 
series of lectures necessarily includes subjects of general interest from the 
field of engineering. 
Professional Degrees in Engineering 
An engineering graduate of Valparaiso University is eligible to register as 
a candidate for one of the professional engineering degree specified below: 
The degree of Civil Enaineer, Electrical Engineer, or Mechanical Engineer 
will be granted upon the submi sion of an acceptable thesi and not le than 
five years of profes ional experience sub equent to the receiving of the Bachelor 
of Science degr e in which the applicant ha supervi ed, directed, or de igned 
engineeri,ng work, or has had respon ible charge of in truction or re earch 
in engineering. The acceptability of the the is and profe sional experience 
shall be d termined by a committee of the faculty of the ollege of Engineer-
ing. No re ident tudy i requir d and no tuition fee are charged. A fee of 
$10 must accompany the application for the profe ional engineering degree. 
Th proc dure for candidate for profe ional degrees is as follow ' : 
1. Prepare an outline for a th i after con ultation with the head of the 
department concerned. 
2. Pre ent a the i subject and the is outline to the Dean of the College of 
Engineering. As soon as these have been approved, the candidate will be regis-
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tered in the Registrar's office. This registration must be completed not later 
than December 15th next preceding the date when the degree is to be con-
ferred, but all candidates are urged to register at least one year earlier. 
3. Submit the first draft of the thesis to the professor in charge not later 
than April I, and the completed thesis in its final form not later than May 15. 
At least three correct copies must accompany the original typed thesis. The 
original typed copy of the thesis will be deposited in the University library. 
Two copies will be retained in the office of the Dean of Engineering and one 
copy in the office of the Registrar. A set of regulations governing the accept-
able form and arrangement of thesis matter may be obtained by addressing 
The Registrar, Valparaiso University, Valparai o, Indiana. 
4. The candidate will be prepared to submit to an oral examination by a 
committee of the faculty of the College of Engineering, should the committee 
desire it. This examination will cover the candidate's professional experience 
and record and the materials included in the thesis. This committee will be 
appointed by the Dean of the College of Engineering and the examination will 
be held at an agreeable date between May 15 and Commencement Day. 
5. Deposit the original thesis and copies in the office of the Registrar and 
pay the diploma fee to the office of the Bu iness Manager of the University on 
or before the Monday next preceding the date the degree is to be conferred. 
Professional degrees will be granted only in June. Attendance upon the 
commencement exercises is desirable but not required. 
Curricula in Engineering 
I. Chemical Engineering 
General industrial development and, above all, progress in chemical indus-
tries have made chemical engineering one of the most important branche of 
the engineering profession. There is now a demand for men having a com-
bined engineering and chemical training. For those having Chemical Engi-
neering in view, the following two-year program has been arranged. To 
obtain a degree the last two years must be spent at a recommended School of 
Engineering which offers this work. 
The Two-Year Program in Chemical Engineering 
Freshman Year 
Rec. 
Freshman ompo ition ---------------------- 3 
Mathematical Analysis ---------------------- 5 
First Semester 
Eng. 1. 
Math. 51. 
Rei. 1. tThe Bible ---------------------------------- 3 
General hemistry -------------------------- 3 
Engineering Lecture ----------------------- I 
Engineering Drawing -------'---------------- 0 
hem. 51. 
. E. 1. 
. E. 11. 
econd Semest r Rec. 
Eng. 2. Fre hman ompo ition --------------------- 3 
Math. 52. Mathematical Analy i ---------------------- 5 
hem. 52. Inorganic hemi try ------------------------ 3 
hem. 62. Qualitativ naly i ------------------------ 0 
C. E. I . De criptive eometry ---------------------- 0 
C. E. 14. Engin ering Problem ---------------------- 0 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Lab. Cr. 
0 3 
0 5 
0 3 
2 4 
1 1 
9 3 
19 
Lab. r. 
0 3 
0 5 
2 4 
6 2 
9 3 
3 1 
1 
... Thi ourse i required of all tuden exc pt tho c who have received exemption 
from the Committee on Adml ions and Degrees. 
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Fi1·st Semester 
Math. Ill. 
Phys. 51. 
Phys. 61. 
Chem. I06. 
C. E. 57. 
M. E. 59. 
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY 
Sophomore Year 
Rec. 
Differential Calculus ------------------------ 4 
General Physics ---------------------------- 3 
Physics Problems -------------------------- 0 
Quantitative Analysis, Gravimetric ---------- I 
Engineering .Drawing ----------------------- 2 
Machine Shop and Forge ------------------- 0 
Lab. 
+ 0 
+ 3 
+ 3 
+ 9 
+ 0 
+ 6 
Cr. 
4 
4 
1 
4 
2 
2 
17 
Second Semester R-ec. Lab. Cr. 
C. E. 60. Applied Mechanics ------------------------- 5 + 0 5 
Math. 112. Integral Calculus -------------------------- 4 + 0 4 
Phys. 52. General Physics ---------------------------- 3 + 3 4 
Phys. 62. Physics Problems --------------------------- 0 + 3 I 
Chem. 56. Stoichiometry ------------------------------ I + 0 I 
Chem. I07. Quantitative Analysis, Volumetric ----------- I + 9 4 
I9 
Note: With the approval of the Dean, the above program may be varied in 
order that it may agree as far as possible with the first two years of the 
pTogram in Chemical Engineering in the institution which the student proposes 
to attend. 
II. Civil Engineering 
The curriculum in Civil Engineering is designed to accomplish two thing : 
(I) It aims to give its graduates sufficient skill in certain technical operations 
to enable them to be of immediate value to an employer. The graduate enters 
civil engineering as a computer, draftsman, instrument man, timekeeper, or 
inspector; he should be able to do creditable work in any one of these lines. 
(2) The course aims to train men to analyze engineering problems scientifically 
and reach sound conclusions about them. 
Civil engineering graduates at once engage upon work that qualifies 
them as : Surveyors, topographical engineers, drainage and irrigation engi-
neers, sanitary engineers, highway engineers, railway engineers, contractors, 
builders, etc. Furthermore, many enter some service of the Government, uch 
as the Geological Survey, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the Bureau of 
Reclamation, the Supervising Architects' Office, the Bureau of Public Road , 
some branch of the Mississippi River Commission, and the like. 
The Curriculum of Civil Engineering 
(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science) 
Freshman Year 
First Semeste1· Rec. Lab. Cr. 
Chem. 51. General Chemistry ------------------------- 3 + 2 4 
Eng. I. Fre hman ompo ition ----- ----------------- 3 + 0 3 
Math. 51. Mathematical Analysis ---------------------- 5 + 0 5 
Rei. I. tThe Bible ---------------------------------- 3 + 0 3 
C. E. I. Engineering Lectures ----------------------- 1 + 1 1 
C. E. 11. Engineering Drawing ----------------------- 0 + . 9 3 
Second 
Chern. 
Eng. 
Math. 
~""'~.E. 
C. E. 
C. E. 
19 
emester Rec. Lab. Cr. 
52. Inor~anic Chemi try ------------------------ 3 + 2 4 
2. Fre, hman Compo ition ---------------------- 3 + 0 3 
52. Mathematical Analy i ---------------------- 5 + 0 5 
14. Engineering Problem ---------------------- 0 3 1 
16. Plane SurYeying ---------------------------- 1 + 6 3 
1 . De criptive Geometry ---------------------- 0 + 9 3 
tThi· cour. e i requiTed of all tudents except tlw·e who have rPCeived exemption 
from th Committee on Admission and Degrees. 
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Sophomore Year 
First Semester Rec. Lab. 
Math. Ill. Differential Calculus ------------------------ 4 + 0 
Phys. 51. General Physics --------------------------- - 3 + 3 
Pbys. 61. Physics Problems --------------------------- 0 + 3 
C. E. 57. Engineering Drawing ----------------------- 2 + 0 
C. E. 61. Topographic Surveying --------------------- 2 + 9 
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Cr. 
4 
4 
I 
2 
5 
I6 
Second Serneste1· Rec. Lab. Cr. 
Geol. 62. Engineering Geology ------------------------ 3 + 3 4 
Math. 112. Integral Calculus --------------------------- 4 + 0 4 
Phys. 52. General Physics ---------------------------- 3 + 3 4 
Phys. 62. Physics Problems -------------------------- 0 + 3 I 
C. E. 60. Applied Mechanics ------------------------- 5 + 0 5 
Junior Year 
Pirst Semester Rec. Lab. 
E. E. 107. Electrical Circuits and Machinery ----------- 3 + 3 
C. E . 107. Curves and Earthwork ---------------------- 3 + 3 
C. E. 115. Graphics ----------------------------------- 0 + 6 
C. E. I31. 2\1echanics of Materials --------------------- 5 + 0 
C. E. I35. Water Supply ------------------------------ 3 + 3 
Second Semester Rec. Lab. 
Bot. 140. Bacteriology, 2+4, Cr. 4, or 
E. E. I08. Electrical Circuit and Machinery ----------- 3 + 3 
C. E. I16. Stresses ------------------------------------ 5 + 0 
C. E. 126. Road and Pavements ---------------------- 3 + 6 
C. E . 132. ~1aterials and Materials Te ting ------------- 3 + 3 
Senior Year 
Pi1·st 
C. E. 
C. E. 
C. E. 
C. E. 
Semester Rec. Lab. 
165. Transportation y tern --------------------- 4 + 0 
155. Bridge De ign ------------------------------ 1 + I2 
I61. Sewerage ---------------------------------- 3 + 3 
I63. Reinforced oncrete ------------------------ 3 + 3 
18 
Cr. 
4 
4 
2 
5 
4 
I9 
Cr. 
4 
5 
5 
4 
r. 
4 
5 
4 
4 
I7 
~..: econcl emeste1· R c. Lab. r. 
C. E . 166. • Ia onry and Foundation ------------------ 2 + 0 2 
C. E. 154. Hydraulic -------------·- ------------------- 2 + 3 3 
. E. I56. tructural De ign -------------------------- 0 + 9 3 
. E. I64. Reinforced oncrete ------------------------ 3 + 3 4 
C. E. I70. En in ering Economic --------------------- 3 + 0 3 
. E. I 0. Contract and petification. ----------------- 3 + 0 3 
1 
III. Commercial Engineering 
The curriculum in omm rcial En ine ring ha b n e tabli h d b cau. 
the need for men who are acquaint d not only with engine rin problem but 
al o with tho e of financ , production, and di tribuiion, or f organizati n 
admini tration, and manag m nt. The n d ari e from the fact that " xing 
que tion which im·o1ve both engin ering and bu. ine manag ment for th ir 
olution are common to all indu trial or hu in organizati n . uch prob-
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lems, for instance, confront the purchasing department, the specifications de-
partment, the employment manager, the works manager, the production engi-
neer, the planning department, the business manager, the accountant and 
auditor, the advertising manager, the sales manager, the general agent and the 
special representative. There is need then for a commercial engineer whose 
education and training will enable him effectively to cooperate with engineers · 
in other fields and intelligently to bring to bear upon any problem his special 
knowledge of business management, so that in combined effort, the most valu-
able solution may be discovered. 
In the following curriculum the fundamental courses of engineering pre-
dominate in the junior college years, whereas commercial and business subjects 
are stressed in the senior college years. 
The Curriculum in Commercial Engineering 
(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science) 
Freshman Year 
The courses for the freshman year are the same as those prescribed for 
students in Civil Engineering. 
Sophomore Year 
First Semester Rec. Lab. 
B. M. 41. Elementary Accounting ------------------ --- 3 + 0 
. Math. 111. Differential Calculus ----------------------- 4 + 0 
Phys. 51. General Physics ---------------------------- 3 + 3 
Phys. 61. Physics Problems ----- ---------- ------------ 0 + 3 
Econ. 51. Principles of Economics -------------------- 3 + 0 
M. E. 61. Machine Shop ------------------------- - ---- 0 + 9 
Second Semester Rec. Lab. 
B. M. 42. Elementary Accounting --------------------- 3 + 0 
Geog. 56. Economic Geography ----------------------- 3 + 0 
Math. 112. Integral Calculus --------------------------- 4 + 0 
Phys. 52. General Physics ---------------------------- 3 + 3 
Phys. 62. Physics Problems --------------------------- 0 + 3 
Econ. 52. Principles of Economics -------------------- 3 + 0 
Junior Year 
Cr. 
3 
4 
4 
1 
3 
3 
Is 
Cr. 
3 
3 
4 
4 
1 
3 
Is 
First Semester 
C. E. 57. 
Econ. 143. 
Rec. Lab. Cr. 
B. M. 151. 
E. E. 107. 
M. E. 107. 
Engineering Drawing ---------------------- 2 + 0 2 
Business and Government (or Econ. 141, 
Labor Problems) ------------------------- 3 
Business Policie --------------- ------------ 3 
Electrical Circuits and Machinery ----------- 3 
Heat Engines ------------------------------ 4 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 3 
+ 3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
17 
econd S emester Rec. Lab. Cr . 
. E. 60. Applied Mechanics ---------- --------------- 5 + 0 5 
C. E. 115. Graphics ----------------------------------- 0 + 6 2 
E. E. 108. Electrical Circuit and Machinery ----------- 3 + . 3 4 
l\1. E. 108. Heat Engines ------------------------------ 4 + 3 5 
First S emester 
B. M. 121. 
B. M. 131. 
Econ: 143. 
C. E. 131. 
. E. 135. 
16 
Senior Year 
Rec. Lab. Cr. 
Principles of Marketing--------------------- 3 + 0 3 
Business Law --------- --------------------- 3 + 0 3 
Busine and Government (or Econ. 141, 
Labor Problems) ------------------------ 3 + 0 3 
Mechanics of Material --------------------- 5 + 0 5 
'Vater Supply - ---- ------------------------ 3 + 3 4 
Is 
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Second Semester Rec. Lab. Cl". 
B. M. 106. Business Finance --------------------------- 3 + 0 3 
B. M. 132. Business Law ------------------------------ 3 + 0 3 
Econ. 162. Investments (or Econ. 152, Money and 
C. E. 
C. E. 
C. E. 
132. 
154. 
170. 
Banking) -------------------------------- 3 + 
Materials and Materials Testing ______________ 3 + 
Hydraulics -------------------------------- 2 + 
Engineering Economics --------------------- 3 + 
IV. Electrical Engineering 
0 
3 
3 
0 
3 
4 
3 
3 
19 
The curriculum in Electrical Engineering affords the student a thorough 
training in the fundamental principles of mechanics and electricity. In com-
mon with other divisions, the courses of the first two years include such funda-
mental studies as English, mathematics, chemistry, physics, drawing, shop 
work, and surveying. Specialization begins in the sophomore year with the 
study of electricity in Physics and in Elements of Electricity. The professional 
studies are concentrated in the junior and senior years. 
All classroom work in Electrical Engineering is paralleled by thorough 
courses in shops and laboratory. Here the s dent not only acquires a working 
knowledge of electrical instruments and machines, but also employs them in 
definite tests, and this applies the principles in studies in the classroom to 
practical problems in the laboratory. Special effort is made in all the work to 
develop initiative and independent thinking. 
According to their particular interests and aptitudes, graduates from the 
curriculum in Electrical Engineering engage in the folowing types of engi-
neering work: research, design, maintenance, operating, construction and sale . 
The majority enter the employment of industries and corporations that own 
and operate electric lighting plants, electric railway, electric power transmis-
sion, or telephone plants, in the expectation of ultimately becoming superinten-
dents, chief engineers, managers, or owners. They may, also, enter the em-
ployment of contractors for the constru~tion of electrical plants, or of manu-
facturers for the production of electrical and allied . machinery. Finally, a 
number of the graduates may secure positions as administrators or teachers in 
engineering colleges. 
The Curriculum in Electrical Engineering 
(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science) 
Freshman Year 
The courses for the freshman year are the same as those pre cribed for 
students in Civil Engineering. 
First Semester 
Math. Ill. 
Phys. 51. 
Phys. 61. 
C. E. 57. 
c. E. 59. 
M. E. 51. 
econd em st 
Math. 112. 
Phy. 52. 
Phys. 62. 
. E. 60. 
E. E. 52. 
Sophomore Year 
Rec. Lab. 
Differential alculus ------------------------ 4 + 0 
eneral Phy ics ---------------------------- 3 + 3 
Ph) ic · Probl m --------------------------- 0 + 3 
Engineering Drawing ----------------------- 2 + 0 
Machine hop and Forge -------------------- 0 + 6 
Mechani m -------------------------------- 1 + 6 
Re. Lab. 
--------------------------- + 0 
+ 3 
+ 3 
+ 0 
+ 3 
r. 
4 
4 
1 
2 
2 
3 
16 
r. 
4 
4 
1 
5 
4 
1 
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First Semester 
M.ath. 171. 
Phy. 133. 
C. E. 131. 
E. E. 109. 
E. E. ll3. 
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Junior Year 
Rec. 
Differential Equations ---------------------- 3 
Electrical and Magnetic Measurements ------ I 
Mechanics of Materials ---------------------- 5 
D. C. Machinery --------------------------- 5 
D. C. Laboratory -------------------------- 0 
Second Semester Rec. 
Math. 172. Differential Equations ---------------------- 3 
C. E. 132. Materials and Materials Te ting ------------- 3 
C. E. 154. Hydraulics --------------------------------- 2 
C. E. 180. Contracts and Specifications _________________ 3 
E. E. ll4. D. C. Laboratory --------------------------- 0 
E. E. l16. A. C. Theory ------------------------------- 3 
enior Year 
Lab. 
+ 0 
+ 6 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 6 
Lab. 
+ 0 
+ 3 
+ 3 
+ 0 
+ 6 
+ 0 
First Semester 
M. E. 107. 
Rec. Lab. 
M. E. 161. 
E. E. 151. 
E. E. 153. 
E. E. 167. 
Heat Engines ------------------------------- 4 + 3 
Factory Management ----------------------- 3 + 0 
A. C. Machinery ---------------------------- 5 + 0 
A. C. Laboratory --------------------------- 0 + 6 
Communication ----------------------------- 3 + 0 
econd emester Rec. Lab. 
C. E. 170. Engineering Economics --------------------- 3 + 0 
M. E. 108. Heat Engines ------------------------------ 4 + 3 
E. E. 152. A. C. MachinerY---------------------------- 5 + 0 
E. E. 154. A. . Laboratory---------------------------- 0 + 6 
E. E. 168. Communication ----------------------------- 3 + 0 
V. Mechanical Engineering 
Cr. 
3 
3 
5 
5 
2 
18 
Cr. 
3 
4 
3 
3 
2 
3 
18 
Cr. 
5 
3 
5 
2 
3 
18 
Cr. 
3 
5 
5 
2 
3 
1 
The curriculum in Mechanical Engineering i designed (I) to train student.; 
in tho e technical and scientific subject in which the engineer mu t be well 
grounded, and (2) to permit students to pecialize in the field of mechanical 
engine ring. Special stre s i laid upon the following items: preparation of 
the nece sary working drawings and mould ; work in forge, foundry, and 
machine shop; and familiarity with the operation of power and electric light 
plant , and with the construction of power y tern . This practical work is .ac-
companied by instruction in uch subjects as heat engineering, thermodynamic , 
team and ga engineering, refrigeration, heating, and ventilating. 
The curriculum i designed to prepare men to b come de igning, production, 
and ale engineer and mana er of manufacturing enterpri e ; designing, 
and operating engineer of mechanical equipment for hotel , office building , 
and r idences · and peciali t in the combu tion of fuel , in lubrication, and 
in metallography, for government re earch bureau or for large corporation . 
The Curriculum in Mechanical Engineering 
(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science) 
Freshman Year 
The cour e for the fre hman year are the arne a tho e pre cribed for the 
tudent in ivil Engineering. 
First Semester 
~ath. 111. 
Phys. 51. 
Phys. 61. 
M. E. 51. 
C. E. 57. 
M. E. 61. 
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Sophomore Year 
Rec. Lab. 
Differential Calculus ---'-------------------- 4 + 0 
General Physics ---------------------------- 3 + 3 
Physics Problems --------------------------- 0 + 3 
Mechanisms -------------------------------- I + 6 
Engineering Drawing ----------------------- 2 + 0 
Machine Shop ------------------------------ 0 + 9 
Second Semester Rec. Lab. 
Math. 112. Integral Calculus --------------------------- 4 + 0 
Phys. 52. General Physics ---------------------------- 3 + 3 
Phys. 62. Physics Problems --------------------------- 0 + 3 
C. E. 60. Applied Mechanics ------------------------- 5 + 0 
M. E. 54. Elements of Pattern Making ---------------- 0 + 6 
M. E. 60. Foundry -------------------------------- -=-- 0 + 6 
First Semester 
c. E. 131. 
E. E. 107. 
M. E. 107. 
M. E. 117. 
Junior Year 
Rec. Lab. 
Mechanics of Materials --------------------- 5 + 0 
Electrical Circu.its and Machinery------------ 3 + 3 
Heat Engines ------------------------------ 4 + 3 
Machine Design ---------------------------- 2 + 6 
Second Semester Rec. Lab. 
C. E. 132. 
E. E . 108. 
M. E. 108. 
M. E. 118. 
Fi·rst Semester 
c. E. 115. 
M. E. 153. 
M. E. 161. 
M. E. 163. 
M. E. 165. 
M. E. 175. 
Materials and Materials Testing _____________ 3 
Electrical Circuits and Machinery------------ 3 
Heat Engines ------------------------------ 4 
Machine Design ---------------------------- 2 
Senior Year 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
3 
3 
3 
6 
Rec. Lab. 
Graphics ----------------------------------- 0 + 6 
Heat Power Engineering -------------------- 4 + 3 
Factory Management ----------------------- 3 + 0 
Engine Design ----------------------------- 1 + 6 
Metallography ------------------------------ 1 + 6 
Heating and Ventilating -------------------- 2 + 0 
econd Semester Re . Lab. 
C. E. 154. 
c. E. 170. 
C. E. 1 0. 
M. E. 154. 
M. E. 166. 
M. E. 176. 
H draulics -------------------------------- 2 
Engineering Economic --------------------- 3 
Contract and Specification ---------------- 3 
Heat Power Engineering -------------------- 4 
Heat Treatment of 1 tal ------------------- 0 
Refrigeration ------------------------------ 3 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
8 
0 
0 
3 
3 
0 
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Cr. 
4 
4 
1 
3 
2 
3 
17 
Cr. 
4 
4 
1 
5 
2 
2 
18 
Cr. 
5 
4 
5 
4 
18 
Cr. 
4 
4 
5 
4 
17 
Cr. 
2 
5 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
r. 
3 
3 
3 
5 
1 
3 
1 
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Department of Civil Engineering 
Professor Moody, Mr. Blickensderfer and Mr. Mallory 
1. ENGINEERING LECTURES Sem. 1. 1+1, Cr. 1. 
A series of lectures by members of the engineering faculty and invited 
speakers. Subjects considered: the field of engineering; choice of major; study 
ing and note-taking; the use of the library. 
11. ENGINEERING DRAWING Sem. 1. 0+9, Cr. 3. 
Lettering, care and u e of instruments, principles of orthographic projection, 
co::nmon engineerin"' geometry, working drawings, special sections, common 
fasteners, tracillg and duplicating. 
14. ENGINEERING PRoBLEMS Sem 2. 0+3, Cr. 1. 
Typical elementary problems from various fields to suggest to the student 
the nature and scope of engineering work. Lectures and problems are designed 
as an orientation course. Instruction in theory and use of slide rule included. 
16. PLANE SURVEYING Sem. 2. 1+6, Cr. 3. 
Field and drafting-room work with recitations covering the fundamentals 
and practice of plane surveying. Required of all engineering students except 
chemicals. 
Prerequisite: Math. 51. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00 ; deposit, 4.00. 
18. DESCRIPTIVE GEOl\IETRY Sem. 2. 0+9, Cr. 3. 
A study of points, line and planes in space including intersection of olid , 
development of surfaces and the principles of shades and shadows. Empha is 
is placed on the olution of practical problems, involving the theory covered. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 11. 
57. ENGINEERING DRAWING Sem. I. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
Shop sketching, pictorial representation, including isometric. cabinet and per-
spective drawing, platting, graphs. topographical maps, simple lay-out of struc-
tural steel, electrical symbols, and architectural conventions. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 11. 
60. APPLIED MECHANICS Sem. 2. 2+0, Cr. 5. 
Covering static and kinetics. Compo ition and resolution of forces; prin-
ciples of equilibrium of rigid bodies. 
Prerequisite: Math. 111 and 112, or Math. 112 concurrently with C. E. 60. 
61. ToPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING Sem. 1. 2+9, Cr. 5. 
Field and drafting-room work with recitation including the theory and use 
of plane table, tadia, sextant, and solar attachment to the transit, in triangula-
tion, city surveying, topographic surveying, and hydrographic surveying. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 16. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, $4.00. 
107. CuRVES AND EARTHWORK Sem. I. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
Recitations and field work in simple, compound, and transition curve as 
related to railway , highways, and canals. Sufficient field and office work is 
given to thoroughly acquaint the student with the b t modern practice in the 
computation of earthwork quantities, including the use of uch equipment a 
the polar planimeter, calculators, graph , tables, and the rna s diagram. 
Prerequi ite: C. E. 16. 
Laboratory fee, $3.00; deposit, 4.00. 
115. GRAPHics Each Sem. 0+6, Cr. 2. 
Graphical determination of tres e in roof and bridge tru es under action 
ot static and moving loads; also cranes, derricks and similar structure . 
Prerequi ite: C. E. 60. 
116. sTR.i SES Sem. 2. 5+0, Cr. 5. 
The determination of reaction , moment , and hears in beam and imple 
trus es. Stres es in roof and bridge tru ses under tatic and dynamic load by 
the algebraic method, with orne attention to the graphical method. 
Prerequi ite: C. E. 60 and C. E. 115. 
126. RoAD A "D PAVEl\IE T Sem. 2. 3+6, Cr. 5. 
De ign, con truction, and maintenance of variou trp of road and treet 
wearing cour e and foundation . Particular attention i aiven to problem 
of drainag , grade curre , width, etc. Followina Government practice. com-
plete urv y and plan are made for pecific hi.,.hway improvement. and 
quantitie and co t are e timated. 
Prerequi ite: C. E. 16. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; depo it, 4.00. 
131. ME IJA -ICs OF MATERIALs em. 1. 5+0, r. 5. 
Principle of mechani applied to tru tural member~ and en"'ineering ma-
terial ; mathematical th ory of ela ticity; interpretation of re ul of actual 
t of material ; tudy of bape and other products given in th tee! com-
pany' hand-books. 
Prerequi ie: . E. 60. 
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132. MATERIALS AND MATERIALS TESTING Sem. 2. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
A study of materials commonly used in engineering. Study of theory, con-
struction, and use of testing machines. The methods of commercial testing; 
determination of the properties of construction materials by mechanical tests. 
The effect of heat upon metals is investigated and the S. A. E. specifications are 
studied. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 131. 
Laboratory fee, $3.00; deposit , $4.00. 
135. WATER S UPPLY Sem. I. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
Sources and purity of water supplies and works for the distribution of 
water. The design of a water supply system from given data. 
154. HYDRAULics Sem. 2. ·2+3, Cr. 3. 
Lectures, recitations, and laboratory work on the laws of motion of fluids; 
covering flow through orifices, open channels, and weirs. Also hydrostatic pres-
sure on dams and gates; the theory of impulse wheels, turbines, and. centrifugal 
pumps; the fundamentals underlying hydraulic 'development. 
Prerequisite: Math. 112. 
Laboratory fee, $3.00; deposit, $4.00. 
155. BRIDGE D EsiGN Sem. I. 1+12, Cr. 5. 
The design of a plate girder bridge and design, with all computations 
and plans, of a simple railroad truss bridge. General detail plans show loca-
tion of all rivets, make-up and relation of all members and connections. Final 
report gives full list of shapes, plates, etc., and a classified analysis of the 
estimated weight of the entire structure. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 115 and 116. 
156 S TRuCTURAL DEsiGN Sem. 2. 0+9, Cr. 3. 
General principles of structural design. Girders, columns, and roof trusses. 
Design of steel frame buildings. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 116. 
161. SEWERAGE Sem. I. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
The principles and practice in the design and construction of storm, sani-
tary, and combined systems of sewers; sewage treatment and disposal, with 
construction problems on the details of plants for same. 
163. R EINFORCED CoNCRETE Sem. I. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
Materia ls for concrete; the mixing, placing and curing of concrete; prop-
erties of plain concrete; theory of reinforced concrete. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 131. 
Laboratory fee, $3.00; deposit, $4.00. 
164. R EINFORCED CoNCRETE S em. 2. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
The design of retaining walls; dams, and girder bridge . The complete 
de ign, with working drawings and reinforcing schedules, of a reinforced con-
crete building. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 163. 
Laboratory fee, 3.00; deposit, 4.00. 
165. TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS Sem. I. 4+0, Cr. 4. 
Development and relations in railway and highway transportation with 
some attention to air and inland water tran portatJOn. Railway maintenance, 
highway location, economic compari on, financing and organizing, tran por-
tation survey • regulation and control, coordination. 
Prequisite: C. E. 107. 
166. MASONRY AND FouNDATIONS Sem. 2. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
Materials for rna onry and the methods of u ing them. Foundation de ign; 
pneumatic cai on ; the freezing proce ; piling; cofferdam ; pier founda-
tion in open well ; ordinary bridge pier ; cylinders and pivot pier ; bridge 
abutments; pread footing for building foundation . 
170. ENGINEERING EcoNOMICs Sem. 2. 3+0, r . 3. 
A tudy of the fundamental principle of economics and their application 
to engineering tructures and operation . 
180. CoNTRACTS A D SPECIFICATIO Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
Legal, contractual, and per onal engineering relation development of 
contract principles; preparation of engineering contracts. 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
A i tant Profe or Lauritzen and Mr. Mallory 
52. ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICITY em. 2. 3+3, r. 4. 
An elementary ou e in ele tricity introducing fundamental law and 
principl ; a! o unit , in trument • indu tion r i tance and pa ity. In-
clude laboratory work on the manipulation of electrical apparatu . and in tru-
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ments; the practical application of theory and the study of safety methods. 
Prerequisite: Taken concurrently with Math. 112 and Physics 62. 
Laboratory fee •. $3.00; deposit, $4.00. 
107. ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS AND MAcHINERY Sem. 1. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
A general course in the study of electric machinery and power, direct 
current apparatus, generation, measurement and application of electric power. 
Experimental work on direct circuits, including he use and calibration of 
instruments and the testing of direct current apparatus. Course is offered 
to non-electrical engineering students. 
Prerequisite: Physics 62, Math. 112. 
Laboratory fee, $3 .00; deposit, $4.00. 
108. ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS AND MACHINERY Sem. 2. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
A continuation of course 107, with specia l emphasis on alternating cur-
rent apparatus and circuits. 
Prerequiiste : E. E. 107, Math. 112. 
Laboratory fee, $3-.00; deposit, $4.00. 
109. DIRECT CuRRENT MACHINERY Sem. 1. 5+0, Cr. 5. 
A course for junior electrical engineers including the theory of direct cur-
rent dynamo electric machinery and circuits. Characteristic curves, parallel 
operation, operating characteristics, theory of commutation, rating, and 
efficiency. 
Prerequisite: E. E. 52. 
113. D. C. LABORATORY Sem. I. 0+6, Cr. 2. 
A laboratory course to be taken with E. E. 109. The testing, operating 
characteristics, and rating of direct current apparatu . 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, $4.00. 
114. D. C. LABORATORY Sem. 2. 0+6, Cr. 2. 
A continuation of ·E. E. 113. 
Prerequisite: E. E. 109. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, $4.00. 
116. Alternating Current Theory Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
Study of flux and e. m. f. waves, circuit constants, measurements, vectors, 
single and polyphase circuits. 
Prerequisite: E. E. 109. 
151. ALTERNATING CURRENT MACHINERY Sem. 1. 5+0, Cr. 5. 
A course for senior electrical engineers including the study of alternating 
current circuits and machinery. The application of mathematics and graphics 
to alternating current circuit . Transient and high frequency phenomena. 
Hysteresis and eddy currents. Measurements of alternating current quanti-
ies. Transformers, induction motors, and synchronous machines. 
152. ALTERNATING CURRENT MACHINERY Sem. 2. 5+0, Cr. 5. 
A cont inuation of E . E. 151. 
Prerequisite: E . E. 151. 
153. A. C. LABORATORY Sem. 1. 0+6, Cr. 2. 
A laboratory course to be taken with E . E. 151. The testing of alternating 
current circuits and apparatus. Operating and efficiency tests of tran formers 
and alternating current machinery. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, $4.00. 
154. A . C. LABORATORY Sem. 2. 0+6, Cr. 2. 
A continuance of E. E. 153. 
Prerequisite: E. E. 153. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, 4.00. 
167. Co:.i\!1\fUNICATION Sem. 1. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
The theory of thermionic emission, considered with the characteristics, op-
eration and application of the vacuum tube. 
Prerequisite: Senior E. E. or by permis ion. 
168. COl\uruNICATION Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
Continuation of E. E. 167. 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Profes or Cu hman and A sistant Profe sor Uban 
51. MECHANI 1\IS Sem. 1. 1 +6, Cr. 3. 
A study of the various elemental mechani~m u ed in machine con truc-
tion; including instant centers. velocity and velocity diagrams, parallel and 
trai.,..ht line motiow, belt and pulley layouts, and the cte ~ign of cams and gear- . 
54. EI.nrENTS oF PATTERN :\lAKING Sem. 2. 0+ 6, Cr. 2. 
Care and u e of woodworkino- tools and machinery. Practice in the funda-
mental principle of joinery applied to individual project~ . Making of imple 
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patterns in one piece, coring, and split patterns. Rules of shrinkage, clearance, 
rapping, and fini bing allowance. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, 4.00. 
59. MACHINE SHoP AND FoRGE Sem. I. 0+6, Cr. 2. 
Hand working of metals. Care and operation of common machine tools, as 
drill presses, lathe , shapers, miller , grinder and saws, simple forging, welding, 
and heat treating. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, 4.00. 
60. FouNDRY Sem. 2. 0+6, Cr. 2. 
The making of bench and floor mould , green and baked and core , alumi-
num and brass furnace practice and operation. Cupola practice for cast iron 
with the determination of charges and the composition of the resultant ca tings. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, 4.00. 
61. MACHINE SHoP Sem. I. 0+9, Cr. 3. 
This course completes the work de cribed under No. 59. In addition, par-
ticular attention is paid to jig , fixture , and automatic machinery a used 
in manufacturing processes. 
Required of Mechanical Engineers. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; depo it, $4.00. 
107. HEAT ENGINES Sem. I. 4+3, Cr. 5. 
Thermodynamics; the theory of ga es and vapor , their law and behavior; 
engine and compressor cycles. The types, mechanical feature , and perform-
ance of air compre ors and engines, and ga , oil, and vapor piston engine . 
The laboratory work includes te t of bearing , belt , and other mechanical 
equipment, the testing of oils, a study of carburetors and fuel pump , and 
of valves and valve gears for internal combu tion engine . Internal combu tion 
engine and air engine tests are made. 
Laboratory fee, $8.00; depo it, 4.00. 
108. HEAT ENGINES Sem. 2. 4+3, Cr. 5. 
A continuation of M. E. 107. Include the tudy of governor , team engine 
valve gears, turbine , fuels and combu tion, boilers. furnace , grates, pump , 
conden ers, and other heat exchanges used in power plants. The laboratory 
work includes further tests on internal combustion engine . team engine 
valve setting, flue ga analysi , the steam engine indicator. the steam calori-
meter; and te ts on air compre or . team engines, and boiler . 
Laboratory fee, a.oo; depo it, 4.00. 
117. MACHINE DEsiGN Sem. I. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
Theory of machine design and applied problem in de ign of fly-wheels, 
belts, rope , chain , brakes, clutche , cylinders, riveted joint , key , cotter , 
fa tening , shafts, coupling , journal , bearing , pur gearing , and prin"' . 
Prerequisite: M. E. 51. 
118. MACHINE DESIGN Sem. 2. 2+6 Cr. 4. 
Continuation of M. E. 117, but more advanc d in character and over 
analysis of force and design of part , con idering wear, dynamic force , 
critical speeds, and the application of the theory of ela ticity. 
153. HEAT PowER ENGINEER! G Sem. 1. 4+3 r. 5. 
Particular attention is paid in thi course to the de ign. operation, anti 
special featur of the larger type of power equiplllent and plant . The 
different types of prime movers ar compared with the view of dev loping 
the principle that underlie an intelligent • lection for a particular u e. The 
unitlow engine, the turbine. and the Die. I engin are tudied in orne detail, 
and a tudy i made of heat tran mis ion . The laboratory work include 
the analy i of fu l , and the te tlng of fan and blower . 
Laboratory fee, 3.00; depo it, 4.00. 
154. HEAT PowER ENoL EERING S m. 2. 4+3 r. 5. 
A continuation of M. E. 153. Boiler , furnac , pump , conden er , feed 
water heaters, economizer , air preheater • ,·aporator . feed water treatm nt, 
in truments, power plant finance and economic . The layout of power plant 
of variou ize · tudi d. The laboratory work include t ts and heat 
alances of actual power plan , includinrr one on a large m dern grthem 
Indiana Public ervice Company tation. 
Laboratory fee, 3.00; d p it, 4.00. 
161. FACTORY 1 -~ GEME T m. I. 3+0 Cr. 3. 
Organization and lay-out; I ction, pia ment, and wage payment t 
laborers; iPntific management in production. 
Prerequl ite: Senior tanding. 
163. E.~oL·E DE GN Sem. I. 1+6, r. 3. 
D ign and details of team and internal c mbu tion engine . 
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165. METALLOGRAPHY Sem. 1. 1+6, Cr. 3. 
Physical metallography of ferrous, non-ferrous, and alloy metals. Micro-
scopic study and physical testing of a representative variety of specimens. 
Theory of heat treatment begun. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, $4.00. 
166. HEAT TREATMENT OF METALS Sem. 2. 0+3, Cr. 1. 
Laboratory experiments in heat treatment of metals and alloys. Annealing, 
Lardening, normalizing, spherodizing, and carburizing and their effects on 
such physical characteristics as tensile strength, structure, hardness, and 
ductility. 
Laboratory fee, $3.00; deposit, 4.00. 
175. HEATING AND VENTILATING Sem. 1. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
A study of methods of heating and ventilating residences, public buildings, 
and industrial plants. The ventilation of tunnels , shafs, and mines receives 
some attention. During the last few weeks a small heating and ventilating 
plant is designed. 
176. REFRIGERATION Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
Theory and design of refrigeration and air conditioning systems. 
PART VI 
THE COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
Full-Time Staff 
1935-1936 
Frederick V. Lofgren, Ph.D., Profess01· of Pharmacy and Pharmacology and 
Dean of the College. 
Arthur Albert Harwood, Ph.D., Associate Professo?· of Pharmaceutical 
Chemistry. 
Fred Henry Otto Kaufmann, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Botany and Phar-
macognosy. 
Part-Time Staff 
1935-1936 
Frank Roy Elilott, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology. 
Ancil Ridgeway Thomas, Ph.D., Associate P1·ofess01· of Physics. 
Walter Eugene Thrun, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemist1·y. 
Charles Harold Frick, M.S., in E.E., Assistant ProfessM of Mathematics. 
Herbert C. Graebner, M.B.A., Instructor in Business Management and 
Economics. 
Myers E. Zimmerman, A.B., Instructor in h01·thand ancl Typewriting. 
Henry H. Kumnick, A.B., LL.B., Part-Time Instructor in Religion. 
Jo eph Lien, A.B., Part-Time Instnwtor in Chemistry. 
The College of Pharmacy 
General Information 
History 
The College of Pharmacy, which graduated its fir t class in 1893, offered it 
student~ at that lime a fifty weeks course for the purpose of giving the men 
that engaged in the profession a slight knowledge of the science of harmacy. 
Meanwhile, the tremendous advances in the fields of medicines, chemistry, and 
allied sciences made it necessary for the pharmacist to engage in a more exten-
sive study of his work in order to retain his place in the community. This need 
was met by organizing curricula of two and three years' duration. They have 
sufficed up to the present. However, recent surveys of pharmaceutical educa-
tion indicates that a minimum four-year curriculum is now indispensaMe. Thi 
fact has led the College of Pharmacy to introduce such a curriculum, as the 
minimum, beginning with the school year 1930-1931. In fact, beginning with 
the school year 1932-1933, all the recognized schools and colleges of pharmacy 
in the United States have established a four-year curriculum as the minimum. 
Purpose 
A recent survey of pharmacy made by an impartial ob erver states that 
pharmacy is without question a profession as well as a business. Recognizing 
the truth of this observation, the purpose is to give graduates (1) ound in-
struction in the fundamental sciences with which a ph!J.rmaci t has to deal, (2) 
thorough training along the practical lines of his profession, and (3) as broad 
a cultural background of general knowledge as is possible within the pre cribed 
time. Such training should erve to give him high profe sional and bu ine 
standing in the community. 
Recognition 
The College holds membership in the American As ociation of College of 
Pharmacy. The object of the A sociation is to promote the intere ts of phar-
maceutical education. All schools holding member hip mu t maintain certain 
minimum requirements for curriculum equipment, entrance and graduation. 
It has been the influence of thi as ociation which ha cau ed pharmacy cur-
ricula to change from time to time. 
Equipment 
Eight laboratories in Science Hall and the Biology Building furnish ample 
facilities for the students to do their practical work. The main chemical labora-
tory and the pharmacy laboratory are each able to accommodate everal hun-
dred tudent . The dispen ing laboratory is well upplied with modern pre-
cription equipment. The materia medica room is fitted with individual de k 
and lockers for pharmacogno y and contains display cabinets filled with sample 
of all the official crude drug , al o chemicals and pharmaceutical apparatu ~ . 
There are also special laboratories for Bacteriology, Botany and Phy io ogy. 
A O'Ood working library which al o ha the late t publication in the pharma-
ceutical field i maintained in connection with the main Univer ity library. 
Valparaiso University Pharmaceutical Association 
The Valparai o Univer ity Pha1·maceutical A ociation wa ' organized a an 
extra-curricular activity in order to fo ter a tudent intere t in the cientific 
and bu ines a pects of pharmacy. The sociation meet monthly and all 
pharmacy student are eligible to membership. The program consi t of 
peeche by men connected with pharmacy, movie on related ubject , and 
occa ionally participation by the member . mon the dutie of the ocia-
tion are the arrangement of the annual in pection trip to the variou lar e 
pharmaceutical manufacturer and al o the preparations for the annual pring 
picnic and other ocial event . 
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Field Trips 
The faculty annually arranges inspection trips to the pharmaceutical manu-
facturing establishments in such cities as Chicago, Indianapolis, and Detroit, 
so that the students may have some .understanding of the preparation of 
chemicals and galenicals upon a commercial scale. 
Admission 
The requirements for admission to the College of Pharmacy as a freshman, 
or to advanced standing, are the same as for the College of Liberal Arts of 
this Univer~ity, except that the minimum age for entrance is 17 years. 
Graduation 
The degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy requires the satisfactory 
completion of 135 credits of the four-year curriculum with a minimum of 
135 quality points, the first, second and third years of which may have been 
taken in some other recognized college or school of pharmacy. 
Students entering with advanced standing from non-pharmacy schools must 
earn as a minimum two full year of credit in a school of pharmacy in order 
to be eligible for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy. 
Pre-Pharmacy Program 
The College of Liberal Art offers a one-year Pre-Pharmacy program to 
meet the entrance requirement of tho e colleges or schools of pharmacy which 
require one year of prescribed college work before beginning the pecified 
work in pharmacy. 
See the Dean of the College of Pharmacy concerning this program. 
The Four-Year Curriculum 
The college offers a four-year curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Science in Pharmacy (B.S. in Pharmacy). 
This curriculum prepares the student ( 1) for the duties of the retail 
pharmacist, (2) for such positions as those of hospital pharmacist and analytical 
chemist in pharmaceutical and food laboratories, and (3) for employment 
in various branches of government ervice. The courses offered in the curricu-
lum include not only those of the fundamental sciences involved in the study 
of pharmacy, but also such as are of general cultural value. During the Ia t 
two year the student mav take four or more credits of elective work which 
secu;e for him additional training in commercial management, analytical chem-
i try, manufacturing pharmacy or botany. Students having the medical pro-
fession in vie''' may sub titnte cour e in zoology and thus prepare them-
selves for aclmi ion to a medical chool. 
The Four-Year Curriculum 
(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy) 
First emnter 
Pharm. 1. 
English 1. 
Ch m. 53. 
Botany 51. 
Math. 51. 
Freshman Year 
las 
Pharmaceutical Technique ------------------ 2 
Fre hman Compo ition ---------------------- 3 
General Chemi try ------------------------- 3 
General Botany ---------------------------- 2 
College Algebra ---------------------------- 4 
Second 
Pharm. 
Pharm. 
Engli h 
m· 
2 . 
30. 
ter la 
hem. 
Ch m. 
Botany 
2. 
54. 
60. 
52. 
Pharmaceutical ~Iathematics ---------------- 2 
Pharmaceutical Latin ---------------------- 2 
Fre bman ompo ition --------------------- 3 
Inorganic h mi try ------------------------ 3 
ualitative naly i. ------------------------ 0 
en ral Botany ---------------------------- 2 
Lab. 
-+ 3 
+ 0 
+ 3 
4 
+ 0 
Lab. 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 9 
+ 4 
Cr. 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
1 
r. 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
17 
94 
First Semeste1· 
Pharm. 75. 
Pharm. 81. 
Chern. 101. 
Phys. 51. 
Econ. 51. 
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Sophomore Year 
Class Lab. 
Operative Pharmacy ------------------------ 2 + 3 
Theory of Pharmacy: Inorganic ------------- 3 + 3 
Organic Chemistry ------------------------- 3 + 6 
General PhysiCs ---------------------------- 3 + 3 
Principles of Economics --------------------- 3 + 0 
Cr. 
3 
3 
5 
4 
3 
18 
Second Semester Class Lab. Cr. 
Pharm. 76. Operative Pharmacy ------------------------ 2 + 3 3 
Rei. 2. The Life and Teachings of Jesus*t ---------- 3 + 0 3 
Chern. 102. Organic Chemistry ------------------------- 2 + 6 4 
Phys. 52. General Physics ---------------------------- 3 + 3 4 
Econ. 52. Principles of Economics -------------------- 3 + 0 3 
First Semester 
Pharm. 103. 
Pharm. 111. 
Chern. 109. 
Zool. 75. 
Rei. 1. 
Junior Year 
Class Lab. 
Pharmacognosy ---------------------------- 3 + 3 
Elementary Dispensing --------------------- 1 + 3 
Quantitative Analysis, Volumetric ----------- 2 + 6 
Elementary Physiology --------------------- 3 + 3 
The Bible*t -------------------------------- 3 + 0 
17 
Cr. 
4 
2 
4 
4 
3 
17 
Second Semester Class Lab. Cr. 
Pharm. 112. Elementary Dispensing --------------------- 1 + 3 2 
Pharm. 104. Pharmacognosy ---------------------------- 3 + 3 4 
Pharm. 146. History of Pharmacy and Chemistry or 
Pharm. 148. Pharmaceutical Juri prudence -------------- 2 
Pharm. 140. Theory of Pharmacy: Organic -------------- 4 
Botany 140. Bacteriology ------------------------------- 2 
First Semester 
Pharm. 155. 
Pharm. 151. 
Pharm. 161. 
Pharm. 177. 
Pharm. 185. 
Pharm. 123. 
Zool. 155. 
Senior Year 
Cia 
Advanced Dispen ing ----------------------- 1 
Pharmacology, Toxicology, and Therapeutics_ 3 
Pharmacological Standardization ------------ 0 
Pharmacopoeial A ay ---------------------- 2 
Pharmacopoeial Chemi try ------------------ 3 
Lettering ---------------------------------- 0 
Public Health ------------------------------ 3 
econd Mneste1· Cia 
Pharm. 156. Advanced Di pen ing ---------------------- 1 
Pharm. 152. Pharmacology, Toxicology and Therapeutic __ 3 
Pharm. 146. History of Pharmacy and Chemi tr or 
Pharm. 148. Pharmaceutical Juri' prudence -------------- 2 
Pharm. 180. U. S. P. and N. F·-------------------------- 2 
Pharm. 124. Lettering ---------------------------------- 0 
Chern. 13 . Bio- hemi tr ----------------------------- 2 
Rei. 151. The burch and H r " Tork** ---------------- 2 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0 2 
0 4 
6 4 
16 
Lab. Cr. 
3 2 
0 3 
3 1 
6 4 
0 3 
2 1 
0 3 
17 
Lab. Cr. 
3 2 
0 3 
0 2 
0 2 
2 1 
3 3 
0 2 
15 
*The e course are required of all tudent except tbo e who have received exemp-
tion from the Committee on Admi ion and D gree . 
**Required of Lutheran tudents only. 
!Recommended elective for tho e granted exemption from cours in reli.,.ion: 
General P ycbology 51, Introduction to tbe tudy of Human ociety 51-52, Ethics 101, 
Philo opby 51, 52, 141, 142, Principl of larketin~ 121, larket dmin' tration 122, 
Quantitative Analy i ; Gravimetric 106, Elementary Physical and Theoretical Chemistry 
1 4, Foreign Language. 
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Courses of I nstr u ction 
Pharmacy 
Professor Lofgren, Associate Professor Harwood, 
Mr. Zimmerman 
1. PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNIQUE Sem. 1. 2+3, Cr. 3. 
95 
A course dealing with the fundamental principles of pharmaceutical opera-
tion. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, 4.00. Lofgren and Lien. 
28. PHARMACEUTICAL MATHEMATICS Sem. 2. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
A course in mathematics dealing with those problems peculiar to pharmacy, 
as weights, measures, specific gravity, alligation, proportion, percentage, profits, 
and costs. Harwood. 
30. PHARMACEUTICAL LATIN Sem. 2. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
A course in beginning Latin emphasizing the terms used in writing and 
interpreting physicians' prescriptions. Harwood. 
75-76. OPERATIVE PHARMACY Yr. Each semester. 2+3, Cr. 3. 
An exhaustive study of the galenical and inorganic chemical preparations 
of the United States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary which are 
not ordinarily made extemporaneously by the pharmacist, but are u ually 
purchased from the manufacturer. Examples of the various types of prepara-
tions will be made in the laboratory. 
Prerequisite: Pharmacy 1. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00 per semester; deposit, $4.00. Lofgren. 
81. THEORY OF PHARMACY: INORGANIC Sem. 1. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
A study of the inorganic chemicals of the United States Pharmacopoeia and 
the National Formulary stressing their official names, synonym , pharmaceutical 
properties and uses. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 54. Harwood. 
111-112. ELE:l\fENTARY DisPENSING Yr. Each semester. 1+3, Cr. 2. 
An exhaustive study of the preparations found in the United States Phar-
macopoeia and the National Formulary which commonly are marle extem-
poraneously by the pharmacist. Examples of the various kind of preparation 
are manufacured in the laboratory. 
Prerequisite: Pharmacy 76. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00 per emester; depo it, 4.00. Lofgren. 
123. LETTERING Sem. 1. 0+2, Cr. 1. 
The course in lettering provides the student with a knowledge of the 
evolution of letter forms and the practical application of variou alphabets 
in hand lettering, illumination, and commercial art. 
Zimmerman. 
124. LETTERING Sem. 2. 0+2, Cr. 1. 
Continuation of lettering 123. 
Prerequi ite: Lettering 123. Zimmerman. 
140. THEORY OF PHAR:l\fACY: ORGANIC Sem. 2. 4+0, Cr. 4. 
A tudy of the organic chemical of the United States Pharmacopoeia and 
the National Formulary stressing their official names, synonym , pharmaceu-
tical propertie and u es. 
Prerequi ite: Chemi try 102. Harwood. 
146. HISTORY OF PHAR:U CY AND CnE usTRY Sem. 2. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
A tudy of the development of pharmacy and chemi try of the principal 
countrie of Europe and the United State . 
Alternates with Pharrnacr 14 . 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] 
14~. PHARMA ECTIC.AL Juru PRUDE- cE m. 2. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
Harwood. 
A tudy of the federal and tate law of intere t to the phar.maci t with 
special emph i upon hi lega l r pon ibillti 
Alternates with Pharmacy 116. Hanvood. 
155-156. ADvANCED DI PE .. I ~G Yr. Each r. r. 2. 
A thorough urvey of better di pen upon neat-
ne , peed and ac uracy. pecial tr i pia d upon incompatible pr crip-
tion . The laboratory work · the filling of an actual file of phy ici n ' 
prescription . 
Prerequi ite: Pharmacy 112. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00 each erne ter; depo it, LOO. 
Lofgren. 
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177. PHARMACOPEIAL AssAY Sem. 1. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
A study of the quantitative tests for tandardization of drug and medicines 
as used in the United States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 107. 
Laboratory fee, $6 .00; deposit, 4.00. Harwood. 
180. U. S. P. AND N. F . Sem. 2. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
A systematic review of the preparations and crude drug of the United 
States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary. Lofgren. 
185. PHAR:J\IACOPEIAL CHEMISTRY Sem 1. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
A systematic review of the chemistry and properties of the inorganic sub-
stances of the United States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary. 
Harwood. 
195-196. ADVANCED PROBLE:J\IS IN PHARMACY Sem. 1 and 2. 2 to 5 Cr. 
A study of a,dvanced problems in manufacturing pharmacy. pharmaceutical 
as ay or pharmaceutical chemistry. Credit and arrangement of schedule is 
made by members of the pharmacy staff. 
Prerequisite: Pharmacy 156 or 177. 
Laboratory fee, $1.50 per credit; deposit, $4.00. 
Pharmacognosy 
Professor Lofgren, Assistant Professor Kaufmann 
103-104. PHARMACOGNOSY Yr. Each semester. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
A study of the sources, preparation, physical and chemical characteri ti , 
active con tituents, Latin and common name of crude vegetable. animal, and 
chemical drugs used medicinally. The laboratory work deals with the macro-
copic and microscopic study of the important official vegetable drug~ . 
Prerequisite: Botany 52. 
Laboratory fee, $8.00. Kaufmann. 
151-152. PHARMACOLOGY, ToxiCOLOGY, A~~D THERAPEUTICS Yr. Each emester. 
3+0, Cr. 3. 
A study of the physiological action, toxicity, and therapeutic u es of medi-
cinal sub tances with special reference to the drugs and preparation of the 
United States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary. 
Prerequisite: Pharmacognosy 104, Chemi try 102, Elementarr Pby iology 75. 
Lofgren. 
161. PHAR:J\IACOLOGICAL STANDARDIZATION Sem. 1. 0+3, Cr. 1. 
A laboratory and demonstration course in biological drug a 'saying with 
pecial reference to the methods of the United State Pharmacopoeia. 
Prerequi ite: Elementary Physiology 75. 
Laboratory fee, $8.00. 
PART VII 
THE SCHOOL OF LAW 
John Wallace Morland, A.M., LL.B., J.D., P1·ofessor of Law and Dean of the 
School of La·w. 
Virgil Edwin Berry, LL.B., Professor of Law. 
Marshall John Jox, A.B., J.D., Instructor in Law. 
Robert Lincoln Taylor, A.B., J.D., Instructo1· in Law. 
Lecturers 
1935-1936 
Grant Crumpacker, LL.B., Lectu1·er in Law. 
Alfred J. Link, Ph.B., J.D., Lecturer in Law. 
H. H. Loring, LL.B., Lecturer in Law. 
Mark B. Rockwell, B.S., LL.B., Lecturer in Law. 
The School of Law 
P urpose 
Modern American law is a composite of the common law and legislative and 
constitutional enactments. This law is the fruit of · hundreds of years of 
development in England and later in America toward the establishment of a 
system of law which would adequately protect the rights, powers, privileges, 
and immunities of individuals and suppress personal and public wrongs. Right, 
justice, and liberty under law are its objectives. 
As developed thus far, though many important changes have been made 
through legislation, this system of law is, primarily, the outgrowth of the 
decisions of courts in cases that have come before them. The judicial process 
involves many considerations. Important among these are the consideration 
which should be given to decisions of former similar cases; the possible effect 
of pertinent legislative enactments; and the influence which the social interest 
involved should have upon the decision. 
The School of Law seeks to acquaint its students with the principles and 
rules that have thus been established, without overlooking outstanding local 
peculiarities of the law as it exists in the various states of the United States 
and in the federal jurisdiction. The aim is not solely to give information 
nor is it solely to supply inental training. Discipline in the methods of legal 
reasoning and analysis are considered of great importance; but this is supple-
mented by much practical information, and by training in the operative func-
tions. The student is made acquainted with the ideals and traditions peculiar 
to the profession. He is given training and practice in drawing legal papers. 
Courses are offered in pleading and trial practice. A practice court is main-
tained wherein- the student must take all the steps required in the preparation 
and trial of a case. Professional interest of the students is stimulated through 
lectures by practicing lawyers and by judges. Thus, a sane and practical bal-
ance between theory and practice is attained. Legislative enactments and social 
influences are not neglected. Yet the judicial proces through which law takes 
its final form must necessarily remain the central concern of the School of Law. 
Rank of the School of Law 
The School of Law is fully approved by the American Bar Association 
through its Council on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar. 
Association of Amercian Law Schools 
The School of Law is a member of the As ociation of American Law 
Schools. This Association is made up of seventy-one law schools in the 
United States and Canada. 
New York Board of Regents 
The degree of Bachelor of Laws is approved by the Board of Regent of 
the University of the State of New York. 
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
The Univer ity of whiCh the School of Law i a part hold member hip in 
the North Central A ociation of Coli ge and econdary Schools the accredit-
ing association of the college and univer ities of the Middle ·we t. 
General Information 
Historical Statement 
The School of Law was organized in 1 79 by the Honorable Mark L. De-
Motte, who remained at it head for nearly thirty year . Durin that time hun-
dred of graduate became ucce sful lawyer and many wer given political 
preferment or judicial honors both in tate and nation. olonel De:\lotte retired 
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during the year 1907-1908 because of ill health. His place was taken by Milo J. 
Bowman, who served as Dean for a period of more than twenty years. 
In 1926 the School of Law was moved from its old, inadequate building 
to the main floor of the Arts-Law Building. 
The School of Law was approved by the Council on Legal Education of the 
American Bar Association May 6, 1929, and was elected a member of the Asso-
ciation of American Law Schools December 28, 1930. 
Practice Court 
The School maintains a course in practice court, under an instructor who 
has had experience in the practice of law. 
The Law Library 
The School maintains a separate law library that complies with the best 
requirements. It consists of about eleven thousand volumes. 
The library contains the official reports of the Supreme Court of the United 
States an<! those of thirty-seven states up to the reporter system, the National 
Reporter System complete, all sets of general annotated decisions, full Eng-
lish Reprint, English reports and digests, the United States Code Annotated 
and earlier compilations of federal statutes, the United States Statutes at 
Large, state revised statutes or compilations and sessions laws, the American 
Digest System, state and special digests, citators, twelve legal periodicals, 
the standard law encyclopedias, and a collection of state trials, legal histories, 
and treatises on law and jurisprudence. 
University Lawyers' Association 
The University Lawyers' Association enables the law student to make a 
more intimate contact with the practical ide of the legal profession. This 
purpose is accomplished by means of a series of lectures given by prominent 
lawyers and judges who are able to give the student an idea as to what he can 
expect and what will be expected of him when he himself enters the practice 
of law. This organization ha encouraged the law student to become a 
member of the Junior Bar Association of his state if one is established th rein. 
This gives the student the opportunity and the privilege of making personal 
contact with the practicing lawyers. Likewise the Lawyers' Association has 
accorded the pre-legal students a imilar tanding by inviting them to become 
associate members and thus affording such students the opportunity of becom-
ing acquainted with the legal work before actually entering upon it. All law 
students are eligible to full membership in the Association. 
Curricula 
The Univer ity offers in the School of Law a three-year curriculum, ba ed 
on an entrance requirement of two years of college work, leading to the 
degree of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.). The Univer ity al o offers a six-year 
curriculum, comprising three years of college work and three years work in 
law, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts (A.B.) and Bachelor of 
Law (LL.B.). 
Practice and Procedure 
The need for training in practice and procedure has be n met by cour es 
designed to give skill in the application of law in practice. Attention i 
therefore directed to the cour es call d U e of Book , Criminal Procedure, Civil 
Procedure, Code Pleading, Trial Practice, Evidenc , and Practice Court. 
Admission 
Applicant for admis ion a candidate for th d gr e of Bach lor of Laws 
mu t be able to ati fy the requir ments for admi ion to a coli g of this 
Univer ity and have complet d at lea t one-half of th work acceptabl for 
a bach lor degre as granted on the ba is of four years of tudy. t pre ent 
thi is 60 erne ter hour of cr dit and 60 quality point or th equivalent. r dit 
earned by corr pondenc tudy or in xt n ion may not ac pt d. r dit 
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earned in non-theory courses covering military science, hygiene, domestic arts, 
physical education, vocal or instrumental music, or in other courses without 
intellectual content of substantial value may not be counted towarq the above 
requirement. The above requirements, except that as to quality points, are 
fixed by the Association of American Law Schools. 
The entrance requirements of this University call for graduation from a 
four-year approved secondary school. 
The requirement of one-half of the work necessary for a four-year collegiate 
degree may be met by the completion of two years of study in a college of this 
University, or credit may be given, wholly or in part, upon a certificate 
from another college, university, or normal school maintaining standards 
equivalent to those of the principal colleges or universities in this state. 
Except on special permission by the Committee on Admissions and Degrees 
special students are not admitted. In no case will more than one such student 
be allowed to matriculate during any academic year. 
All rules and regulations of the University, except as herein noted, apply 
in general to the School of Law. 
Advanced Standing 
A student from a law school which is a member of the Association of Amer-
ican Law Schools, or which is on the approved list of the American Bar Asso-
ciation, who has attained, in the school from which he is transferring, the 
average required by that institution and whose scholastic standing meets the 
requirements of Valparaiso University as to advanced standing, will ordi-
narily receive credit, not exceeding two years in amount for the satisfactory 
completion of work done there if it is similar in character to that required 
here; provided that at the time he began the law courses for which he desired to 
receive credit he had satisfied the entrance requirements of this School of 
Law. The right is reserved to refuse such credit, wholly or in part, save condi-
tionally or upon examination, and credit given may be withdrawn for poor 
work. Admission with advanced standing will be refused where the schedule 
of studies pursued by the applicant in the school previously attended does not 
correspond sufficiently to the schedule of this school to make such admission 
advisable. 
Requirements for Graduation 
The work of the first year is required. Except upon recommendation of 
the pre-legal advisor and approval by the Committee on Admissions and 
Degrees, first year law students are not permitted to take courses in other 
colleges of the University. First year students entering in the second semester, 
on special action of the faculty of the School of Law, may be permitted to omit 
Property I. The required courses for the second year are Business Organiza-
tion II, Equity, and Code Pleading. Those for the third year are Constitutional 
Law, Trusts, Legal Ethics and Practice Court. Students in the second and 
third years in addition to the above required work, must elect enough work 
in law to make a total of not less than 76 hours and 76 quality points. Upon 
approval by the Committee on Admissions and Degrees a second or third year 
student may, with the consent of the faculty of the School of Law and subject 
to the University regulations as to extra work, elect not to exceed four hours 
of extra work each semester from courses offered in the College of Libral Arts. 
Attendance at special lectures is required of all students. 
Combined Arts and Law Curriculum 
Students who have completed three years (92 emester hour ) of work in the 
College of Liberal Arts, and have received 92 quality points, will receive the 
degree of A.B. upon completing the first year in the School of Law, and 
degree of LL.B. upon completing two additional years in the School of Law. 
By electing the combined course, students may obtain the two degrees in six 
years. Students who elect the combined curriculum are required to fulfill the 
college requirements applying to major and minor studie and pre cribed work. 
lOI. 
107. 
105. 
103. 
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Curriculum for the School of Law 
First S emester 
Contracts - - - --------------
Property I ----------- ----
Torts ---------------- --- --
Use of Books ----- - - ------
First Year 
Or. 
5 
3 
5 
1 
14 
102. 
110. 
104. 
108. 
Second Year 
First Semester 
Second Semester 
Business Organization L---
Civil Procedure -----------
Criminal L aw and Procedu re 
P roperty II ----- ---------
S-econd Semester 
101 
01', 
2 
3 
4 
5 
14 
153. Business Organization II 
Or. 
2 
3 
7 
153. 
165. 
152. 
Business Organization II __ _ 
01'. 
2 
2 
2 
6 
165. Equity ------ ----- --- -----
Electives - ---- ------------
Equity - - - ----------------
Code Pleading ------------
E lectives -----------------
12 12 
Third Year 
First S emestet· 
205. Constitutional Law ------ - -
20~ T rusts ---- ---- - ------ --- --
Electives --- ----- ---- -----
01·. 
2 
3 
7 
205. 
164. 
212. 
Second Semester 
Constitutional Law --------
Legal Ethics --------------
Practice Court ------------
E lectives -----------------
01'. 
2 
2 
2 
6 
221. 
161. 
177. 
159. 
12 
Electives 1935-1936 and in 
First S emester 01·. 
Trial P ractice - ----------- 3 
I nsurance - - - - - --- - ------- 2 
Municipal Corporations ___ 2 
W ills - ----- - ----- --------- 2 
9 
Alternate Years Thereafter: 
Second Semester 
154. Bills and Notes -----------
204. Creditors' Rights ---------
188. Persons ______ --------- __ _ 
Electives 1936-1937 and in Alternate Years Thereaft er: 
12 
Or. 
3 
3 
2 
Fi1·st Semester Or. econd Semester 01·. 
215. Federal Jur isdiction ______ 2 206. Conflict of Laws ---------- 2 
171. Mortgages ---------------- 2 196. Sales ----------- ---------- 3 
201. Suretyship ---------------- 2 202. Carrier ---- --- - ----- ----- 3 
209. Evidence ----------------- 3 
102. 
110. 
9 
Courses in Law 
First Year Courses (Required ) 
B usiNESS ORGANIZATION I Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
8 
Thl course con i ts of a treatment of the law of Agency embracing the 
nature and purpo e of the agency 1 elation; parti to the relation; methods of 
its creation, the authority of the agent, dutie owed by agent to principal; 
rights of agent again t principal; power of agent to ubject principal to liability 
on contract and in tort; undi clo~ed principal; ratification and termination 
of the a"'ency. 
Magill and Hamilton: Ca es on Busine Organization, Volume I. 
CIVIL P nocEnUR.E Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A tudy of the Common Law action including their origin, 
and modification by modern code and tatute ; a urvey of 
Law y tern of pleadin"' with a criti<'al analy i of its ucc 
i ue of law and fact between the litigant . 
Magill : Ca es on Civil Procedure ( econd edition) . 
Taylor. 
development, 
the Common 
m reacb!ng 
Jox:. 
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101. CoNTRACTS Sem. I. Cr. 5. 
Offer and acceptance; contractual intent; communication of offer and ac-
ceptance; kinds of contract; consideration; sealed contracts; rights and 
liabilities of beneficiaries; of assignees; joint and everal contracts; illegal 
contracts; conditions; discharge of contracts; Statute of Frauds. 
Costigan: Cases on Contracts (third edition). 
Taylor. 
104. CRanNAL LAw AND PRoCEDURE Sem. 2. Cr. 4. 
General considerations; solicitation and attempt; assault, battery, and 
mayhem; false imprisonment; homicide; rape; larceny, embezzlement and 
false pretense ; receiving stolen property; burglary; arson; infancy; combina-
tion of persons; criminal procedure. Attention is given to recommendations 
of American Law Institute. 
Harno: Cases on Criminal Law and Procedure. Morland. 
107. PROPERTY Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
Personal property; possessory interests in chattels; acquisition of title to 
chattels; fixtures. Real property: general introduction; rights in another's 
land: Particularly, rents, profis a prendre, ''natural" rights, easements, licenses, 
and covenants running with the land. 
Bigelow: Cases on Personal Property (second edition). 
Bigelow: Cases on Rights in Land (second edition). Berry. 
108. PRoPERTY II Sem. 2. Cr. 5. 
Original title, including possessory title, prescription and accretion; deriva-
tive title, including execution of deeds, description of propetty conveyed, 
creation of easements by implication, estates created, covenants for title, 
estoppel by deed and priorities. 
Bigelow: Cases on Rights in Land (second edition). 
Aigler: Cases on Titles (second edition). Berry. 
105. ToRTS Sem. I. Cr. 5. 
Specific torts, namely, assault, battery, false imprisonment, trespass to 
land and to goods; deceit, defamation, malicious prosecution; liability for 
negligent conduct; legal causation ; ab olute liability of landowners to third 
parties; injuries to economic rights. 
Bohlen : Cases on Torts (third edition). J ox. 
103. UsE oF BooKS Sem. 1. Cr. I. 
Training in legal research and the use of authorities, cases, indices and 
digests. 
Hicks: Materials and Methods of Legal Research. 
Morland. 
Second Year Co~rses (Required) 
153. BusiNEss ORGANIZATION II Sem. I. Cr. 2. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
This course consists of a treatment of the law of partnership and private 
corporation in relation to each other. It con iders the formation, the going 
concern, problem of contract and of tort, division of proceed , and solvent 
dissolution of each type of organization. laterials relaion to busine s trusts, 
limited partner hips and joint tock a sociations are al o con idered. 
Magill and Hamilton: Ca es on Bu iness Organization, Volume II. 
Taylor. 
152. ConE PLEADING Sem 2. Cr. 2. 
An interpretation of the provisions of modem cod of pleading, with spe-
cial attention to the influence of the common law y tem of pleadings on the 
judicial construction of the e codes; suggested modification of existing codes. 
Hinton: Cases on Code Pleading (third edition). · Jox. 
165. EQUITY Sem. I. Cr. 3. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Nature and scope of equity; injunction , pecific performance; reforma--
tion and reci ion; recovery for benefits wrongly retained; bill of peace, 
bills of interpleader, bill quia timet. Brief attention i also given to Quasi-
Contracts. 
Cook: Ca e on Equity. One volume ( econd edition). 
Third Year Courses (Required) 
205. CoNSTITUTIONAL LAw Sem. 1. Cr. 2. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Morland. 
Relation between the federal government and the tate; cope of legi -
lative, judicial, and executive power ; interstate commerce, money; federal 
t:axRtion: territorie and dependenci ; con titutional limitations in favor 
of life, liberty, and property; due proces of law and equal protection of the 
law ; powers of states. 
Ca ebook to be elected. ~!orland. 
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164. LEGAL ETHICS Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
The nature of the profession; pecuniary limitations, advertising, solicitation, 
fees, lawyer's oath; ethical duties of lawyers to society, to courts, to clients, 
to litigants; ethics of employment; Canons of Ethics of the American Bar 
Association. 
Arant: Cases on Legal Ethics. Taylor. 
212. PRACTICE CoURT Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Practical exercises are given in the commencement, maturing, and trial 
of cases. The student incidentally acquires a familiarity with drafting plead-
ings, brief making, and the technique of practice, but the greater stress is laid 
upon developing the powers of constructive thinking in correlating procedure 
and substantive law. Jo:x. 
209. TRUSTS Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
The origin and nature of trusts; resulting and constructive trusts; char-
itable trusts; duties of trustees; rem<Jdies of cestui qui trust. 
Scott: Cases on Trusts (second edition.) Berry. 
Electives for Second and Third Years 
155. ADMINISTRATIVE LAw Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
The law of public officers, including extraordinary legal remedies. 
Freund: Cases on Administrative Law (second edition). 
[Not offered 1935-1986.] Morland. 
154. BILLS AND NOTES Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
History and development of the law of negotiable instruments from the Jaw 
merchant, through the common law and into its present cod!11ed state in the 
Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law; the formal requisites of bills, notes, 
and checks; the necessary steps to perfect the holder's rights; and the dis-
charge of negotiable instruments. 
Casebook to be announced. Taylor. 
202. CARRIERS Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A general consideration of bailment undertaking involving ordinary liabili-
ties, and a more extended study of carriers, innkeepers, and other public 
service relations involving extraordinary liability. 
Goddard: Cases on Carriers (second edition). 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] Berry. 
161. INsURANCE Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Considering the topics of insurable interest, concealment, representation, 
warranty, cause of invalidity, increase of hazard, conditions prohibiting aliena-
tion, the peril insured against, the amount of recovery, subrogation, condi-
tions appUcable after loss, waiver and estoppel, as ignment of policies and 
rights of beneficiaries. 
Goble: Cases on Insurance. Taylor. 
171. MoRTGAGEs Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Nature, equitable mortgages, restriction on right to redeem; priorities; 
obligations secured; extension of time; tran fer ; di charge; redemption; 
subrogation; foreclo ure. 
Parks: Case on Mortgage . 
[Not offered 1985-1936.] Berry. 
177. MUNICIPAL CoRPORATIONS Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Incorporation and incidents of existence; type of organizations; legi lative 
control; corporate agencies, express and implied power ; revenue and in-
debtedness; acquisition and control of property; liability in contract and 
tort; remedies. 
Macy: Cases on Municipal Corporation (second edition ) . 
Morland. 
188. PERSONS Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Family law including marriage, eparation, and divorce; property right. 
of married women; contractual and tortious liabilitie of one pou to the 
other and to third per on ; per onal di ability including a tudy of the rights 
and liabilities of an infant to hi paren and to third pe on . 
Madden: Cases on Domestic Relation . Jox. 
196. S LES Sem. 2. Cr. 3 . 
.Embracing the subject matter of ale, partie to the 
contract, the price e ·ecutory and ex uted al and the various rules of law 
governing each, :lie of pecific property, ales of non-ex! tent and unidentifi-
able property, retention of jus dispondendi, topage in tran itu, warranty and 
application to executory and ex uted 1 • fraud , avoidance of the contract 
and tatute of Fraud . 
Lewi : Ca on .I . (_ •ot offered 1935-1936.] Taylor. 
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201. SURETYSHIP Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Statute of Frauds applying to contracts of suretyship, guaranty and in-
demnity; commercial guaranties; defenses of alteration, payment fraud, re-
lease, failure to sue principal, Statute of Limitations and exoneration; spe-
cial types of contracts, private, public, and judicial bonds; rights and remedies 
of promiser after payment, including subrogation, contribution, and indem-
nity. 
Arant: Cases on Suretyship. 
[Not offered 1935-1936.] Taylor. 
221. TRIAL PRACTICE Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
Jurisdiction of the subject-matter; process, including a study of jurisdic-
tion in personam and jurisdiction in rem; default judgments; conduct of the 
trial from the selection of the jury to entry of the final judgment in jury 
tri:;tls, including the drafting of jury instructions; trials by court without 
a JUry. 
Hinton: Cases on Trial Practice (second edition). J ox. 
159. WILLS Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Te tamentary capacity: kinds of wills; execution; revocation; probate 
of wills; testate and intestate succession to real and personal property; execu-
tors and administrators; administration of decedents' estates; distribution; 
final report and discharge. 
Costigan: Cases on Wills (second edition). Berry. 
226 LAw LECTURES Cr. 0. Sem. 1 and 2. 
Some twenty lectures on subjects of practical importance given by men 
who are active in the profession of law. Subjects included are Appellate 
Practice, Juvenile Courts, Legal Ethics, and Legal History. Required of all 
students. Absences are reported as in other courses. The lecturers and their 
subjects are: 
Judge Grant Crumpacker ___ ____ ________ Federal Jurisdiction and Practice 
Judge A. J. Link __________ ___________ Juvenile Courts 
Judge H . H. Loring ______________ Constitutional Law; General Practice 
Judge Mark B. Rockwell ___________ _________ Legal Ethics 
Reading Course 
Students whose scholastic standing warrant it and who desire to study 
some other course not listed above may do so with the consent of the faculty 
and under the direction and assistance of a member thereof. 
PART VIII 
DEGREES CONFERRED, STATISTICS, 
REGISTER OF STUDENTS 
Degrees Conferred 
1933-1934 
The College of Liberal Arts 
Elmer W. Blume 
E rna Alberta Friedl 
Irmadell Lillian .Johnson 
Vera Rose Klinedinst 
Bachelo r of Arts 
August 19, 1933 
Lillian Mary Kromshinsky 
Dewey Herman Lindsay 
Edward Paul Ruoff 
Evelyn Charpie Tatge 
Laudis Aloysius Wilk 
Esther Marie Ahlbrand 
Robert Grant Allett 
Edward William Barnekoff 
Emory George Bauer 
Stephen Bella 
.John Richard Biedermann 
Martin Henry Bredehoft 
Walter Frederick Brunn 
Irvin Burtzloff 
Walter Augustus Christopher 
George Beach Christy 
Elra Marie Cochran 
Melvin Yates Crannell 
Ruth Martha Dreier 
Hugh Fickle 
Ann-Irene Kathryn Franke 
Mildred A. Garbers 
Vera George 
larence Henry Geuder 
Concordia Eleanor Gohlke 
Kar I Theodore Hellerman 
Alvin Henry Hoffman 
Raymond Carl Holm 
HatTy George Jenning 
lara H . .John on 
l\1. Geraldine Johnston 
\\'alter U. Kaufmann 
William arl Yo . 
Anne Catharine Kowalski 
June 10, 19 34 
Ruth Esther Kroeger 
Harold Frederick Lietz 
Harold Albert Markworth 
Henry Frederick Meilahn 
Margaret Loui e Miller 
Margaret E. Moellering 
Ruth Virginia Morland 
Harvard William Nolting 
William D. Paison 
Louis Charles Radde 
Harold Frederick Riedel 
Peter Paul Rucin ki 
Laura Beatrice Saeger 
Lillian Paula Schatz 
Karl Frederick Schefft 
Herbert Alfred Schert 
Louise Dorothy Schueffner 
Miriam A nne Schurman 
K enneth Shurr 
Harold Fredrick Sieloff 
Eileen Sievers 
Julia Margarete Sprencel 
John \Villi am Stehr 
Julius Henry Stier 
Walter Paul Street 
Aline Mary Tigar 
Hemy Emil Weick 
Fredric George ·wnker 
Frances Evelyn \Vindi rh 
Paul Robert Witt, .Jr. 
Bachelor of Science in Educa tion 
A u gust 19, 193 3 
Paul B. Randl 
The College of Engineering 
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
Don Erner on All n 
fl uben . J. Hartmeister 
June 10, 1934 
Fred William Haug 
Wern r George Malte 
Albert Frank eeb 
STATISTICS 
.Bachelor of Science in Commercial Engineering 
Marcus Roland Braun Martin J olm Kirchhoefer 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering 
Edward Ernest Griessel Ewald William Nath 
Reinhold Richard Hofmann Norman U. Stryker, Jr. 
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
Arthur Emil Giesler Walter Fredrick Meier 
Clifford Ernest John on Adalbert Charles Mueller 
J. Howard McVay Raymond Roland Sodomka 
The College of Pharmacy 
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy 
August 19, 1933 
John Allen Sergi son 
June 10, 1934 
Erwin Erne t Newkirk Henry Paul Ciecierski 
Bernard Cohn 
Joseph A. Kilner 
Jacob John Francis Schowalter 
William John Swoboda 
Alfons John Briel 
Pharmaceutical Chemist 
August 19, 1933 
Emery Allan Badanish 
The School of Law 
Bachelor of Laws 
June 10, 1934 
Roland Frederick Dierker 
Harold Karl Kahnert 
Harold harles Kru e 
Allan Herman Nierman 
Herman G orge Pope 
Carl Henry Roembke J os ph John Kowal ki 
Kurt H. Schnellbaecher 
Summary of Attendance 
1934-1935 (September-June) 
As of May 6, 1935 
The College of Liberal Arts 
:\I n 'Vomen 
enior ------------------------------------------- 32 
Juniors ------------------------------------------- 36 
ophom re --------------------------------------- 41 
Freshman ----------------------------------------- 5 
ncla ified --------------------------------------- 3 
Ext n ion ----------------------------------------- 3-t 
Total -------------------------------- _________ :.o ~ 
22 
25 
39 
53 
11 
2 
li9 
107 
Total 
54 
61 
0 
Ill 
14 
6 .... 
3 3 
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The College of Engineering 
Men 
Seniors ------------------------------------------- 15 
Juniors ------------------------------------------- 8 
Sophomores --------------------------------------- 7 
Freshmen --------------- - ------------------------- 20 
lJnclassified --------------------------------------- 1 
Total ----------------------------------------- 51 
The College of Pharmacy 
Men 
Seniors ------------------------------------------- 14 
Juniors ------------------------------------------- 4 
Sophomores --------------------------------------- 8 
Freshmen ----------------------------------------- 11 
Total ----------------------------------------- 37 
The School of Law 
Men 
Third 1lear ---------------------------------------- 12 
Second 1lear --------------------------------------- 19 
First 1lear ---------------------------------------- 15 
lJnclassified --------------------------------------- 1 
Total ----------------------------------------- 47 
Recapitulation 
(September-June) 
Men 
The College of Liberal Arts _________________________ 204 
The ollege of Engineering _________________________ 51 
The College of Pharmacy--------------------------- 37 The School of Law _________________________________ 47 
Total Gro Enrollment ------------------------339 
Deduct Duplicate ----------------------------- I 
Total Different Student -----------------------338 
Summary of Attendance 
Summer Session 1934 
)1 n 
Fir t FiYe Week (June ll-July 14)---------------- 61 
Second Five \Veek (July 16-Augu t 18) ------------ 48 
Total Gro Enrolment_ ________________________ l09 
Deduct Duplicates ---------------------------- 41 
Total Diff rent Student -----------------J. ----- 6 
Women Total 
15 
8 
7 
20 
1 
51 
Women Total 
14 
4 
2 10 
3 14 
5 42 
Women Total 
12 
19 
15 
1 
47 
Women Total 
179 383 
51 
5 42 
47 
184 523 
1 
184 522 
\Vomen Total 
2 89 
I 66 
46 155 
15 56 
31 99 
STATISTICS 
Recapitulation 
(June, 1934-June, 193 5) 
(As of May 6, 1935) 
109 
Men 
The College of Liberal Arts ------------------------204 
The College of Engineering------------------------- 51 
The College of Pharmacy -------------------------- 37 
The School of Law -------------------------------- 47 
First Summer Term ------------------------------- 61 
Second Summer Term------------------------------ 48 
Women Total 
179 383 
51 
5 42 
47 
27 88 
17 65 
Total Gross Enrollment ------------------------448 
Deduct Duplicates ----------------------------- 76 
228 676 
29 105 
Total Different Students------------------------372 199 571 
Geographical Distribution of Students 
(September-June) 1934-1935 
United States-Continental 
Number of 
State Students 
Illinoi -------------------- 177 
Indiana -------------------- 166 
~~c~~~a~n ================== ~~ Ohio ---------------------- 28 
Minnesota --------------- __ 13 
New York ----------------- 13 
Mi ouri ------------------- 12 
Iowa ---------------------- 9 
Connecticut ---------------- 6 
Pennsylvania -------------- 6 
!{an a ----------------- --- 4 
Number of 
State Students 
Massachusetts ------------- 4 
Nebraska ----------------- 3 
New Jer. y ---------------- 3 
Texas --------------------- 2 
Alabama ------------------ 1 
Maryland ----------------- 1 
Montana ------------------ 1 
North arolina ------------ 1 
North Dakota ------------- 1 
South arolina ------------- 1 
South Dakota -------------- 1 
Total -------------------- 520 
Insular and Non- ontiguou Territories ---------------------------- Tone 
Foreign Countries 
Country 
anada ----------------------------------------------· 
Recapitulation 
Number of 
Student 
2 
... umber of 
tudents 
nited State -Continental -------------------· ------------------ 5_0 
United State -In ular and on- ontiguous Te1 ritori -------------
For ign ountrie -------------------------- .. -------------------- 2 
Total --------------------------------- ---------------------- 522 
utnber of Stat Ft pr nted ______________ ----------------------- 23 
umb r of In ular and .1.. on- ontiguou Territ ri . ------------------
For ign ountrie ------------------------------------------ _____ _ 
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Register of Students 
1934-193 5 
(As of May 6, 1935) 
(Including the Summer Session of 1934) 
The following abbreviations are used to designate colleges: LA, College 
of Liberal Arts; E, College of Engineering; P, College of Pharmacy; L, School 
of Law. 
Classification of students is indicated as follows: F, Freshman; So., Sopho-
more; J, Junior; S, Senior; U, Unclassified; Sp., Special; Ex., Extension; Au., 
Auditor; I, First year; 2, Second year; 3, Third year. 
Attendance is indicated as follows: 1, First Semester; 2, Second Semester; 
1ST, First Summer Term; 2ST, Second Summer Term. 
NAME OF STUDENT 
Agle, Elinor .. ......... .. . 
Ahlbrand, Melba ......... . 
Ahren , Harold G ......... . 
Ahrens, Lucille ...... .. ... . 
Aiello, Anthony ..... ..... . 
Albertson, Bernice ........ . 
Allett, Jean. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Amling, There e . ........ . . 
Amt, Norma J .... ... .. ... . 
Andernacht, Daniel H ..... . 
Anderson, Edna Bernice .. . 
Anderson, Fay Marie ... .. . 
Andre , Eric T ........... . 
Andres, Ruth D .......... . 
Anhold, Albert ........... . 
Ansorge, Luella . . . . . . . . . . . 
Arnold, Vern a L ...... . ... . 
Augu tine, James W ...... . 
Baack, Le term .. . ....... . 
Backu , Paul L ......... .. . 
Bailey, Raymond . .. ..... . . 
Baran, John ............. . 
Barnett, Emma L ... ...... . 
Barnett, R.~Melvin ....... . 
Barr,~ 'largrette~Roy .. ... . 
Barrett, Ruth I.. . .... ... . . 
Bartz, Augu t L .......... . 
Bathj , Arnold W ......... . 
Bauer, Em or G .......... . 
Baur, Dori .............. . 
Baye , Vivian laude .. . .. . 
Beach Cl de· Ow n ....... . 
Becker Ruth C .......... . 
B ckett, Carolyn ......... . 
' Beesley, Ralph A ......... . 
Behren , Waller ........ . 
Beid rwied n, Hermin 
Bellark. nth C .... .. . .. . . 
c Y ATTENDANCE 
----1-----
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
p 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
L 
LA 
LA 
E 
LA 
p 
LA 
L 
L 
LA 
E 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
E 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
E' 
LA 
IA 
F 
So. 
Ex. 
Ex. 
J 
F 
So. 
Ex. 
s 
F 
J 
F 
So. 
u 
l 
F 
J 
F 
Ex. 
So. 
u 
l 
l 
F 
s 
u 
u 
F 
Ex. 
u 
u 
0. 
F 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 
1 
1ST, 2ST,1,2 
1 
1, 2 
l 
l, 2 
1, 2 
l, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1ST 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1ST, l, 2 
1 
1, 2 
1 
1 T, 2ST 
l, 2 
l, 2 
1, 2 
1,2 
l, 2 
1 
1, 2 
l , 2 
l T, 2ST 
1 
1, 2 
l, 2 
1 
1 
2 
1, 2 
l, 2 
l, 2 
1.2 
HoME AnDRES 
Eden, New York 
Seymour, Indiana 
River Grove, Illinois 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago, Illinois 
Crookston, Minnesota 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Maywood, Illinois 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Crown Point, Indiana 
Wanatah, Indiana 
Oak Park, Illinois 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Gary, Indiana 
Manning, Iowa 
Appleton, Minnesota 
'rV est ville, Indiana 
Lansing, Illinois 
Ontarioville, Illinoi 
Gary, Indiana 
East Chicago, Indiana 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Crown Point, Indiana 
\ aukegan, Illinoi 
Bellwood, Illinoi 
H erscher, Illinoi 
V alparai o, Indiana 
\Yood field, Ohio· 
alumet Cit Illinoi ' 
Chicago, Illinoi 
f) stal Lake, Illinoi-
Chicago, Illinoi 
Benson, Illinoi 
Hammond, Indiana 
-:\Iilwauke . \ ' isr. 
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Bergmann, Clarence L. . . .. . 
Berlin, 0. H .... ... .. . . .. . 
Bernecker, Ralph G ..... .. . 
Berning, Robert H ........ . 
Bertram, Winifred M .... . . 
Betz, Howard ...... . ..... . 
Beuscher, Fred. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Beyer, Carl William . ..... . 
Biedermann, Christine D .. . 
Biedermann, Kurt E. ..... . 
Bielauskas, Anthony J .. .. . 
Bierwagen, Albert ........ . 
Bierwagen, Paul A .. . .. ... . 
Billings, Mary Ellen ...... . 
Bjork, Walter A .......... . 
Black, John H ............ . 
Blaese, Rosemary .... . ... . 
Blatz, Sylvia ..... .. .... .. . 
Blecha, Ann ............. . 
Blume, Elmer ............ . 
Bode, Helen M ........... . 
Bodenstab, Philip C . ..... . 
Boeger, Eleanor .......... . 
Boeger, Elmore .......... . 
Bol, Lawrence A .. ........ . 
Bolte, Emma Alsie ....... . 
Boomershine, Charles ..... . 
Borgman, Elizabeth Anne .. 
Born, Ella ............... . 
Bower, Ru ell .......... . 
Braner, Erwin M ......... . 
Brasch, Harold G ......... . 
Brauer, Lois . . ........... . 
Breseman, Leonard H . .... . 
Brinkman, orman H ..... . 
Brittan, Elwin Leroy ..... . 
Brna, Paul W ............ . 
Broviak, Ra mond J ...... . 
Brus Delbert J .......... . 
Bue cher, "\V alter 1artin . . . 
Buhrig, Muriel. .......... . 
Buls, Erwin J ...... ...... . 
Buonauro, eil Jo eph .. . . . 
Bush, George T .......... . 
Bus e, Har ey ........... . 
Bu e, K. L .............. . 
Bu e, William J ......... . 
Callies, Edith B .......... . 
LA 
LA 
L 
L 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
p 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
L 
L 
LA 
LA 
L 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
L 
p 
LA 
L 
L 
LA 
L 
LA 
s 
u 
2 
3 
F 
u 
F 
J 
F 
s 
J 
s 
u 
Ex. 
s 
u 
So. 
J 
o. 
F 
So. 
Ex. 
1 
2 
F 
u 
2 
F 
J 
So. 
2 
1ST 
1 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1ST,2ST,1,2 
1 
2 • 
1ST, 2ST 
1, 2 
1ST, 2ST 
1 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 
2 
l 
1 
2 
1, 2 
1ST, 2ST 
l, 2 
1, 2 
l, 2 
l 
l T,2ST,l,2 
1, 2 
1,2 
l 
l 
2 
l 
l , 2 
l, 2 
l 
1ST, 2 T 
l, 2 
1,2 
1,2 
1,2 
l, 2 
1, 2 
,2 
1,2 
1,2 
l 
2 
1,2 
l 
1,2 
1, 2 
Watertown, Wise. 
Hobart, Indiana 
Saginaw, Michigan 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Warsaw, Indiana 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Elgin, Illinois 
Elgin, Illinois 
East Chicago, Ind. 
Prairie View, Illinois 
Wauwatosa, Wise. 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Ea t Chicago, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinoi 
Crown Point, Indiana 
Echo, Minnesota 
Chicago, Illinois 
LaGrange, Illinoi 
La Grange, Illinois 
Hebron, Indiana 
Valparai o, Indiana 
Monon, Indiana 
Fort Yvayne, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinoi 
Lock Haven, Penn. 
Algona, Iowa 
Pembroke, Ont., Can. 
Columbus, Indiana 
Oak Park, Illinoi 
Kankakee, Illinois 
Crown Point, Indiana 
E. Port Che L r, onn. 
W ana tab, Indiana 
E ho, Iinnesota 
Brem n, Indiana 
Cana tota, w York 
Calum t it , Illinoi 
Chicago lllinoi 
Cbe terton, Indiana 
M t. Pro p t, Illinoi 
rlington H igh , Ill. 
Mt. Pro p cl, Illinoi 
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Charlson, Vernon R ....... . 
Charlton, Mary M ........ . 
Chest.er, James W ........ . 
Christopher, rthur F ..... . 
Christopher, Walter A .... . 
Chrostowski, Andrew B. .. . 
Cie ielski, John . . ........ . 
Cimaglio, Maxine ........ . 
Claudon, Marjorie ........ . 
Clements, James B ........ . 
Clifford, Jeanne M ........ . 
Clifford, Leo ............. . 
Cobb, Helen ............ . 
Cone, Sherman A ......... . 
Conklin, Juanita ......... . 
Corcoran, Mott L ........ . 
Dale, John L ............. . 
Darling, Ruby ........... . 
Darst, Ruth A ........... . 
Derman, Sigman ......... . 
Detscher, Francis . . . . . . . . . 
Dieckhoff, Edwin H . ...... . 
Dien t, Clara M .... ...... . 
Dierker, Wilbert ......... . 
Diersen, Arnold. . . . . . . ... . 
Dietz Paul C ..... .. ..... . 
Dinsmore, Claire L ....... . 
Dobachewsky, Wand a A ... . 
Dodson, Francis P ........ . 
Doering, Lois Adele ...... . 
Dolk, Charle A .......... . 
Dornbusch, Bernice R .. 
Doyle, Helena K ......... . 
Dreier, Esther A .......... . 
Drzewicki, Boleslaus Wm .. . 
Dube, Carl E. ........... . 
Dube, William J .......... . 
Due er, Irene ............ . 
Duganne, Walter T ....... . 
D e, Gerald F ........... . 
LA 
LA 
L 
LA 
L 
L 
E 
LA 
LA 
L 
LA 
LA 
LA 
p 
LA 
E 
p 
LA 
LA 
p 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
L 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
p 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
Ea ton, Adamarie. . . . . . . . . LA 
Eberhardt, Jean Ann .... .. LA 
Eberlein, Edna Mae. . . . . . . LA 
Edquist, Evar. . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Edqui t, H . Irene ......... LA 
Edquist, H.uth M .......... LA 
Eenigenburg, Lester. . . . . . . LA 
Egger , OliYer H. . . . . . . . . . L 
Egger man, Edwin H. . . . . . LA 
Egli, Paul D.. . . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Ehn , arl W .... .. ... ... LA 
Eickmann, Ro lyn ........ LA 
~ iler . F .. ..... .... .. .. LA 
LA 
u 
s 
3 
Ex. 
2 
2 
F 
So. 
So. 
3 
F 
So. 
J 
F 
J 
F 
So. 
s 
u 
s 
F 
Ex. 
u 
J 
u 
Ex. 
0. 
So. 
F 
Ex. 
u 
F 
2ST 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1ST,2ST,1,2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1ST,2ST,1,2 
1 T, 1, 2 
1, 2 
1ST,2ST,1,2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1ST 
1, 2 
2ST 
2 
1, 2 
1 
1, 2 
1ST, 2 T 
1 
1, 2 
1 
1ST 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 
1 T 
1 
1ST,2ST,1 
1, 2 
1 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 T, 1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 T, 2 T 
1, 2 
Chesterton, Indiana 
Gary, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
Oak Park, Illinoi 
East Chicago, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
East Chicago, Indiana 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Freeport, Illinoi 
Chicago, Illinoi 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Chesterton, Indiana 
Hobart, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
V alparai o, Indiana 
E. Port Chester, Conn. 
Maywood, Illinois 
Alexandria, Mis ouri 
Watertown, \Vi consin 
Lyon , Illinoi 
Milwaukee, Wise. 
Hebron, Indiana 
West Roxbury, Mass. 
Holliday bury, Penn. 
Chicago, Illinoi 
Chesterton, Indiana 
Paullina, Iowa 
LaPorte, Indiana 
t. J o eph, Michigan 
Chicago, Illinoi 
The Grove, Texa 
The Grove, Texa 
Chicago, Illinois 
Bremen, Indiana 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Hobart, Indiana 
Clinton ille, Wi c. 
La Grange, Illinois 
Che terton, Indiana 
Che t rton, Indiana 
Che terton. Indiana 
Lan ing Illinoi · 
Fort W ayn Indiana 
Ro elle, lllinoi' 
Kout , Indiana 
1 w York, 1 ew York 
B atric , ebra ka 
La 1 range, Illinoi ' 
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Erode, Marion L.. . . . . . . . . . LA F 
Erickson, Glenn A.. . . . . . . . E F 
Evan , llichard H.. . . . . . . . LA F 
Falk, Curtis M.. . . . . . . . . . . LA F 
Feis, E. Ruth..... . . . . . . . . LA S 
Fessel, Carl L.. . . . . . . . . . . . LA J 
Fickle, Hugh. . . . . . . . . . . . . LA U 
Fienup, Elizabeth. . . . . . . . . LA o. 
Fierke, Frank C.. . . . . . . . . . LA J 
Findling, Herbert.. . . . . . . . E J 
Findling, Willard...... . . . . E So. 
Firebaugh, Enid. . . . . . . . . . LA 
Fleck, Paul. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E So. 
Flentie, Edgar H.. . . . . . . . . LA J 
Flotow, Ernst ...... . . . .... LA U 
Franceschini, Carl M...... L 3 
Freel, Samuel H . . . . . . . . . . . L 2 
L 3 
Freier, Robert D. . . . . . . . . . LA S 
Frevert, Uoyd J.. . . . . . . . . . LA J 
Frey, James E. . . . . . . . . . . . P 
Frick, Bennye Arnie. . . . . . . LA U 
Frick, Robert P.. . . . . . . . . . E 
Frincke, Ella A.. . . . . . . . . . . LA U 
Frincke, Theodore. . . . . . . . . LA J 
Fritz, Herbert A. . . . . . . . . . . L 1 
I, 2 
1,2 
I, 2 
1, 2 
1ST, 1 
1, 2 
1ST 
1,2 
1, 2 
l, 2 
1, 2 
IST,2ST,l,2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1ST, 2ST 
1, 2 
1 
2 
1, 2 
1ST, 1, 2 
I, 2 
l 
1, 2 
IST 
1, 2 
1, 2 
Gahl, Daniel. ............ . 
Galen, William R ......... . 
J 1,2 
J 1,2 
Gant, Loi M ............ . 
Garbers, Walter. . . . . . . . . . . 
Gardner, Raymond ....... . 
Garner, ydne .. . ... . ... . 
Gase, Marian 0 .......... . 
Ga t, Loui , L ............ . 
Gau , Marion E .... . .. . . . 
Geffert, Julia ........ . ... . 
Geiseman, L dia .... . .... . 
Gerken, Edwin H ...... . .. . 
Gerth, Paul G ............ . 
Gerth, Walter G ..... . .. .. . 
Gie ek, Fred W ......... . . 
Gie eke, Henry . . ... . .... . 
Gieseking, Dorothea .. .... . 
Gies ing, rnon K .... . . . . 
Glae Alfred .... . ... . ... . 
Glueck, Chari H .. . ..... . 
Goethke, Lawren e F .... . . 
Gotsch, Leonard P ........ . 
Graul, Henr C .. . .. . .. . . . 
Graul, alt r Phillip .. . .. . 
Green, Kenn th . ... . . . ... . 
Greenwell Ever tt T •• • •• • 
Gremel, Iemen 
Gri p, thur H . ... .. .. .. . 
Gri g, l.ar n 0 . . . .. .. . . 
Grimm r, Roland ........ . 
U 1ST, 2ST 
So. 1, 2 
1 
1, 2 
I, 2 
I, 2 
l , 2 
1 
l, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 2 
l, 2 
1, 2 
l, 2 
1, 2 
l 2 
1 T 
I 
2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 
I, 2 
I 2 
1 2 
1.2 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chesterton, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
Sheboygan, Wi consin 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Defiance, Ohio 
Chesterton, Indiana 
St. Loui , Missouri 
Dundee, Illinois 
Hammond, Indiana 
Hammond, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Forest Park, Illinoi 
Arlington Heights, Ill. 
Crystal Lake, lllinoi 
Fowler, Indiana 
East Chicago, Indiana 
Benton Harbor, Mi h. 
Holyrood, l ansas 
Milwaukee, Wi c. 
Chapin, o. Carolina 
Zanesville, Ohio 
Royal Oak, Michigan 
Royal Oak, Michigan 
Hin dale, Illinois 
Chicago, Illinois 
Cleveland, Ohio 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Oak Park, lllinoi 
Eat Chicago, Indiana 
Gary, Indiana 
Parma, Ohio 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Detroit, Michigan 
Arlington Height , Ill. 
Oak Park, Illinoi 
apoleon, Ohio 
Prairie View, lllinoi 
Ben en ill , Illinoi 
Arlington H igh , Ill. 
Park Ridge, Illinoi 
Gro e Pt. Park, Mi h. 
Farmington, Mi uri 
Fore t Park Illinoi 
Gar , lndi na 
Barab o, "\ i on in 
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Grosnick, Waldemar ....... LA J 1, 2 Watertown, Wise. 
Gross, Mrs, H. H ........ . . LA Ex. 1 Chicago, Illinois 
Grosz, Rosaline G ... ... . . . LA F 1, 2 Sibley, Illinois 
Gruett, Phyllis A .......... p F 1, 2 Merrill, Wisconsin 
Gunder , Ross W ... . . ... . . . LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Guttilla, Pat . . . . . . . . . . . . .. p F 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Haack, Edwin W ....... . . . LA u 1ST, 2ST Wyandotte, Michigan 
Haase, Elmer A ........... E s 1, 2 Benton Harbor, Mich. 
Haase, Erich 0 ... . ... .... . LA Ex. 1,2 Chicago, Illinois 
Hagans, Ray F ....... . .. .. LA F 1, 2 Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Hahn, John H .... ..... . . . . LA J 1, 2 Lenox, Michigan 
Hahn, Vera ......... .. .. . . LA F 1, 2 Wauwatosa, Wise. 
Haller, Roberta .. . ........ LA So. 1, 2 Kankakee, Illinois 
Hamacher, Lloyd .... . . . . . . LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Harney, Clarence H .. ... ... L 3 1, 2 Hobart, Indiana 
Harris, Kathryn . . . . ... . . . LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Hartig, Elmer D ...... .. . . . LA. J 1, 2 West Allis, Wisconsin 
Hartmeister, Joel S ... .. . .. LA F 1, 2 Paullina, Iowa 
Hausam, Virginia L . . .. . . . . LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Hausler, William M . . . . . .. . LA F 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Heerwagen, Otto .. . . ... .. . LA Ex. 1 Chicago Heights, Ill. 
Heideman, Louis C ... . .... LA Ex. 2 Chicago Heights, Ill. 
Heins, Harold H ... ....... . L 2 1, 2 East D etroit, Mich. 
Hellwig, Walter F . .... ... . LA So. 1, 2 St. Louis, Missouri 
Hemmeter, Eraine . . .. .. . . . LA So. l , 2 Saginaw, Michigan 
Henkel, Alfred L. . . . . . . . . . LA So. l , 2 Ohio City, Ohio 
Herzberg, Gerhard . . ... . . . LA s 1, 2 Racine, Minnesota 
Herzberg, Gilbert . . .. . . . .. L 3 1, 2 Racine, Minnesota 
Hill, Edwina C . . .... . ... . LA F 1, 2 Brooklyn, New York 
Hillger, Richard . .. .. . .. .. . LA u 1ST Chicago, Illinois 
LA Ex. 1, 2 
Hillger, Victor . . . ... .. . .. . LA Ex. 1 Chicago, Illinois 
Hinz, Arthur . . . . . .... . .. . L 1 l , 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Hirsch, Bennie C ...... . . . . LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Hitzemann, Irene . . . .. .... LA F 1, 2 Carrollton, Missouri 
Hitzeman, Harold W ... .. . . LA So. 1,2 Oak Park, Illinois 
Hoff, Dale A .. . . . .. .. .. ... LA So. 1, 2 Chesterton, Indiana 
Hoffman, Alfred T . ........ LA Ex. 1, 2 Ro elle, Illinois 
Hoffman, Marjorie ... ..... LA So. 1, 2 Pleasant ille, Ohio 
Hoffman, Martha . .. .. .. .. LA E x. l Chicago, Illinois 
Hoffma t er, William J .. . . . . LA F 1, 2 Lockport, New York 
Holling worth, D. Ruth .... LA u 2 Vermilion Grove, Ill. 
Horning, Lois M . . . . .... . .. LA J 1, 2 Wanatah, Indiana 
Hudec, Rose . . .. . .... ... . . LA F 1 Valparai o, Indiana 
Hull, William D ... . . .. . ... E F 1, 2 Hanna, Indiana 
Hul berg, Herbert A ....... LA Ex. 1 La Grange, lllinoi 
Imboden, Arthur E. . . . . . .. LA u 1 T , 2 T Hickory Ridge, Ark. 
Jane zko Irene H .. . ... .. . p 0. 1, 2 Hammond, Indiana 
Janna ch Clifford ... .. .. .. LA F 1, 2 Gar , Indiana 
Johnson, Edwin A .. ..... . . LA F 1, 2 Pit field. 1a 
Johnson, Evelyn . .. ... .. .. LA Ex. 1 Chicago. Illinoi 
John on Frances .......... LA F 1, 2 Fore t Park, lllinoi 
John on Howard F ... ..... E F 1, 2 Ch t erton Indiana 
Johnson, Robert ... . ... . .. E o. 1, 2 Valparaiso. Indiana 
Jones, Muriel L . .. ... ..... LA J 1__.!_ 2 Wheeler, Indiana 
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Kaeding, Alice L ......... . 
Kamplain, Frank ......... . 
Kapp, Lorraine A ......... . 
Karger, Delmar Wm ...... . 
Karr, William A .......... . 
Kase, Raymond H ........ . 
Katz, Martin ........ . ... . 
Kauffman, France .. ..... . 
Kaufmann, Harland A .... . 
Kautz, Darrel P ... ....... . 
Kelsey, Elmer C .......... . 
Kemena, Roma Ann ...... . 
Kemena, Ruth M ... ...... . 
Kenreich, Richard R. . . . . . . 
Kiesling, Norman L ... .... . 
Kippenhan, Caroll ..... ... . 
Kleinschmidt, Wilbert .... . 
Klotz, Evelyn M ... . ..... . 
Knueppel, Daniel J ....... . 
Koch, Lillian ............ . 
Koehler, Ruth ........... . 
Koenig, Elizabeth M ... ... . 
Kolancyk, Dorothy ....... . 
Koltz, Clara E ....... .... . 
Kos, Carl H ............. . 
Kotur, Eugene R ......... . 
Ko"jitz, F. W ..... ....... . 
Kraegel, William ......... . 
Krafft, Herman ..... . .... . 
Krampien, George V .... .. . 
Krause, Gilbert. . . . . . . ... . 
Krentz, Olga E ........... . 
Kres in, Luther ........ . . . 
Kretzmann, Anita '"'· .... . . . 
Kreutzburg, Rowena L .... . 
Krieten tein, Elizah th ... . 
Kroehnke, orma ........ . 
Kroencke, elma B ..... .. . 
Krogh, Harry .......... . 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
E 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
E 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
L 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
L 
p 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
p 
u 
J 
s 
s 
s 
So. 
s 
F 
Ex. 
J 
F 
F 
So. 
So. 
F 
3 
So. 
J 
F 
s 
Ex. 
Ex. 
Ex. 
u 
Ex. 
J 
J 
u 
Ex. 
Ex. 
2 
s 
Ex. 
F 
F 
J 
F 
J 
u 
2ST 
1 
2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 
1, 2 
1 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1,2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 
1 
1 
1ST 
1 
1, 2 
2ST, 1, 2 
1ST 
2 
1,2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
2 
Krohn, Violet M. . . . . . . . . . LA 1, 2 
Kuck, E. Raymond . . . . . . . L l 2 
Kuecker, Edwin A ......... LA .. x. l 
Kueker, Mr. Mildred . .. . LA Ex. 1 
Kugler, Herbert P.. . . . . . . . L 2 l, 2 
Kumnick, Lester J.... ..... L 3 l, 2 
LA 
L 
L 
l T, 2 T 
1,2 
1,2 
1. T 2 T, l 
1.2 
], 2 
],2 
1. T, l, 2 
l.T 
L 1.~ 
Michigan City, Ind. 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Milwaukee, Wise. 
Cape Girardeau, Mo. 
Calumet City, Illinois 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Michigan Cit , Ind. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Kouts, Indiana 
Olean, New York 
Chicago, Illinoi 
Michigan C.lty, Ind. 
Michigan City, Ind. 
Greenford, Ohio 
Logansport, Indiana 
Sidney, Montana 
Hamburg, Wisconsin 
Chicago, Illinois 
GreatBend, . Dakota 
Addison, Illinois 
Ri er Forest, Illinoi 
Chicago, Illinois 
Michigan City, Ind. 
River Forest, IJlinoi 
Detroit, Michigan 
Elmira, ew York 
W andotte, Michigan 
Oak Glen, Illinoi 
Melro e Park, Illinoi 
orfolk, ebra ka 
Chicago, Illinois 
Oak Park, Illinoi 
Winona, Minnesota 
Orange, ew J er e 
Dolton, Illinoi 
Chicago, Illinoi 
t. Loui , Mi ouri 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Harvey, Illinoi 
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Lieske, Edward W.. . . . . . . . E 
Lightcap, Donald V.. . . . . . . P 
Linsey, Robert B .......... LA 
Lipske, Herold H.. . . . . . . . . LA 
Little, Harry . . . . . . . ..... . 
Little, John L. ........... . 
Litvin, Daniel. .......... . 
Lochmann, Lester ........ . 
LA 
LA 
LA 
p 
LA 
Loerke, Edward M. . . . . . . . . LA 
Loesel, Lawrence. . . . . . . . . . LA 
LA 
Loga, Richard ............ LA 
London, George E.. . . . . . . . L 
Luck, Mellie G.. . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Ludwig, Renata E. ........ LA 
Luekens, Norman F ....... LA 
Lusk, Bernice. . . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Lutz, William C.. . . . . . . . . . LA 
Lutzke, Martin H. . . . . . . . . LA 
Maass, C. Lorraine.... . . . . LA 
Mack, Wesley W.. . . . . . . . . P 
Mahler, Arthur W.. . . . . . . . E 
Malzahn, Lester. . . . . . . . . . E 
Manka, Daniel P.. . . . . . . . . LA 
Mann, Sylvester A.. . . . . . . . LA 
Marks, Gus A.. . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Marquart, Clarice G.. . . . . . LA 
Marquart, J eroldine. . . . . . . LA 
Martens, Leota C.......... LA 
Matthews, Walter H.. . . . . . LA 
Mayer, John A ............ LA 
McCauley, Arthur E., Jr... L 
McGill, Mary Alice. . . . . . . . LA 
McNeely, Maxine ......... LA 
LA 
Meeter, Marjorie.......... LA 
Meeter, Ruth. . . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Meier, Charle H.......... LA 
Meier, Paul J.. . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Meilahn, Henry F.. . . . . . . . L 
Melinat, Carl H.. . . . . . . . . . LA 
Men, Ruth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Menczyn 'ki, Romona A.. . . LA 
Menge, Mel in W.. . . . . . . . E 
Mertz, Harold F........... E 
Merz, Melvin...... . ...... P 
Me er, Alton ............ . LA 
1eyer, Mildred l\1....... . . LA 
1e er, Robert A.......... E 
LA 
Meyer, Ruth Elizabeth . . . . LA 
Miller, Albert H...... . . . . . LA 
Miller, Audrey D..... . .... P 
1iller, Augu t... . . . . . . . . . E 
Miller vangel L.. . . . . . . . . LA 
Y ATTENDANCE 
s 1, 2 
s 1, 2 
J 1ST, 1, 2 
U 1ST, 2ST 
Ex. 1, 2 
So. 1,2 
F 1 
s 1, 2 
U 1ST 
So. 
u 
Ex. 
F 
2 
u 
So. 
s 
s 
F 
So. 
J 
So. 
So. 
J 
J 
u 
So. 
s 
F 
J 
s 
J 
1 
So. 
F 
So. 
F 
J 
Ex. 
F 
2 
s 
o. 
u 
F 
J 
J 
F 
F 
F 
J 
Ex. 
F 
J 
J 
1, 2 
1ST, 2ST 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1,2 
1, 2 
2 
1, 2 
1ST 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
2 
2 T, 1, 2 
1, 2 
1ST, 2ST 
1ST, 2ST,1,2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1ST, 1, 2 
1 
2 
1,2 
1,2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
2 T 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1,2 
1... T, 1, 2 
1, 2 
1 
2 
1, 2 
1 
HOME ADDRESS 
Chelsea, So. Dakota 
North Judson, Ind. 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago, Illinois 
Rutherfordton, N.C. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Collinsville, Illinois 
Milwaukee, Wise. 
Westmont, Illinois 
Ft. Atkinson, Wise. 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Michigan City, Ind. 
Stevens Point, Wise. 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Michigan City, Ind. 
Alton, Illinois 
Beaver Dam, Wise. 
Rochester, Minnesota 
Wanatah, Indiana 
Elmhurst, Illinois 
Arlington Heights, Ill. 
Steubenville, Ohio 
Wanatah, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Chesterton, Indiana 
Chesterton, Indiana 
Bloomington, Illinois 
Elmhurst, Illinois 
Clifton, New Jersey 
Oakland, Nebraska 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Lansing, Illinois 
Lansing, Illinois 
Berwyn, Illinoi 
Lockport, ew York 
Chicago, Illinois 
Royal Oak, 1ichigan 
Farmington, Mi ouri 
ar , Indiana 
Deer Creek, Minn. 
Lancaster, Ohio 
Chicago, lllinoi . 
Arnold Park, Iowa 
Paullina, Iowa 
Arlington H igh , Ill. 
Chilli oth , Illinois 
LaGrange Illinoi 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Big Rapid , .:\1ichigan 
Jack. on, \Iichigan 
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Miller, Gertrude. . . . . . . . . . LA F 
Miller, Gordon Reed. . . . . . . LA So. 
Miller, Paula E. . . . . . . . . . . . LA So. 
Miller, Theodore F. . . . . . . . E F 
Milleville, Anita E. . . . . . . . . LA Ex. 
Moehling, Gertrude . . . . . . . LA So. 
Moehlman, Emma . . . . . . . . LA 
Moennich, Hazel. . . . . . . . . . LA J 
Moentmann, R. M.. . . . . . . . LA U 
Montie, Albert G.. . . . . . . . . L 2 
Moody, Roger L. . . . . . . . . . . LA F 
Moran, Miriam . . . . . . . . . . . LA U 
Morland, Mary France LA o. 
Mrozowski, Walter L. . . . . . P 
Mueller, Dorothy M .. . . . . . LA F 
1ueller, Ewald .. . .... .... LA U 
Mueller, Hans C.. . . . . . . . . . LA U 
Mueller, John C. . . . . ... . . . LA S 
Mueller, K. W. . . . . . . . . . . . LA Ex. 
Mueller, Meta L. .. . . . . . . . . LA S 
Mullin, William B. , Jr.. . . . LA U 
Meyer , Edith M. . . . . . . . . . LA Ex. 
ehring, Martin J. L 2 
eriu. , Lenore F . . . . . . . . . . LA E x. 
euman, Helen M. . . . . . . . . LA 
eumann, Fred E. . . . . . . . . E 
iel en , Charle Wm....... E 
iemann, Arthur C. . . . . . . . LA 
ierman, Mildred E.. ... . . LA 
ordsieck, Henriette . . . . . . LA 
uechterlein, Arnold C... . . L 
uoffer, D . Esther. . . . . . . . LA 
u ·s, Mel in 0. . . . . . . . . . . L 
Obermann, Adolph . .. .. . . . 
Oeb er, Herbert J .. .... .. . . 
Oehl chlaeger, Edwin J . . . 
Oel chlaeger, H elen M .. .. . 
Olen C. Eric, Jr . .... . .. . 
Padol, Walter . ... . . . ... . 
Papageorge, H elen 
Papke, Adeline E. . ... . ... . 
Park , Marie E. .... . . . . . . . 
Pendleton, Cl de .. ... . . . . . 
Pen horn, Margu rit 
Peper Robert B . . ... .... . . 
Per on, Fr d rick .. . . ? . . . . 
P ter Donald v ........ . 
1, 2 
1ST, 1, 2 
1 T, 1, 2 
1, 2 
1 
1, 2 
1ST, 2 T 
1ST, 1, 2 
1ST 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1ST, 2 T 
1, 2 
1ST, 2 T , 1 
1, 2 
1ST, 2 T 
1ST 
1ST,2 T,1 ,2 
1, 2 
1 T ,2 T,l,2 
1 T , 2 T 
1 
1, 2 
1 
1 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
New Haven, Indiana 
Dayton, Iowa 
Chicago, Illinois 
Mt. Prospect, Illinois 
lndianapoli , Ind. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Frankenmuth, Mich. 
Olean, New York 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
San Piem~ , Indiana 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
St. Louis, Mi ouri 
Pre ton, K an as 
Bay City , Michigan 
Uniontown, Mi ouri 
Calumet Cit , Illinoi 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Roche t er, New York 
Ma wood, Illinois 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Chi ago, lllinoi 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Peoria, Illinoi 
We t Orange, . J. 
Buckley, Illinoi 
Brown town, Indiana 
1, 2 Richmond , Indiana 
1, 2 Frankenmuth, Mich. 
1, 2 Hammond, Indiana 
1, 2 Hoisington, Kan a 
1, 2 
1 
1,2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 
1, 2 
1 T , 2 T , 1 
1, 2 
2 
1 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 ~ 
2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 T ,2. T .1,2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 
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Pomex, Ethel. . . . . . . . . . . . . P F 
Popp, Paul. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LA So. 
Porter, John Emmett ...... LA U 
Potthoff, Erwin. . . . . . . . . . . LA J 
Pretzer, El in . . . . . . . . . . . . LA J 
Purvis, Harr E., Jr... . . . . P So. 
Rabiner, Robert E.. . . . . . . . LA U 
Raelson, Arthur. . . . . . . . . . . LA U 
L 2 
Rateike, William A.. . . . . . . LA So. 
Rathburn, Curtis J. . . . . . . . LA F 
Reguly, Lewis J... . . . . . . . . E S 
Rehme, Elmer Wm ........ LA So. 
Rehmus, Marguerite. . . . . . . LA S 
Reich, A. Vi ian. . . . . . . . . . LA So. 
Reidenbach, Elinor. . . . . . . . LA So. 
Reinke, Earl F.. . . . . . . . . . . LA J 
Reinker, Arthur G.. . . . . . . . E 
Reitz, Donald....... . . . . . . E J 
Rekeweg, Wilmer D........ L 3 
Rentner, Loraine E. ....... LA S 
Ressmeyer, Ruth .......... LA So. 
Reuter, Edmund E.. . . . . . . L 1 
Reynolds, Dorothy M.. . . . . LA F 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1ST 
1ST, 1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
2ST 
1ST, 2ST 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
Richman, Charles . ....... . 
Rigg, Garrett W .......... . 
Risto, Herbert ........... . 
Rixe, Alice .............. . 
Rixe, Lillian. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
F 1, 2 
1, 2 
F 2 
Ex. 1 
Ex. 1 
Roedel, George F ......... . 
Roemke, Henry C ........ . 
Roeske, William ......... . 
Rogers, Charles A ........ . 
Rogers, Mary ............ . 
Rohlfing, Lois . . ......... . 
Rose, Bernard ........... . 
Rose, Martha J . ......... . 
Ro enthal, Flora E ....... . 
Ro sow Martin J . ....... . 
Ruecklo , Irene M ........ . 
Ruhlig, Meta ............ . 
Rusch, Dorothy L ........ . 
Ru in, Valdimire C ...... . . 
aeger Myrtle. . . . . . . . . . . . 
alamone, Frank ......... . 
alcbow, \V alter H. . . . . . . . . 
alvner, Thu nelda ..... . . . 
, auer, Loui F ........... . 
chack Helen E .......... . 
beer, ugu t . .......... . 
cheiderer, J. Arthur. . . . . . E 
chenkel, E ther LA 
.... cherer ~ roily L.. . . . . . . . . LA 
.._ cherer, Le. t r.... . . . . . . . . LA 
.._ cherf. Paul H... .. ....... E 
, chiefelbein. Lc t r \Y. . . . . P 
F 1, 2 
s 1, 2 
J 1, 2 
s 2 
U 1ST 
J 1, 2 
1ST 
F 1, 2 
J 1,2 
F 1, 2 
F 1, 2 
F 1, 2 
F 1, 2 
1ST, 2 T 
1, 2 
1 T,2 T,1,2 
1, 2, 
1, 2, 
1 
1 2 
1 T, 2 T 
1, 2 
Ex. 1 
F l 2 
o. 1 2 
F 1, 2 
F 1 
Chicago, Illinois 
Buffalo, New York 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
Bay City, Michigan 
New Haven, Indiana 
Gary, Indiana 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Mt. Prospect, Illinois 
Hebron, Indiana 
Whiting, Indiana 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Bay City, Michigan 
Forest Park, Illinois 
South Bend, Indiana 
LaGrange, Illinois 
Lakewood, Ohio 
Olean, ew York 
Fort_ Wayne, Indiana 
Ch~cago, Illinois 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Logansport, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Wanatah, Indiana 
Berwyn, Illinois 
Forest Park, Illinoi 
aginaw, Michigan 
Woodburn, Indiana 
Boone Grove, Indiana 
Gary, Indiana 
La Porte, Indiana 
Linn, Kan as 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Cry tal Lake, Illinois 
Wau aw, Wi con in 
Bloomington, Illinoi 
Bay Cit , Michigan 
River Fore t, Illinois 
Chicago, Illinoi 
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Schilke, Harry R .......... LA F 1,2 Middletown, Conn. 
Schiegl, Leo J. . . . . . . . . . . . . p s 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Schluntz, Walter G ........ LA s 1, 2 Joliet, Illinois 
Schmeling, Robert ........ LA s 1, 2 Rockford, Illinois 
Schmidt, Wilbur ...... . ... LA J 1ST, 2ST,1,2 Hammond, Indiana 
Schmidt, Winifred ......... LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Schmidtke, Herbert E. ..... E s 1, 2 Downers Grove, Ill. 
Schmitt, Clara L ......... , LA Ex. 1 River Forest, Illinois 
Schmueser, Harold ........ LA s 1, 2 Hammond, Indiana 
Schoenherr, Magnus E ..... LA J 1, 2 Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Schroeder, Margaret . . ..... LA So. 1, 2 Grafton, Wisconsin 
Schroeder, Mary Louise . ... LA J 1, 2 Logansport, Indiana 
Schroeder, Marvin K ...... LA u 1ST, 2ST Michigan City, Ind. 
Schroeder, Vietta .......... LA So. 1, 2 Wall Lake, Iowa 
Schuessler, Florence A ...... LA So. 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Schulte, Florence C ........ LA s 1, 2 Cleveland, Ohio 
Schultz, Edwin H .......... LA 0. 1, 2 Lomira, Wi consin 
Schultz, Ernst Wm., Jr ..... LA F 1, 2 Sheboygan, Wise. 
Schumacher, Mildred ...... LA Ex. 1 Oak Park, Illinois 
Schumann, or bert L. ..... LA s 1, 2 awyer, Wisconsin 
Schuth, John H ........ . .. LA F 1, 2 Freeport, Illinois 
Schwan, Clifford A . ..... · .. LA So. l, 2 Cleveland Height, 0. 
Schwan, Margaret A .... .. . LA F 1, 2 Tipton, Indiana 
Schwandt, Bernhard ....... p F 1, 2 Montevideo, Minn. 
Schwiebert, Gayle T ....... LA u 1ST,2ST,l,2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Schwyn, Raymond ..... . .. E F 1, 2 Ionia, Michigan 
Seegers, Clarence ...... .. .. LA So. 1, 2 Melro e Park, Illinois 
Sheffield, Tom ............ LA u 1 T,2ST Valparai o, Indiana 
Sheik ohn, Oliver W ....... LA So. 1, 2 Dorrance, J an as 
Shreckengast, Paul W ...... LA F 1 Millheim, Penn. 
LA 2 
Siebert, Renotta . . . . . . . . . . LA 1, 2 Barron, Wi on sin 
Sievers, Marjorie B ........ LA 1 T, 2ST Valparaiso, Indiana 
Sievers, Roland P ... . ...... LA 1, 2 V alparai o, Indiana 
Sievert, Paul M ...... . .... LA 1, T,2 T,1,2 River Fore t, Illinois 
Sieving, A. '\V ........ . . . .. E 1, 2 V enedy, Illinoi 
Singer, Edward H . . .. . ... . L 1 T,2 T,1,2 Edmonton, lb'ta,Can. 
Smatlak, Rudy G ...... .. .. L ] '2 Chicago, Illinoi 
1, 2 
2 T 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1,2 
1 2 
2 
l, 2 
l T,2 T,l,2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
F 1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1 T,2. T,l,2 
1, 2 
1 
1, 2 
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Struebig, Wilbur C........ P 
Stueckler, Ernest...... . . . . E 
Swartzell, Lawrence. . . . . . . LA 
Sutton, Helen. . . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Ternand, Lorraine D...... . L 
Tewe, Donald E .......... LA 
Theurer, \Villiam P ........ LA 
Thober, William A......... P 
Thomas, Paul E.. . . . . . . . . . LA 
Thorn en, Walter L.. . . . . . . E 
Timken, Arthur R.. . . . . . . . LA 
Tofte, Joe ................ LA 
Tratebas, Edmund. . . . . . . . LA 
Troutwine, Gale H. . . . . . . . LA 
Uban, Che ter \V.. . . . . . . . . P 
Van Winkle, Ruth ......... LA 
Vasil, Stanley D. . . . . . . . . . P 
Wachholz, Paul. . . . . . . . . . . LA 
W acknitz, Grant R. . . . . . . . LA 
Wait, Horatio H.......... E 
Waldschmidt, Melvin W .... LA 
Waldschmidt, Olga E. . . . . . LA 
Waldschmidt, Rudolph. . . . LA 
Wald chmidt, Victor ....... LA 
Walton, David J.......... E 
Watson, Robert ........... LA 
vV ei , Helen. . . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Westphal, Norman. . . . . . . . L 
Weyl, Kenneth C.. . . . . . . . . LA 
\Vieggel, Walter W ........ LA 
Wiener, Milton . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
"'ienhor t, Matilda. . . . . . . . LA 
Wirth, Edward P .......... LA 
Wissman, \Villiam 0.. . . . . . P 
Wittmer, William F ........ LA 
\Voempner, Robert C ...... LA 
Wolff, Raymond A.. . . . . . . L 
vVolter, Arthur L.. . . . . . . . . LA 
Wolter, Carl A. . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Wood , Betty C.. . . . . . . . . . LA 
Wun h, I enneth K.. . . . . . LA 
W yneken, Hildegarde. . . . . . LA 
W , Helen .............. LA 
Yel ik \ illiam F ......... . 
Y ounglo e, Rob rt ....... . 
Zeigler, amuel H ........ . 
Zeigler, \ illiam . . . . . ... . 
Zimmerman, Helen R ..... . 
Zimm rman Ja k ........ . 
Zimm rman, Walter 
Zinn, Ethel R.. . . . . . . . . . . . LA. 
s 1, 2 
J 1,2 
F 1, 2 
F 1 
S 1ST,2ST,l,2 
F 1, 2 
s 1, 2 
F 1, 2 
u 2 
F 1, 2 
S 1ST 
F 1 
F 1 
So. 1 
F 1, 2 
So. 1, 2 
S 1ST,2ST,l,2 
F 1, 2 
s 1, 2 
F 1, 2 
o. 1, 2 
Ex. 1 
U 2ST 
U 2 T 
F 1, 2 
J 1,2 
J 1,2 
2 1, 2 
So. 1, 2 
So. 1, 2 
F 1, 2 
1, 2 
U IT 
s 1, 2 
Ex. 1 
F 1, 2 
1 1,2 
U lT 
U lT 
J 1,2 
J 1, 2 
F 1, 2 
Rx. 1 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2 
I:'T,2 T 
1, 2 
1 T- T 
Crown Point, Indiana 
Birmingham, Ala. 
La Porte, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
Merrill, Wisconsin 
Winona, Minnesota 
Elmore, Ohio 
Winamac, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
Beatrice, Nebraska 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Michigan City, Ind. 
Hawley, Pennsylvania 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
Milford Center, Ohio 
Medaryville, Indiana 
Chesterton, Indiana 
Grand Haven, Mich. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago, Illinoi · 
Chicago, Illinoi 
Sturgi , Michigan 
t. Louis, Missouri 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Detroit, Michigan 
t. Paul, Minne ota 
Grant Park, lllinoi 
Michigan City, Ind. 
eymour, Indiana 
Bay City, Michigan 
New Ha en, Indiana 
Brookfield, Illinoi 
Indianapoli , Indiana 
Elgin, Illinoi 
nion ille, 1ichigan 
Gar , Indiana 
V alparai o, Indiana 
Buffalo, ew York 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinoi 
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